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•I aiareaeaber. Vhat va1 to have been 
our !ate in Venice'• Daran11 !orbead turroved 
••be 1ougbt to recall. 
•It couldn't have been dragcing.• 





•1 forget,• 1be finally reaarked, all 
aloof. She tucked up her tbick, curling hair 
vith a pert hand. 
•what elae could happen to u17• Daran 
a1ked rhetorically. 
He vae an1vered by a gigantic black 
tentacle tbat bur1t troa tbe placid 1urface 
ot the water to tower fifty teet into the 
air. Tb• aeaber hung aotionleae tor a 1econd, 
it• ••••iv• double-rov or 1ucker-di•k• 
plainly vieible, until vith a ebockiog 
1uddenne11 it dipped and coiled it1elf about 
Caroline. Before Darao could react, ehe vae 
hauled high. On the other 1ide of the boat a 
churning in the vater heralded the arrival or 
aore of the bea1t. Caroline, knoving hereelf 
dooaed, deteraioed not to die vitb her 
n••••i• uoaarked. Draving out her dagger, 
1be ripped into the eaootb fleeb that held 
her. Tb• ara, 1poutinc thick blood, 
tightened ite bold, and eank elovly into the 
1ea, The blood evirled, black and inky in 
the clear, day-brigbteoed vater. 
•Caroline!• Daran 1hrieked. 
Brav and fey, knoving. bereelf dooaed and 
thue ellcing vorkaanlike vith her knife, 
cool-beaded in var-fettle, Caroline aaved at 
the liab that dragged her under. With a 
1plaah, aha va1 beneatb. 
The ara, vltb a wrench, uncurled, 
relea1ing bar. Unqueetioninc of her fortune, 
1he ebot to tbe 1urtace and beyond, 1oaring 
up into the air, trailing a pluae or 
blood-blackened eeavater. 
Blanching, the aooetrou1 kraken Jetted 
hurriedly to a poet eoae yard• fro• the boat, 
vbere it alovly turned back froa ite 1boeked 
vhite to lte noraal black, aottled hue. 
Caroline avept up, higher into the air, 
de1iriog only diataoee batveen beraelf and 
thla DIV eneay. 
Darao aettled back in the boat, knowing 
that be would be the bea1t'• next target. Re 
goaved hie lip, watching the evirliog of tbe 
vater 11 the giant neared. There vould be oo 
eecape for hi• uodervater, and the ekie1 vere 
not hi• eleaent. 
It va1 vitb a feeling of aetoniebaeot, 
then, that Caroline and Daran aav the huge 
creature riae again, for vben it puebed it• 
eyee Juat above the eurface .it did ao vi tb a 
plaintively vhiapering 1ound. Slovly it 
aoved, gingerly, vith extreae caution. loch 
by loch it pu1hed a freeh tentacle tovard the 
boat, careful nov not to frighten Daran aa it 
bad frightened Caroline. The thick rubbery 
tip cravled over the thvart, to hover 
queetingly lo the air. 
•I•a 1ure Venice ian1t that vay,• 
Caroline acolded gently !ro• ber eoa!ortable 
po1ition in tbe prov ot tbe ••all boat. 
•Vitb no land in 1i1bt,• Daran objected, 
bi• baok au1ole1 knotted vitb !ati1u•, •and 
vitb no current runnin1, bov can you tell?• 
•I•ve been vatcbing tbe clouda, and 
Jud1ing direction !ro• thea.• 
Once aore the ••••ntial point1 o! viev 
betv••n the 1viaain1 and the tlyin1 buaan 
vere at variance. Caroline, a oreature aade 
alao1t aore ot air than o! !le1h, and Darao, 
•cion ot. long line or ••r•eo, brid1ed thi• 
di!!erence vith perception aod vith love. 
Daran pulled the boat around to hi• 
partner'• guidance. Under the bar1b 
1unligbt, bi1 broad 1boulder1 and baok 
1v1ated heavily. 
•I• it •Y turn to rov yet?• Caroline 
aaked, vith adairable hooe1ty overcoaing her 
obviou1 reluctance to take up the vearying 
oar1. 
•Hot tor a vhile. I'll be tine.• 
The boat aoved !orvard to Daran'• ~veo 
roving -- and perhape a bit to tbe left. 
I 
Deep in the chilleet vater1 o! the 
Adriatic, in the aurky deptb1, a 1reat, dark 
•hape re1ponded to the dialy felt vibration• 
of Daran'• oar1. Tvo aonetroue •Y••• gloving 
balefully, turned upvard. Tvo titanic 
tentaclea, fully ten !eet aero•• and a !ull 
chain and a halt in length, rel••••d their 
grip upon the bottoa rock• and 1tretched 
1lovly up. Ea1ily, eaoothly, driven by an 
unnatural hunger, the aon1trou1 kraken 1lid 
through the cold vater1 tovard the var• 
1urface. 
I 
The Adriatic vat1r1 can change their 
character in only a aoaent, •• the good 1hip 
Haufragio learned 10 1uddenly. The 
round-proved cog had been cap•ised vitb no 
aore varning than the victi• or cutpur1ery ie 
given in an alleyvay by night; here, the 
thief vae a quick-driven ptora, blowing out 
or Libya, and the alley va• the broad vinter 
Adriatic. 
Caroline aod Daran alone eurvived, by 
being uo1inkable and uodrovnable, 
reepectively. She had flovo high over the 
heaving epuae, and be dove beneath it, 
1tora-to11ed, but, aore eorrov!ully, 
eeparated, At davo, vitb the 1tora•1 cea1e, 
they found and righted the rovboat, aod took 
•helter in it. Adrift, not preci1ely at the 
aerey of the ••a, they round in the boat that 
vhieh they bad !oraerly round on laod1 one 
another. 
•Venice va1 1111 than kind to ua,• Daran 
laaented, roving 1aootbly. 
•Well, ve can't go back to Kaplee. I 
think the eentenoe vae death by quartering.• 
•Hanging in Genoa.• 
•The block 1A Mantua,• Caroline 
frowned. •tou knov, 101eone aore 1en1itive 
than ve aigbt deduce that ve vere unloved.• 
by 
Jeff er son P. Swycaf fer 
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The kraken ava• alovl7 about the boat 
once, vhile Daran coaxed Caroline back to hie 
aide. With extre•e reluctance ahe accepted a 
daap tentacle-tip in her hand and ahook 
handa. 
•Doea it haYe a naae?• ahe aaked, wiping 
her band on her blouae. 
•Let•• aak.• He leaned over the prov of 
the boat, looking into the ciant•a •Y••· 
•Have you an•••• 0 OctopuaT• 
It raiaed it• 1antle, drew a cha•ber 
full or air, and belched it out underwater 
through ita aiphon. The reeult vaa no aore 
than a bubbling ru1h that turned th• 1eavater 
to toaa. 
Carolin• looked at Daran. •Hov •any 
1 g11 in that?8 
Daran raiaed an e71brov. •I•• certain 
thay vare 1k11.• 
They •creed to refer to the •onater by 
the appellation •1arakil,• an••• that 
preaerved ao•• ot the burbling nuance• of it• 
1alty exhalation. Other ••tter1 vere not 10 
euily uttled. 
larakil dragged their boat along, 
ta1t1ned to it b7 a t~cht 1uoker-grip vitb 
tvo aria. Be av•• ahead, vavinc hie other 
araa behind and ahead. Good 1p1ed val ••d• 
in the tiny boat. By turna larakil towed tbe 
boat, pla7ed c•ntly witb the tvo hu•ana, and 
rested tor abort catnap1. All th• wbile, 
Caroline and Daran diacua1ed the ieaue that 
vas fore•oat in their thoughta. 
•octopuae1.• Caroline glared at Daran 
vith a fiery gaze. 
•Octopi,• Daran diaagreed tir1l7. 
The argu•ent bad 1i•aered tor an hour 
and a half. 
•octopuae1.• 
•octopi. • 
Witb a 1velling roil or dieplaced water, 
Iarakil !lovingly avoke, to peer at the• 
queationingly with a 1aa1ive yellov eye. 
Stead7ing the boat vith a tentacle, be 
atretched fluidly, changed color thrice, and 
aoved onvard up the Adriatic. 
•octopuses,• Caroline 1aid, her voice 
lovered respectfully. 
Shortly before 1unset the veather 
changed again, with dark clouda threatenini 
on the borison. Thick tog cloaed dovn fro• 
above, the gray •1st darkening slovly a1 the 
aun eank. They •oved on through the •urk, 
vitb only the ruah or vater past the bull to 
indicate their paaaage. At eight o'clock they 
heard tbe funereal clanging or a city 
aea-bell. 
At eight thirty they fetched roughly up 
againet the atonee of a vharf. 
"Landi" Daran ahouted joyfully. 
"Who goes there?" caae an anavsr fro• 
the 11st. A lantern'• light grev out of the 
darkoese, aurrounded b7 a niabus of 1virling 
droplet1. 
•Shipvrecked ••riners,• Daran anavered. 
"The salvage or 1tor1 and night. I aa Daran, 
and thia la -- • 
The nevcoaer stood before thea, in the 
unifora and bearing the cutlery of a 
guards•an. • -- Thia i• Caroline, and you 
are both under aentence.• 
Daran avalloved. Carolin•'• eyee 
videoed. •what town ia thi1, 1irrab?• 
1Venioe,• the guard anavered ahortly. 
•Goodl We'll find out vbat death they 
bad tor'ua.• 
•11paling,• aaid the guard through tight 
lipa. 
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Lynn Maudlin 
& Christine Lowentroul 
Thanks for your support, 
your humble editors, 
On the subject of TfHS issue, however, you will 
find that we have an unpuhlished "Thomas the 
Rhymer" story by Charles de l.int in honor of our first 
birthday (beginning our second year of publication}, 
We have a nice assortment of stories for you as well 
as another large and lively letter column (*thunk you! 
thunk you!* to all our letter writers). 
You might also notice some differences in ap- 
pearance; this is the first issue we've tried to use my 
Ventura desktop publishing system (running down lo 
San Diego lo print on my brother's laser prinler!l ·- 
other stories were sent in formal by their authors and 
we reduce their size slightly and do paste up & layout 
hy hand. So please bear with us us we continue lo work 
on gelling better and better, every issue. Remember 
to get those letters in early since Issue #6 will come 
out in two months (of course, we'll still print your lel· 
ters, even if they miss the deadline - in the full.uwi.ng 
issue). 
Hello, we're late. l lere it is, late April, and we're 
putting out the late winter/early spring issue. So why 
bother feeling as if we're lute und just resign oursel- 
ves to this schedule? Good question, uncl 011e we've 
asked each other, too. But three months from now is 
mere days before MythCon (the annual Mythopoeic 
Conference - more on that later) and that Lime is al- 
ready hooked with other obligations. Therefore, issue 
#6 needs to come out "on time." 
Happily, issue #6 is the American Fantasy issue 
and we've been saving stories with that issue in mind 
for some time and we've almost got enough to go to 
press right now. So, in fact, we can get to work almost 
immediately! 
EDITORIAL 
Daran reached torvard tentatively, and 
ahook hand• vith it. 
He ••iled up at Caroline. •I think that 
thi1 vaa not vhat ve believed it vaa.• 
•H•pb.• Caroline toaaed her head. 
•rro• up here, I can••• all or it. It'• 
lli· Ugly too.• 
It cased up at her vith hue• yellov 
eye1, and even 1be could aenae the reproach 
in that look. 
•Co•• on,• Daran vaved to her. 
•octopua•• are 1hy, rentle craaturea.• 
•Why did it drag ae dovn vhen I knifed 
it?• ahe aaked, although 1he hovered alightly 
lover in the air above it. •And the plural 
i1 10ctopi,1 not 10ctopuaea.•• •It didn't 
feel the pain tor a tev 1econda. They're 
slow that vay. And you're incorrect1 it'• 
10ctopuaea.•• 
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equal alaorlt7, aoved up, 1ailin1. •velcoaa 
to our incarceration.• Her 1tepa brought her 
nearer the guard on the right, vbile Daran 
waa nearl7 vithln reach ot the 1uard on the 
left. 
•1ic1 tr7,• 1narled the guard-captain, 
dropping hla ahortened corridor-pike into 
quarter1ta!C po1ition and aenacing the pair 
with the raaor-aharp blade. The tvo 
underling guarda blinked 1tupidl7, not even 
yet recognising the danger they'd been in. 
At the captain'• ge1ture they 1boved the 
newcoaer roughly in\o th• cell, then tell 
back Crea the door. 
•Within, deaonl• coaaanded the captain. 
Eyeine the three captive••• be backed out, 
he crinned cruell7. •Death avalt1 you,• be 
breathed, and clo1ed the door again. 
Th• light ot the corridor laded, inch by 
inch, until only the blackne11 or the 1rave 
tilled the cell. 
•Well, you've cot to try,• Caroline 
•uttered. 
The 1atyre1a backed avay troa thea in 
the darkne11, tvidentl7 tearful. Daran 1po~e 
tiret, aoothingly. 
•Pl•••• don't tear u1. We're only 
thlevea. Ve1re neither robber1 nor !ootpeda, 
and I, at lta1t, couldn't handle a knit• 1! I 
tried.• 
•we•r• kindly, 1•ntle !olk,• Caroline 
explained, although that va1n1t ••true tor 
her•• it vat tor Daran. Her voice va1 
louder in th• darkn•11 than bl1 had been. 
•tou vtra about to char1• three aratd 
guard1?• a1ktd the 1at7re1a, her voice like 
daylight in the dark. •11 tbia 7our brand ot 
geotlene11?• 
Carollo• but nodded1 in tbt darkne1a, 
however, her 1e1tur• va1 1een only by Daran. 
•Tbt crov-tactd aan to your lett bad bi1 
haod1 tull and bi1 heart in hie aoutb, and 
the lantern-Javed lout· to your lett va101t lo 
any better 1hap1. They're quite afraid or 
you, you know. It ve could have aurpri1td 
the captain, ve'd all bt tree nov.• 
•1 with I'd known. I'd have kicked hi• 
in th• back.• She 1taaped her 1barp boovee 
rin1in1l7 on the hard atone tloor. With no 
rea1onable repl7 to tbat, Caroline, i~1tead, 
••k•d or tb• 1at1r•••' bo•elan4. DartD 
111tened, vhil• returning t~ hi• 
vall-cbipping. 
•1 •• naaed Sbadov-ot-a-Fir. I lead a 
tribe or •7 kind in the woods tar to the 
north. It 11 in the land 1ou call Geraany. 
The huaaoa think o! it•• only a vilderoea1.• 
The ecorn lo her voice va1 quiet and 1•ntle, 
eboviog a vtll-bred pride. •But I•• on a 
que1t, and haven't been hoae !or tvo year1.• 
•You aa7 never go hoae at all,• Caroline 
indelicately reainded her. Daran hu1bed her. 
•Tell u• or your que1t. Our OVD 11 
aerel7 tor a place vb•r• ve can live vithout 
being beheaded.• 
•or burned,• Caroline put in. 
•or being lapaled, o! couree.• 
•I•• ••arching tor •Y 1ceptre ot 
leader1hip. It i1 the lo•t Vand of Foreat11 
Rule. I ovned it once, but it vaa taken.• 
Her voice took on a aligbtl7.ironic tone. 
•It Val ltoleo by a pair of thievea,• 
•Horth Gtraaoy7• Caroline auttered. 
•Hope. It va1 never u1.• 
•Tbe vand i1 1yabolic of 7our 
leaderabipT• Daran a1ked. 
•It i1 •7 leader1hlp. It 11 no ••re 
Caroline nodded to Daran. •It vaa the 
not knoving that vaa killing••·• 
•coae along, 7ou tvo.• He gra1ped each 
ot th•• rou1hl7 b7 an ara and hauled th•• 
ava7, 
It the7 expected va1t ink7 ara1 to dart 
up tro• the vater o! the qua7, hurling th• 
guard a1ide and treeing thea, the7 vere 
diaappointed. 
•ootopu1e1,• 1aid Caroline, vith a to11 
other head, a1 th• trooper vordlt11l7 
hu1tled th•• ott to priton. 
I 
The next aorning found the tvo together 
in a 1ecure cell in th• vell-euarded 
death-vine ot the cit7 pri1on. For 10•• 
rea1on unable to 1leep, Daran had been 
obipping at one vall 1ince aidnlgbt, quletl7 
vorkin1 on vhat alcht have b1en a veak 
portion ot the 1tonevork. To bl1 lett, 
Caroline glooally peered out tbe 1aall vlndov 
at the llgbta th•t ahoo• vaoly through the 
tog. Beneath tbea, tbe vater1 ot the canal 
1lapped 1o!tly at the keep'• foundation. 
Vole•• approached, and light. A new 
priaoner vaa being escorted here to avalt 
death with th••· At the tiny grill• in the 
aae1ive door, lantern-light auddenl7 ahoved. 
•1n1id• there, you tvo.• The voice vae thick 
and rough. •Back ava7. We're opening.• 
Daran shrugged. 
•Whoa vlll I be Joining?• aaked the nev 
priaoner. Her voice vaa aott and gentle. 
Daran heard it and tbouebt ot tore1t etraaae 
and 1unllgbt. Caroline beard the vlnd 
through tall tree1. 
•Thievea. Good one1, too,• the guard 
adaitted. 
In1ide the cell, Caroline nodded in 
graciou1, it unseen, acknovledgeaeot or the 
co1pliaent. 
A key vaa J••••d into the lock. •They 
stole the entire grand ballroo• right fro• 
under the Doge'a noee. Tablea, chalra, 
tapeatriea, allvervare, right dovo to the 
bra1a tacka holding up the veneer.• 
A 1aile croa11d Daran11 face a• be 
recalled the triuapb, onl7 to !ade vltb the 
guard'• next vord1. 
•we caught th• idiot1, o! cour11, betor• 
tb17'd aana1ed to load up their va1on. Ab, 
there'• the lock ••• • 
A crack ot licht 1bot up•• tbe door 
creaked open one lncb,,,tvo inch••••• 
In tbe 1lar• ot the lantern• in the 
ballva7 the nevooaer val bar1bl7 revealed. 
•Ri1e and 1blne, dead aen, and •••t 7our 
new cellaate.• The guard laughed raucou1l7, 
and put hie tbuab to hi• no1e in a vulgar 
geature. •ve•re burning her toaorrov, tor 
'tie plain ahe11 a deaon.• 
It va1 plain ab• va1 1oaetbing unu1ual. 
Tall, lithe, the voaao1a body va1 that or a 
nyapb, a teaale aat7r or taun, halt-huaan, 
balt-beatial in tor•. Her lega and hoovea 
vere detinitel7 like tboae ot a goat, but at 
her hlpe the cr•••T vblte vool aelted g1ntl7 
into aaooth huaan akin. Two aaaiatant 
guard•••n held her by her etrong and very 
buaan araa, averting their gaae troa her 
yellov, vertlcall7 1llt-pupilled eyea. Fro• 
her ••n• or golden, curling hair two heavy 
apiral borne protruded, traalng bar !ace 
artiatically. 
•Hov do 7ou do?• Daran aaked cordially, 
and atepped torvard vitb hi• band 
outatretcbed lo greeting. Caroline, vitb 
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be1tial tentacle ••• 11aratill1 Carolin• 
1houted 1uddenl7. 
Ju1t in tiae 1he dodged baot troa the 
vindov a1 the •i1bt7 ar• 1tittened, wrenched, 
and dragged the bar1, vindov-traae, and auoh 
ot the wall dovn into the narrow canal. 
Delicatel7, gingerl7, with reapect tor 
the relative trailt7 ot it• friend•, larakil 
lowered the treed pri1oner1 troa their nov 
unvall•d cell to the vatertront oppo1ite. To 
the acco•pani•ent ot alar• bell1, 1la••ing 
door1, and hoaree 1hout• troa tb• pri1on'1 
guard1, the 1ea-aon1ter waved cb1eril7 
tarevell (eight tia11) and 1ubaerged. 
Caroline, Daran, and Sbadov-ot-a-Fir 
loet no ti•• in litevi11 vani1hing troa the 
1c1ne. 
Tbe7 1curried through the back all171, 
1t1alin1 a dor7 to cro11 the Grand Canal, and 
v•r• IOOn lo•t in the aaae that VII 
R1nai11ano• Venice. 
Caroline leaned to Shadov, a1 the three 
1kulk1d along a di•, narrow 1tre1t. •Would 
you 1a1 •octopu1e1,1 or 1octopiT11 
'I'd 1a7 that one va1 1nou1b,1 Shadov 
br1athl111l7 replied. 
I 
1Where are 7ou tatinc u1,• Carolin• 
a1ked Daran atter a long tvo houri ot 
1kulting, biding, aad etilltul baottraoting. 
•Soaevh•r• vhere ve can 1l••PI after 
tba t, to th• Doc•'• palace.• 
11 va1 afraid 7ou1d 1a7 that. Still ••• • 
tarolin• 1ailed her na1tie1t e•ile. 1Vill 
you vant to beat the 1tutting out ot hi•, or 
•a1 u• 
11 thought ve1d leave that decision to 
benevolent tate,1 Daran a111rted piou1l7. 
I 
At eight o'clock ot the tolloving 
evening the three burglars crouched hidden in 
the bedrooa clo1et ot the Doc• ot Venice. 
••bl••· It i• no gaud7 crown or b•c••••d 
orb. It i• -- 1 She •truggled tor vord1. 1 
-- It i• a tvig ot th• olde1t tree ot tree1, 
th• Grandfather tree, vhich i1 the heart ot 
th• toreat. The vand i• 1unlight, it i1 
rain.• Ber Yoic• cr•v 1ott. 1It ii the 
pearl7 light ot aorning, wara-telt through 
th• ri1ing ai1t1 ••• • 
•11 it aagicT• Carolin• blurted. 
•Yea,• Sbadov 1aid bleatl7. 'It otter1 
a obara to an7 ot the toreat. It be1tov1 
1trengtb and alertne11, vbil• it betra71 th• 
••n••• ot an7 toe, 10 that hi• vill i1 •apped 
and hi• vita falter. I ha•• tolloved it 
through thi1 land ot citi•• and tield1 -- O, 
how I ai11 •7 fore•t11• 
Daran 1igbed to hi•••lt. Bov ditticult 
•ucb a ta•t au•t be for oa• who va• •arted b7 
her ••r1 appearance a• a deaon or vor••· That 
ah• bad ooae 10 tar va1 a tribute to her 
deteraination. 
1Vbo do 7ou think nov po••••••• it?• 
1Wbo •l•• but the Doge?• Shadov •taaped 
her boot again in tru•tration. •on thi1 
i1land vbere there ha• never been a tore1tl 
What u1e could be have tor itT• 
Deep into the night, Daran baaaered at 
the vall, •dcing ava7 the atone 1liver b7 
1liY1r, u1in1 bi• chain• a1 a •ate1hitt 
chi11l. !ear aidni1ht, he broke through to 
the out•ld• air, having opened up a tin7 
creYice through vhich a centipede •ight have 
had trouble eecaping. Be vaen't tooling 
an7on•1 toaorrov would bring a poor death at 
th• 1tate. 
Tvo houre later, vhen even he va1 alaoet 
willing to gi•• up hope, Caroline leaped back 
tro• the barred vindov. A horrible rubbery 
••••had vedc•d iteelt againet the bar1, and 
va1 •lovl7 eliding partva7 into th• roo•. 
The three li•tened in eick taecination a1 it 
thraehed and flopped about, Ju1t like 10•• 
hand1 about Daran11 neck. Daran put bis chi 
dovn, banged the Doe•'• bead tvice against a 
bed-poet, and called out in a yet-thinner 
voice, 1Go1b-darned buttonbook11• 
•Do 7ou vi1b a11i1tance71 a1ked the 
captain o! the 1uard1a1n, halfway turning hi1 
bead. 
•An7 da7 I can't put on ay ovn 1ho1e 
• Daran •titled a 7elp ••the Doge bit bi• 
band. 1Tberel I 1ot it.• He looked tor 
1oa1thin1 heavy and 1olid, and 1av nothing. 
Grittinc hi• teeth, he knocked hi• ovn 
!orebead •1•in1t \he Do1•'•• finally 1ubduinf 
the old aan. 
•Are 7ou dr111ed, exoellenoe?• 
•Wait a aoaent vbil• I adju1t ay 
1tockin11 -- • D11pit1 a headache broucht oa 
b7 hi• u1e o! hi• ovn bead•• a blunt veapon, 
Daran va1 able to tie up the Do1• and throw 
hia into the bed. Be drev abut the ourtain1, 
then dr1111d bia11l! in the Do1e•1 rob11 ot 
1tat1. Once vithin the thick 1araent1, be 
bent hi1 kneee to 1borten hia11lt, and held 
hi• face lov under a the larg11t bat that be 
bad ever •••n, vbioh Caroline banded out to 
bia before 1be pulled the olo11t door olo11d 
again. 
•vov 11a dr111ed,1 he vhee11d. 
Signalline Caroline and Sbadov to tollov 
along vith hi1 ploy, he euddenly bi111d, 1lnd 
vho are th••• !or•i&n voaen biding in ay 
clo .. u• 
The 1uarda vbirled about in dieaay and 
1tared at Caroline and Shadov. 
Daran etepped back. •captain, did you 
have~ in here laet night?• 
1Ho1 1irt• the 1uard 1taaaered. •I I 
have no idea -- • 
11 ••••' Daran 1aid, hie voice viee and 
tolerant end tin1•d vitb a bit o! ely irony. 
1Vell, boye vill be boy1. You young aen. 
When I vaa 1our age.,.• He shrugged, •Pay 
thee their pa7 and eend tbea on their vay.• 
11 -- I -- 1 
•Pay theal And pa7 tbea vell. You 
auatn1t veleb on your obligation•, no, oo, 
no. That, I vill not countenance. Gold, I 
ehould think, young •an. l••••• Nov 1bov 
tbea to the door.• 
One ot the guard1 eullenly obeyed. 
1For1i1n voaen,• Daran twitted ·tb• 
captain, •and etraoge ones, too. But I'll 
forgive you -- thi1 tiaet• Re addre1eed the 
r11t ot the aoldiere. •toucan all go nov1 
go to 1leep. Captain, vby don't you eeoort 
ae to ay countin1 rooa, yea? I !tel a need 
to look in on ay aoney ••• • Greed betrayed 
hia at that aoaent, hovever, tor be lilted 
hie head Ju•t a trifle too tar. The 
guard-captain eet h11 gaae. 
•Who are you?• the captain asked in a 
bu1hed voice. 
1111 your ruler, and your elder, too, 10 
behave youraelt.• 
1Hariol Ru!iol Pinion hie araat• 
•But I'• the Doge!• Daran lied 
d11perately. To Mario and Rufio be snarled, 
•Arrest this aadaan.• 
•r think not,• quietly eaid the captain. 
He took Daran'• obin in hie band and lifted 
hie head. 1Iou vtre never ~be Doge ot 
Venice.• 
Daraa 1book bi1 obin tree ot the 
captain'• 1rip, and 1t1pped back to the 
Doge'• bedtable. •10,• be aaid, in hie 
natural voice. •But I baYe 1oaetbing that ie 
hie.• 
Tbt guard-captain be1an to drav bis 
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Balconie1 and balcony vindov1 are 
incoaparabl7 bandy for 1ucb entrance1. 
Caroline and Daran bad tried to 1uggest to 
Sbadov-ot-a-Fir that such aatter1 vere beat 
le!t to the pro!es1ional1, but 1he in1i1ted 
on accoapan7ing tbea on ber ovn aearcb. 
•M7 vand i1 nearby,• 1be 1aid, aa the 
three hunkered lov in the richly appointed 
clo1et. Daran, fingering tbe cutf1 of the 
Do1•'• han1in1 robes ot 1tat1, !rovned in 
appreciation. One had to knov fabric -- 
reall7 knov it -- to under1tand bov aucb 
aoney 1ucb an outfit auet have coat ••• The 
intruder• prepared to leap out into the rooa, 
vben, halt an hour later, the bedrooa door 
opened. Into their trap valked the Doi• 
followed by a 1quad ot tventy ot hi• 
vell-araed guardeaen. 
1What dove do nov?• Caroline carefully 
vhiepered to Daren. 
•we vait,• be anavered sadly. 
The old Doge readied biaaelt tor bed, 
vhlle the guardaeen stood rigidly at 
attention, racing the other vay out or 
respect tor hie privacy. Into hie eooraoue, 
canopied bed the ruler cravled, and out be 
tbrev bi• rob••· Hie under-robe• tolloved, 
then hie 1tockinga, bi• 1birt, and finally 
hi1 body-garaeot1. Finally a ekinny, 
vith•r•d •r• reaobtd torth, pulled a 
night-robe froa a bra1a book, and vitbdrev. 
Daren, Caroline, and Shadov all vatched, 
one above the other, peering through the 
narrovly ajar clo1et door. The guardeaeo 
seated thea1elve1 on vooden benches that had 
been placed inside the rooa Cor their uee. 
It va1 plain that their dut7 va1 to 1tand 
vatoh -- or to ,!!1 vatcb -- throughout the 
ni1ht. In1ide the curtained bed, the Doge 
to111d, turned, and auabled, unable to sleep. 
P1rbap1 be va• too v•i1ht1d by hi• concern• 
ot ruler1hip. Perbap• it vae guilt. 
Once aore bi1 thin ara 1tretohed forth, 
paving around on bi• nigbt1tand. He lifted 
up aoaetbing, eoae itea nearby hi1 bed, then, 
vitb an ara 1001 1uddenly relaxed, 11t it 
dovn •&•in. The ara Cell ava7, flopped 
10011, and dancled outeide the bed-curtain. 
Froa vitbin, beart7 1nor11 echoed. 
Caroline, Daran, and Sbadov did not 
1l11p that ni1bt, nor did the contingent ot 
guardeaen. 
I 
Late in the aorning, paet ten o'clock, 
the Doge avoke and could be heard aoving. 
The three burglar•, bidden in their clo1et, 
eoved carefully to ease the craep in their 
atittened lege. Ae one, the guarde11n etood 
to attention, ready and avaiting their lord'• 
eaergence. 
•turn around, aen,• the Doge called troe 
hie bed. 11 auat fetch ay caraenta. No 
peeking.• Hie voice vae vatery and 
quavering. 
Daran1e drooping bead 1napped up, hie 
eyee vide. Be auet !etch hie clothes ••• 
There vae only the one cloeet in the rooa. 
Ae the tventy guard1aen turned to !ace the 
tar vindov, Daran leaped Corth, aoving 
evi!tly yet silently, and tackled the Doge, 
bearing the old aan back onto hie 
deep-pilloved bed. 
Clapping one hand to the ruler'• aouth, 
be vr11tled hie victia and evaddled hi• in 
bedclothes. •Don't look, novt• be called in 
iaitation o! the Doge'• thin voice. •I can 
Casten it ay11lt.• The old aan va1 putting up 
a 1urprieing 1bov o! !orce, and 1oon bad both 
And now I sit old and grey, 
A despised and lovele•s croneJ 
Watching sisters' babes laugh and play 
While I dream wild dr·eams--alone •. 
Returning home, splashed in mud. 
I pondered my lonely fatea 
I could never wed mortal now, 
Having been an elflord'• mate. 
A man in green stood on the path, 
His eves were bright, his hair was darks 
He took me in hi• arms just once, 
Then vanished in the woodland bark. 
Shivering In my cot ton skirt, 
I passed seven great hawthorn trees, 
Thwn heard • whi•per on the wind, 
Made by • voice and not by breeze. 
Hy sister& wore white wedding g->wns, 
I had no ring, no village lad, 
And so I fled away to show 
I would not praise what they had. 
Unwed, unloved by any man, 
I waa pure enough for unicorn, 
Save that the thoughts in my mind 
Were filled with jealousy and scorn. 
Lonely maiden, in my distress, 
I wandered to the Haunted Wood 
Where yewtreee bore their poison fruits 
I had no fear--for I was good. 
by Janel P. Reedman 
THE LONELY MAIDEN 
ot air, and toved th•• out to 1ea. 
Bventually h• let th•• 10 in London, goin1 by 
va1 ot Tuni1, Barcelona, and lant••· 
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•octopu1ea.• 
•octopi.• 
larakil ••itted another undervater belch 
evord. Daran reaoh•d torvard and touobed hi• 
vith a el•nd•r pieoe ot vood. 
•Vbat -- • be1an th• oaptain, and 
trovn•d in pu11leaent, hi• oonoentration 
broken. B• looked at th• floor, th• oeilin1, 
and the vindov, then 1bru11•d. It auet not 
have been iaportant ••• 
Mario, Rutio, and th• other 1eventeen 
1uard• 1a1ped, then obar1•d tovard Daran -- 
until they ver• ••nt flying by a nev attack 
upon their rear. Sharp boov•• tlaebed, ri1t1 
tlev, and a vooden bench vat lifted and 
burled into the aa11 ot guard•••n• Carolin• 
and Sbadov felled three ot th• 1oldier1 and 
began, bu1ine11like, on th• next thr••· 
Daran 1rinned, and, boldin1 the Vand ot 
Foreet'• Rule before bia, quickly put tiv• 
1uard1 out of aotion vitb quick arti1tic •p•• 
tbru1t1. 
Soon all the 1uard1 vere dovn, or, like 
the oaptain, 1ittin1 on tloore or leaning 
again1t vall• in po1tur•• ot relaxation and 
ennui. Tb• three ro1ue1 di1patcbed the final 
re1i1tance vitb vand-tip, boot-1taap, and 
bare-knuckle pounding. 
•My vandl1 exclaiaed Shadov. 
•It va1 on th• Dor•'• nigbt1tand,1 Daran 
laughed, ebedding the heavy and encuabering 
rob•• or 1tate. •Be va1 u1ing it a1 a 
1l11pin1 aid, to overooat hi• ineoania.• He 
placed th• artifact in Shadov11 treabling 
hand. 
They e1oaped troa the alerted palace 
vithout any great ditticulty, bearing vitb 
the• the vand and vbat aoney they round in a 
quick 1earcb or the bedrooa. Through the 
etreet1 they ran, over bridge• and into 
aarketplacee, revelinc in their treedo• and 
in the bright 1ea1ide 1unlight. 
•I hate to abandon our octopu1 friend,• 
Caroline 1aid a1 they pa11ed under a portico 
and along a collonaded loggia. •But I do 
think v• ourbt to bead inland.1 
•1 acree,• Daran nodded. •one 1hipvreck 
in a veek it enough, and 1uaa1r 1torae are 
borin1 vben repeated too often.• 
Vith Sbadov, they claabered aboard the 
rear plattora ot a pa11ing ale-vagon, it1elt 
little aor• than a barrel vitb vbeel1. 
Perhap1 th• oarter dian•t knov that he'd 
1ain•d hitohbik•r•s perhape h• ••r•ly didn't 
oar•. 
Men on the 1treet 1tared fixedly at 
Shadov a1 the cart trundled by. On• brave 
Bul1arian brittled hi• au1tachio1 to iapre11 
her. Slovly, happily, they cantered along the 
caueevay that oro1111 th• Laguna Veneta to 
the ••inland. 
It va1 then that larakil surfaced vith a 
fountain ot •••-vater, grabbing everyone fro• 
the vagon, then th• vagon it11lr. 
!tter the giant octopu1 bad been 
adeoni1hed, after the boreee bad be•n chaeed 
dovn and calaed, atter the driver bad been 
revived troa hi1 taint and had be•n 
recoapen1ed tor hi• lo1t ale, (vhicb took 
exactly allot the gold the trio bad taken 
troa the bedrooa ot the ~oge), and atter the 
drunken octopus had 1topped eviaaing 
tigur•-•i1ht1 in th• Laguna, Caroline and 
Daran bid tarevell to Shadov-ot-a-Fir and 
re1ignedly claabered into their old rovboat, 
vhich larakil bad thoughtfully brought tor 
th••· 
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half 11 soul," she whispered, "the other half was in 
your twin. The two halves long lo he one again, so of 
course you are restless ... Wherever her soul is, it is 
1wL in this valley, buL perhaps she will come hack here 
lo look for you." 
'l'he other villagers ulso believed that I had only 
half u soul, and so wus more likely Lo sin. When they 
suw me I al king with Mui a they nudged each olherand 
nodded sagely: it was only to he expected thut I should 
he drawn lo a witch. My mother heal me when she 
found out and prayed more fervently Lhut I should he 
protected from evi I; I often lay awoke al n ighl, I isten- 
ing to her whispered Ii tunies, wondering if my sister's 
spirit would return lo find me. Perhaps my mother's 
prayers worked: I saw no ghosts. 
WiLh my hulfa soul, I was still better off'thun the 
heut hen forest-folk who, it was said, .hud none. The 
villttHers said lhey were lhe clrildrcn of unions hu- 
tween demons and forest animals and could take 1111y 
shupe they chose; often they were crows, or wolves. 
Maia Lolcl me that many generations ugo the hill-folk 
hud lived in our vullcy, hut we hud killed muny or 
them and driven the others away, so lhut now they 
had lo hide in the hills. They were great healers and 
workers of magic, she suid; their goddess, the I .ady of 
the I Ii lls, cou lcl even cu use a barren woman to hu ve u 
child, if she puid the right price. 
"Whut is the price?" I asked. 
"Life," Mai11 said. "The womun must give 11 life to 
that goddess, her own or someone else's." And she 
said no more. 
I had never seen one. of the hill-people, though 
they sometimes left their forest and came down Lo our 
village al night, to steal our sheep. One ufteruouu, 
when I was bringing the sheep down from the hillside 
to be sheared, I found one of their stone knives in the 
meadow. The hill- folk were afraid of iron and would 
not touch it and so their knives and arrow-points were 
stone. 'l'his knife was a heautiful lhlng, shur>cd like 11 
leaf and even shurper thun our iron ones. I hid it in· 
side my sush and brought it home, and kept it under 
the straw of my heel. Al night, when my mother was 
asleep, I told myself stories about the strungu people 
who had made it. I longed lo see them: I fell uk in lo 
them because, like them, I did not huve a fully human 
sou I. 
Wilh their magic they must have sensed that I 
hurl their knife because, after that, when lhcy came 
stealing into the village on moonless nights, they 
scratched pagan designs on the door ofour house und 
110 one else's. My mother wepl when she saw t1lwsc 
marks and she scraped them off, hut they always 
reappeared. After a while I took the knife hack lo the 
meadow and left it there. The next day it was gone. 
Afler this the hill-folk stopped making marks 
upon our door, but on nights when it was very dark, I 
heard people walking softly round the house and 
whispering. In the morning I found their narrow 
Our village lay in a valley surrounded hy green 
hills, all of these hills were curved and rounded, so 
thut Lhey shaped u sleeping woman, robed in green. 
The villugers Said this WllS the imuge of the goddess 
of the heathens, who lived upon those forested hills; 
they would not look up al the heights without malling 
the sign ngninat evil and whispcring u prayer. 
My mother, especially, Ieured the hills ;.111d the 
people who live(! there. Our house once had a window 
which looked out on their Ludy of the II ills, hut long 
ugo she hnd lilted it in with earthen hricks and nailed 
the shutters closed. When she went ubout the vii Inge 
she walked with her eyes downcast and she always 
spoke softly, as if she Ienred the forest- folk would 
hear her. 
I thought the Lady was beautiful and as u child I 
often wondered ifmy own thin hucly would ever he so 
gracefully rounded. I did not tell my mother about 
these musings, but when she caught me looking up al 
the hills she beat me, and later I would find her weep- 
ing by herself. She had cause lo weep, I suppose; my 
father was dead and I was her only child, and I could 
not he as she wan Led me to he. 
It was whispered in the village that I once had a 
sister, a twin whose face was the image of my own, hut 
she had died soon after we were born. "Where is her 
grave?" I asked when I was small, but my mother only 
shook her head and turned a way. As I grew older l saw 
how much it pained her to speak of this, so I stopped 
asking, hut I did not slop wondering. When I drew 
water at the village ~ell I often wuited until the sur- 
face was still und then looked far down ut the image 
of my face, circled hy sky; but it wus loo far clown lo 
see clearly and I saw only a wavering shadow. When 
the villagers caught me looking into the well thev 
mocked me for my vanity, but it was not vanity, f111_-I 
hel ieved that I was plain. IL was only curiosi ly, a long- 
ing to see the face that mirrored my own. 
One person did not mock me. She was Muiu, the 
midwife, who lived alone al lhe edge of the vil1,1g1!. 
1 ler small house was fragrant with herbs hung from 
the roof-beurns, and bundles of roots sut near the lire. 
'l'he villagers called her a witch, but they sti II sent for 
her when they were ill, or when the crops were foil- 
ing, or when there was a pestilence among the sheep. 
My mother hated her but I was drawn lo her because 
she had delivered me and she seemed lo hold the 
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these were great riches lo our poor village, no one hud 
touched them, for fear of the Lady's magic. 11 is dark 
hair was as long as a woman's and had been bound in 
a braid, but the wind in this high place had pulled it 
free, so that it covered his eyes. I was glad of this, for 
I did not want to see the expression in them. The rest 
of his face looked weary and mournful, but there was 
no savagery in it. 
I turned away, trying lo hide my tears, and went 
buck down Lo the village. That night there was u great 
fire upon the hill and the hill-folk began beating their 
drums, wailing and howling like wolves at his death. 
I could not sleep; I lay awake listening Lo the mourn- 
ful people on the hill and lo my mother whispering 
prayers that their evil would not Louch me. 
She finally slept, exhausted, and I slipped out of 
the house and ran toward the fire on the hill, stum- 
bling over the uneven meadows. I was dressed only in 
my shift and the night air was cool; the silver neck- 
lace was cold against my bare skin. I was not sure 
what I would say to the hill-people or why I felt com- 
pelled lo run to them, except that I felt somehow 
responsible for the man's death and wanted to give 
buck the gift that I did not deserve. 
When 1 reached the edge of the forest I stopped 
and looked around, shivering. I had thought they 
would all be near the tree where he was killed, hut 
that was Loo neurour village for them. They had Luken 
his body away, up lo the summit of the hills. 
1 have never been in the forest before, not even in 
daytime, even though the other village women often 
footprints in the mud outside our door. I always 
rubbed these out with my own feet, so that my mother 
would not see them. 
One morning I found a gift upon the threshold: it 
was a crescent moon of silver, on a fine silver chain. I 
wore this under my clothes and was careful not lo let 
anyone see it. Their silver was dedicated to the Lady 
of the Hills and was bound up in her moon-magic, and 
if the villagers saw me wearing it they would say I wus 
bewitched. I did not know why the hill-people had 
given.me such a beautiful thing, unless it was in ex- 
change for their knife; or else they had seen me look- 
ing up at the Lady and they knew that I was secretly 
akin to them. 
Soon after this, the men of the village caught one 
of the hi II-people in the high meadow, near the edge 
of the forest. As a warning to the others who would 
steal our sheep, they sent for the hlacksrnith, who 
made iron spikes and nailed him still living to u tree, 
and then drove his own knife into his heart. 
I went with everyone else to stare at him after he 
was dead, though I did not want to. When I saw. the 
knife in his chest I recognized it and knew it was the 
one I had owned for a while: so it had been his. Was he 
the one who had left the marks upon my door, the ope 
who had given me a necklace in return for his own 
knife? Looking at him, I wished I had never found the 
knife at all, for then he might still be alive. 
He was a slender man, dressed in deerskins that 
were soaked black with his own blood. On his wrists 
and ankles he wore heavy silver ornaments; though 
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young woman had done. Then she nodded lo herself, 
Look my elbow, and led me away from the people, over 
to the other side of the lire. The young woman fol- 
lowed us. 
"I will speak for her," the old woman said, gestur- 
ing at the young one. "She does not speak your lan- 
guage." 
I noclded. 1'hey were both silent, looking ut me. 
"I'm sorry about the man who was killed," I stum- 
merecl. "I took his knife and I hod iL for 11 while. Then 
I gave it buck hut he kepl coming lo the village and 
lhey caught him--" 
"Do you think there is blood on you, because he 
wus killed? You ure innocent. We know who killed 
him ... lie would have hud u knife even if you kept thut 
one; we do nol go without them. I le came to your vil- 
lage for the sheep, not the knife." 
"Oh." 
'I'he young woman touched her throat, where a 
silver crescent hung from a line chain; it was exactly 
like my own. Then she spoke, und louchecl my neck- 
lace. 
"She asks if you like her gift." 
"Iler gift? I thought lhe mtln·· I mean, he--" 
"No, she gave it Lo you. She saw you pick up his 
knife, and he told her about you. She watched you 
from the forest and came to sec you al night. She made 
marks upon your house, asking lhe goddess Lo watch 
over you, and she gave you this gift, because you 
seemed unhappy there." 
'l'he young woman leaned forward and spoke 
rapidly, luying a hand on my urm. 
"She thinks you do not understand. She asks if 
you know who she is, why she wutchecl you and shy 
she gu ve you th is gi fl." 
"No ... I don't know any of your people." 
She spoke lo the girl, then turned buck lo me. 
"Long ago a woman, 1:1 foreigner, came Lo us ask int: the 
goclcless lo give her a child. She knew there WUs J'iiY· 
merit due: when the goddess gives a life, she must 
receive a life in return." She stopped, and looked 
closely at me. "No, I see you don't understand. You 
think I mean a death, that someone would have to die 
in order that the chi Id should Ii ve. But this is wrong. 
The goddess is the weaver or our live and death, and 
if she wunled death she could easily cut the threads 
Lhal hincl us to this world. She wan ls a I ifc, Ii vccl fully, 
spent honoring her. 
"The woman agreed that she would do this when 
her child was horn, and that she would raise the child 
in this way. She hud lwo children: two da11ghle1:s who 
shared one soul, hut she was afraid to keep her 
promise. She separated these two who were hunt •ts 
one and who should never have been separated, and 
she gave one of them Lo us, hoping that would fulfill 
the agreement she had made. 1 n truth she did not even 
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came toils edges to gather firewood or hunt for mush- 
rooms. My mother had forbidden it; she never went 
near the tree either. Now, the forest was pure dark- 
ness, and the village was only a few scattered sparks 
in the valley far below. 
Still. I could hear the heat of the hill-people's 
drums and their howls of despair, so I begun walking 
uphill, toward the sound and the bright glimmer of 
their lire. There was no puth, und the branches torn 
at my hair and scratched my face and hare arms. I 
walked with my eyes half- closed, feeling my Wily 
through the rough trees like u blind person. 'l'hou~h 
it was cold, I was sweating with fear. 
As I walked I knew someone was wu lk ing close lo 
me, following and watching me. When I slopped, they 
slopped too. I heurd only my own harsh breath und 
heartbeat, and I saw nothing hut shadows. 
'l'remhling, I took off the necklace and held it out. 
'l'he crescent moon swung from my hand, glittering 
faintly in the darkness. 
A woman spoke, questioning. Iler voice was low 
and musical, but I had never heard this languag1! 
before and could not understand. She took the neck· 
lace away, and spoke again, and when she look my 
hand, I let her lea cl me through Lhe dark forest toward 
the fire. 
At last we came over a ridge on the summit und 
the woman Slopped inside the shadow of the trees, so 
that I saw the hill-folk in the light of their own fire. 
Like the man who had been killed, they were slender, 
dressed in deerskins and patlerned cloaks; muny of 
them wore silver. 'l'he lire was a funeral pyre: they 
were burning the deacl man's remains, and singing 
over his body. 'I'he Ila mes leaped up ancl shone on the 
faces of the singers, who wove l hci r voices toguther in 
lament us they looked into the lire. The man's hocly 
was now only u black shape among the Ila mes. 
I turned away, and found myself facing a young 
woman, the one who had brought me here. When I saw 
her I thought she was the Ludy of the 11 i I ls, come lo 
life: for she was beautiful. She stared at me, looking 
me up and down, and I was ashamed or my own plain- 
ness before her. 
She lingered the thin fabric ofmy shift and mm- 
murecl something in her own language, then took off 
her own cloak and wrapped it around my shoulders. 
The silver neck Ince glillcred in her hands; she gave it 
hack lo me, and gestured lo me to put it on. Then she 
led me forward, into the circle oflirelighl. 
Everyone jumped up. 'l'hedrummers faltered, the 
singers stopped: but after lhat first shout, no one 
moved. They stared al me in shocked silence, and 
then began whispering among themselves. 
Al last an old woman came forward. She wore <I 
cloak of feathers, and the others moved aside respect- 
fully to let her pass. II er face was deeply I ined and her 
long hair was pure while, hut her eyes wvre as green 
us u leuf. She stared ut me, looking me over as the 
commerce, and the urmudas of muny nations made 
me a game-piece in their wars. But none of these have 
I permitted to behold me, for it is you for whom I huve 
wuited. How fair past telling ore the masts and 
bowsprit that support your sails, how worthy beyond 
praise your forecastle, your quarter-deck, and the 
figurehead that emhodies your spirit und adorns your 
prow. I have desired you with profound desire, and ut 
lust you ure come. Now come nearer. beloved, uncl 
heave to within my arms." 
So the lslund spoke, and she did not ut once 
answer. llis heuuty wus too exulted, his majesty Loo 
terrihle; she could scarcely bcl ieve it wus her ruvuged 
self for whom his words were meant. Yel fcuring lo 
hope while not during lo doubt, nearly the lonely ship 
forsook ull thought of prudence und hearkened Lo his 
nlll. Then suddenly she remembered her pride, and 
remembered, a little, why she had been given her 
name. 
"Why should I heave to in the orms of you, a 
stranger, and not rather return to the landfalls of 
lovers. I know well? What bridal gift have you to offer 
that they have nol already bestowed'? I have heard 
the music of their ripe fruits bursting with liquid joy 
as they drop lo the ground; I have worshipped the 
moon where it hangs low over their basalt pinnacles, 
and praised the delicacy of tree skeletons encased in 
the hardened overllow of their volcano gods' puss ion. 
I have blessed the colours of u thousand shells and 
gloried in the impossible forms of ten thousands of 
fishes. und I huve seen Lhe spider, moth und tiger or· 
chids blooming beside Lhe hibiscus and the golden 
shower tree on many shores. Whal have you lo offer 
me more than these? I will notcome to you, I will not 
heave to, for I am bound lo Honour until I sink with 
rotted planks beneath the tide." 
Thus haughtily the ship replied, though within 
her hollow hold she was trembling. "I am hound lo 
Honour," she repeated in a voice as hollow. 
"You have strayed far from Him," said the Island. 
11 is voice was brimming with pity she could not bear. 
The ship began lo weep. Ocean-spray dashed it- 
self upon her figurehead's cheeks and gifted the sad- 
eyed lady with tears. A blue shark broke through the 
mirror-smooth surface at her starboard side, but she 
did not heed it. 
"I have strayed far, farther than the Deluge was 
deep, and there is no way back," she wailed. 
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lier figureheud was o gold-haired Indy with 
weather-worn breasts and sad green eyes. The 
English oak of which she was built had known better 
years; the great barnacles that clung to her hull were 
sign of a sickness, not fatal, yet one she could nol for- 
get. She had seen far loo many lands, felt too many 
times the rollers lift and plunge her prow; she could 
not endure lo reckon the intolerable weight of the 
fathoms that had passed beneath her. Wooed and 
raped by hluckguard breezes, whut now remained of 
her once-bright nags and streamers new in tatters. 
She was a warship who warred no longer, and she 
could not remember why they hud named her the 
Honour Hound. 
She sailed before a southeasterly wind, marking 
off the degrees -- fifteen south, a hundred and Len 
west. Twenty-one south ... Sen- worthy sti 11 yet sea- 
weary, how she yearned to let out her anchor-chain to 
its end and sail no more. But he who manned her helm 
drove her on toward the Cloud oflslands, lill she came 
lo the threshold of where the hundred and twentieth 
meridian crosses the Tropic of Capricorn. 
As she recorded that threshold within her log of 
wandering the wind died suddenly, a nd the 
helmsman nodded briefly to sleep beneath the after- 
noon glare. She was left, fearfully, to her own device. 
More fearfully, she discovered that she could choose. 
'l'here across the threshold she suw him, though 
her mariners did not, for with purpose he confounded 
their vision. I (is ferny grolloes, his canopy of green, 
his aisles of coconuts und deep glens where lovers 
delight to stray, his caves and carven pools und shin- 
ing beaches of volcanic and coral sand, the glittering 
ribbons of his waterfalls leaping in ecstasy from pal is 
that scrape the under-roof of heaven -- in an instant 
of revelation she knew him, the perfect image of her 
heart's eternal dream. He smelled sweetly of sandul- 
wood and red ginger, and he was beckoning to her, to 
her, the Honour Bound. 
"Heave to, beloved," he said. "Enter in beyond 
the barrier of my reef and remain. You only have I 
courted: the Resolution passed near me and I did nol 
speak to her, nor did I unfold my beauty lo the Ad ven- 
ture or to the galleons of the Spaniards who came 
before her. Pirates and privateers would 
fain have sounded the blue-green pleasures of my 
lagoon; mutineers would have made me their refuge 
from infamy. Whalers would have rested in me from 
their labours, merchantmen defiled me with their 
(From Chapters One and Five of the novel 
VOYAGE OF THE HONOUR BOUND) 
by Angelee Sailer Anderson 
COURTSHIP AND CONSUMMATION 
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ward, for there is no wind; I cannot go back, for I would 
burst my heurl in leaving you. I cannot, I cannot, so I 
shnll capsize, rock my mariners lo u seven hundred 
fathom grave and an everlasling sleep." 
Then so might the Honour Hound huve done, 
but that she fell u thing of power, u thing of holiest 
beauty and loveliest good brush againsl her. She 
could not see it for her tsurs, but uL illi kwch it~ {11:111> 
blueness entered her, lading her with celestiu I cargo, 
und she heard its voice murnuu-ing softly and low, 
"The way lies forward. 'I'ake the way." And the blue 
lhul wus in her answered, "Yes"; and there, where the 
hundred and twentieth meridian crosses the Tropic of 
Capricorn, she began wilh windless sui Is Lo ghost for- 
ward. 
Then the trade wind rose again and look the way 
with her, for trade is an ancient word for path. Iler 
mariners roused themselves loo late lo stay lhe 
Island's arms from compleling their circle, and she 
sail eel on inlo the bethel of his lagoon and there hove 
lo. And the sun prepared to sink, lo hide from 
dishonouring eyes the honourable end of courtship in 
consummation. · 
"I hove strayed far, further lhan the Deluge was 
deep, and lhere is no way hack," wailed the ship, 
swaying tipsily in her distress lo purl and sturbourd. 
11 er figurehead, portrait of a love forsaken, showered 
lhe waves wilh salt-wetness which had nol sprung 
from them. 
The Island opened the coral-rampart of his arms, 
making a breach in his reef only wide enough for her 
lo pass. "The way lies forward and through me," he 
whispered, waiting lo enfold her or watch her recede 
from him forevermore. 
"I cannot," she moaned in agony, her planks shak- 
ing and howing outward. "If you shut your arms loo 
soon .I will be driftwood on your sand. I cannot go for- 
(Here follnw three chapters concerning the ship's 
three mariners. Then commences Chapter Fiue ... .) 
Straining his sinews mighlily, the Island opened 
the coral-rampart of his arms. Where had been an un- 
broken reef there wus now a breach. 
"The way lies forward and through me," he 
whispered, and wailed. 
spirit was akin lo his -- too high-reaching to grow in 
cottage gardens yet too Lender lo be cast out among 
the slinging nettles." 
"Each day she came lo the docks and listened Lo 
his tales, and each evening she walked by the sea, 
ponderiug what she had heurcl, dreaming dreams that 
were more real Lo her lhun the wuk ing visions of must. 
A nd of u 11 he lold her, whut she thought most upon 11 nd 
what moved her lo dream most deeply was this." 
"Luss,' he had said, 'some there arc tha; never 
may find their own heart's love, und this ull men 
know. But it has heen known hy only u few, scuttcrud 
through mu ny lunds und times, how lhul these 
solitary ones, iflheir yearning he deep enough, may 
meet with the spirits nflheir beloveds in visions or in 
sleep, though the miles or lhc years between them he 
never so great und ever unbreachable by human 
meuns.:" ... These visitations may be. But lest you 
yearn Loo quickly lo be so visited, consider whether it 
is more painful Lo forsake ull thought uf the love be- 
tween man and woman and offer your heart lo 
another cause; or lo know thut somewhere beyond 
seas or mountains there dwells, or has dwelt or will, 
your soul's perfect male, who through lhe tragedy of 
fortune may never be seen by you hut in the fragile 
guise of-spirits, may never be embraced but in the 
arms of your dreams which wake Loo soon to find 
themselves empty, may never share the gladness of 
the hearth or bless the cradle with sons and daughters 
that bear the stamp of both your features upon their 
faces und the heritage of your cherishing in their 
hearts. Consider and consider well which is the hur- 
der choice, lest you pray for the vouchsafing of that 
which wounds you more deeply than you can hear 
when your prayer is granted. For myself, I believe 
with SL. Paul that the solitary are happier if they 
uhide with their hearts fixed on God. But there arc 
those who cannot abide, who cannot help but that 
their hearts should go wandering .... '" 
"And the girl knew, by the quavering in the 
fisherman's voice and the light in his eyes as he 
looked out to sea, that his had been the latter choice." 
"She lhoughlon this, when with the falling of the 
dark she stood upon the shore. And on one evening in 
early spring, the eve of the ides of March, as she gazed 
out upon the waves she saw far off a glimmering. A 
flush and a chill of piercing joy passed through and 
through her, and she slood perfeclly still and watched 
us the glim mering drew nearer. Al last she percei ved 
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"Long ogo, or perhaps it wns hut yesterday or wi 11 
not he unti I lo morrow, in a vi lluge on Lhe coast of thut 
luncJ we cull lrelund, there lived u girl of sixteen 
years. She was rosy-cheeked und foil', but she caught 
the fancy of no young mun among the vi II age, nor had 
any Luken her fancy. For there was a tamelessness 
and a mysterious distance in her eyes, us though Lhe 
hlood of the fays ran its course in her with that of 
womankind; and yet she was as h u m an as 
heartbreak." 
"While other lasses of her age were kissing with 
the lads that courted them, wedding and giving birth 
and bouncing babes upon their knees, she passed the 
hours when she was no tat labour gazing out lo sen, or 
haunting the docks where the fishing bouts were 
moored, talking with the old fisherman who was her 
only friend. II is skin was tough and tanned, his white 
hoir and beard waist-long, and his smile nearly tooth- 
less; yet his sinews were still strong and his mind 
clear at nigh on a century old. 11 is name was Patrick 
Peter John Jeffery, and he told her tales ofull that he 
had seen and all thut he had imagined. And though 
he told them and swore lo the truth of every one of 
them with a wink, a chuckle, and a click of his tongue, 
yet in his eyes there was a melancholy and a wild ex- 
ulting she recognized from her own looking-glass. 
And she loved him in her way more than the lasses 
their lads and the mothers their babes." 
"While others found their fulfilling in the 
simplicity of commonplace things, the girl whetted 
her strange longings with the fisherman's stories of 
phantom ships and castles of cloud, 'of how ancient 
strifes were kindled and quenched and true loves won 
by the performance of impossible tasks, of how no 
mortal man can lie next the queen of fairies and live 
and no woman hold a man whose mistress is the sea. 
And though he chided her for spending her youth at 
his side rather than consorting with those of her own 
years, he did not send her away. For he saw that her 
• • • 
" ... Never, not in these thousands of years, have 
I shed tears. Make a tale for me, Clement, one that is 
my own. And I will listen and weep, and I will be joy- 
ful then and always." 
Clement dug deep, through crust of hardness 
down to what was most tender in himself, lo mold for 
Nika a tole. It was this. 
(From "The Third Mountain," Chapter Sixteen of the novel 
VOYAGEOFTHEHQNOURBOUND) 
by Angelee Sailer Anderson 
CLEMENT'S TALE FOR NIKA 
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Mow do you tell Pope Clement IV thal you 
come from outer space? 
The Time-barrier has been impacted. Option 
strands have coalesced. Refugees from the 
lime of the Antichrist have blundered into 
Medieval Italy. WiU they find there the in- 
sight they need to bring peace to their disin- 
tegrating culture, or will they spread their 
own spiritual malaise to the natives? 
William Morrow 1982; 288 pp. hardcover 
by Gwenyth Hood 
THE COMING OF THE 
DEMONS 
Clement's voice died away, und Niku wept upon 
his nuked hreust, und he comforted her. 1\11d ul lust 
she suicl, "It was he thal came lo her in visluus, is it 
not so, Clement?" · 
"Who, N ika? Who came lo her?" 
"It was the fisherman. He knew that his flesh 
must soon wed with deuth, so the spirit of him when 
he wus young came to court her insleud." 
Clement did not contradict her. for though he hud 
not intended it so, the Lale was Niku's, and if she so 
read its meaning then soil was. 
• • • 
hour, and leaves her with only his memory and per- 
haps the seed of his strange child." 
"And the weeks passed, and the years. And ever 
and anon, the girl beheld Lhe growing gliuuuer oflhe 
ship, was hidden come lo the third mountain, and wus 
ravished by the voice of a sleeping, dreaming lover 
from what land or time she could not know; and ut last 
her visitations were her only holiday from solitude, 
for the breath of the old fisherman went out finally 
with the ebbing of the tide and did not return. And she 
remembered his admonition lo consider her choice; 
and she considered, and lo! she could not remember 
having chosen. And she understood that, ufter ull, 
the choice hud nol been hers Lo make, but wus mude 
for her hy another." 
thut it wus n ship, eerily illumined as is no eart.hly 
cruft, the very northern lights ull hung uhout her 
suhle sails. The ship wus ofterehinth, decked gnrish- 
ly with bespangled pennons that Fluttered in the 
breeze; the spume-necked waves Ilured ultrumarine 
where her prow cleft through them. Like some proud 
corsair fey and fresh from the plundering, us though 
she wielded Neptune's own trident, the ship drnve on 
for shore, her cannons thundering. Forward straight 
and sure, as if drawn by un irresislihle lodestone she 
drave on; and the girl understood, in the wisdom of 
her soul, that it wus herself for which the ship und the 
ship's master sought. The ship druve 011 for shore 
until presently it fuded away i11t11 thu darkness 1111d 
the girl beheld it no more. And she walked home lo 
the house of her father with shivering skin and a 
heart full of'puin." 
"She su id notb i ng of her vis ion Io the Iishcrmu n, 
yet she knew thut he sensed what she did not spcuk , 
'l'lw days passed ever more quick I.\' between her 
In hour, her seu-wulks.und the fishermuu's talcs. And 
then on an evening she was visited u second lime." 
"Due westward from the lonelv beuch where she 
roamed was an offshore islund, on which never a man 
had set foot; and this island rose lo a lofty peuk ut euch 
end and sank ton deep-de I ved vale in between. ~'5 she 
stood on an evening beneath the summer moon look· 
ing toward it, there appeared between the peaks u 
third mountain, glowing with the same light beyond 
nature as had glistered lhe ship. Upon its crest stood 
a splendid castle, ornamented with Iluted spires, fan- 
tastical traceries, and arabesque: wrought it wus in 
heryl and porphyry, and lunthorns shone out at its 
every window. And as she beheld it, the same quiver- 
ing of joy as other first visitation running through 
her, from its turrets she heurd u host of trumpets 
braying, und amid their noise a voice cried, "I lither 
come. Hither come.' J\ncl so it was repeated again 
and again Lill trumpets and voice died lo a whisper, 
and castle and mountain dissolved in the night." 
"And the days passed, and the weeks, and agnin 
one night she was vouchsafed a vision; yet it may he 
called a vision only for want of other word, for it was 
n thing not seen hut fell. As she ga7.Cd out to sea where 
the ship had cleaved the waters, then turned toward 
lhe island where the 111ou11lai11 had appeared with the 
home of her heart's desire on its crest, lhe voice that 
had bid her come hither pitied her helplessness to 
heed its behest. and came rather lo her. IL was as a 
melding of spirit and wind, invisible, hut more pal- 
pable than the arms of any lover and Ii ke those arms 
in its intent. It wound itself around her, hound her 
fast within its ghostly manacles and clashed her lo the 
sand, regaling her with caressings; and though her 
tears wet the beach al the Louch of it, she wanted 
never again lo rise from its prison of love. And yet al 
Inst, as she knew it must, the voice passed fro1;1 her , 
as u highwayman ravishes a passing maiden for an 
the back had come down. And she 
hod stopped before him and said "Will 
you help me catch~ godse?" That is 
how he had gone down to the stables. 
When Lilac House had been b 
gentleman's residence, the stables 
h e d housed his horses, his coaches 
and gigs. When Lilac House became 
Hamtonshire County Sanatorium, the 
stables became the nucleus of e farm. 
The better patients; those only 
recently discov~red to be coughing 
blood, and those nearly c ur ed: ware 
set lo work there, providing the food 
for their dying f e l 'l owe. Since 1934, 
Lilac House has been Hemtonsh!re's 
lbrgest hospital for the mentally 
i l 1. 
Tha farm was gradually 
abandoned, first the stock went, and 
it was run as a kitchen garden. One 
old man remained in charge, producing 
no more than he himself could eat. 
When this last gardener died in 1979, 
the post was advertised, but no-one 
wanted to work so near to Lilac 
House .. Then Deirdre Poole took up 
residence in the tied cottage, end it 
was as if the stables were no longer 
part of Lilac House. 
Deirdre found one of the ducks 
froin.tht:! pond witt1 it's wing broken. 
The man from the Royal Society For 
the Pr~vention of Cruelty to Animals 
thought a fox had probably had it. 
She was greet ly rel 1eved. She rarely 
saw any inmate of Lilac house, 
doctor, patient, nurse or auxiliary. 
All those she sow appeared worried, 
cold and tired. But to hurl one of 
God's creatures; could there be a 
mind that burnt so much it needed to 
be cooled in blood? When she timidly 
asked the RSPCA man if didn't he 
lhinl< so, he replied t h e t he had only 
ever seen the cruelly of the sane. 
The duck grew slaek under 
Del rdre' s care. The RSPCA man came 
l.Jbck to see the duck, and asked if 
she wo1Jld care for another, wh1.ct1 h e d 
lo•t hdlf it's feathers in a 
pollution spillage. Ueirdre smiled 
an•1 held oul her e r ms , with the lluge 
pale palms willing to gather any 
creature into the sanctuary of the 
stables. The next creature was a 
Canada goose, brought straight from 
t h e reservoir, its beak and legs 
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Paul did not listen to 
Dr. Samuel, nor did he listen to 
himself. He was discovering that the 
perfect palladian proportions of this 
window were formed by panes of glass 
with hair-cracks end bubbles, held in 
by rusting frames. 
The figure was blurred by a 
bubble, and he did not recognise 
Deirdre. But she saw him pressed up 
against the window, and waved her 
arms in huge clumsy arcs of greeting. 
Paul moved his head slightly so that 
he could see her clearly through 
un fl owed glass. He smi 1 ed down a 
private recognition that she could 
·not see. 
Meeting her for the first time, 
on a drizzling November day, Paul had 
wondered how anyone could be so ugly. 
rrom her Trinidadian mother she had 
inherited a nose that was no bridge 
and all nostril, hair that was dull 
and blaclc, and pre-disposed to fr! z z , 
From her Irish father came the pale 
skin that gave here clownish 
appearance. She wore a dress that 
\../ctS both d I r t y e nd torn. The h.::m at 
For the first time, Paul stood 
by the Georgian window in Or. 
Samuel's office. When his afternoon 
walks had taken him to the cast-iron 
p e t t ng s , this window could be seen in 
its entirety, ground to guttering. 
It greenly reflected the bright lawns 
cloistered by the dark impaled woods. 
When Paul reluctantly walked 
heck up the hill to Lilac House, the 
floor which divided the window became 
apparent. The floor had been 
iraserted into a fine Georgian ball- 
room to create off!ces for 
Ors. Samuel and Throne above 
Dr .. Rivverton' s office and the play- 
t heropy room. 
Now he was right up against the 
window, Paul could see down the gap, 
and hear the mumble of a patient 
below. Occasionally Or. Rivverton 
would say something in her squeaky 
Liverpudlian accent. The patient 
would mumble on. Paul knew that he 
too was talking, in the very same 
"yes, he was feeling much the same" 
way as Or. Rivverton' s patient was 
mumbling, and, he assumed, 











again, "It he an ' t even got e name. 
The bastard who owned it didn't 
bother. Whet do you think we should 
do? Should we have a name to welcome 
him with, or find one to suit him 
when we've seen him? After all, he 
might not be a Dencer or Ster or 
whetever. I do know thet he's brown, 
so perhaps something brown, like 
Molesses, or Vandyke?" 
Peul considered this, end said, 
"How about using the old name?" 
Deirdre looked puzzled. "Whet do 
you mean" she asked. "Come and see" 
he said, end they went into the 
steble. Paul showed her where some 
stable boy had cerved into the beam 
above the manger 'Philosopher, 
county Point-to-Point chempion 1657'. 
"Well I never!" seid Deirdre, "I 
never knew that was there, shows how 
well I clean, doesn't it. You' re 
right I Tb e t ' s the name: Philosopher. 
Deirdre turned her heed towards 
to the stable door. Her eyes were 
not focussed on the pump. "Weit 
here." she said, and plunged out into 
t h e sunshine once more. Hardly had 
her footsteps quietened then he heard 
them pounding back egain. She came 
in, hugging a leather-bound ledger. 
Giving it to Paul, she said "It's the 
stud book. See if you can find out 
anything else ebout Philosopher, the 
o 1 d Ph 111 y I me err. " 
Paul took the book and walked 
back towards Lilac House. His feet 
stebles, there is en arch with e 
stone that says 1619. Paul stood 
under the keystone which prevents the 
arch from felling, end waited for 
Deirdre to notice him. She was 
cleaning out e stable, end did not 
come out for some time. When she 
did, she went to the pump. She swung 
the handle down once, twice, end 
water gushed out into her bucket. 
When she picked the bucket up, her 
body twisted with left hand held far 
out to counter-belence the weight. 
She sew Paul out of the corner of her 
eye, end suddenly the left hand wes 
not ewkwerd, but e sweeping, 
beckoning motion which pulled Peul 
into the courtyerd. 
He was cleening the steble for 
her, end putting sherp gold strew 
down end filling the hey-reek with 
hay. Paul put his nose into the 
thin dried gress, seeing for the 
first time the seeds and blades. As 
he pushed the hey into the reek, 1t 
releesed the smell of summer. 
Deirdre said Poul should rest now, 
ond offered him a can of Red Stripe. 
They set together on the mounting- 
b lock and shared the can. The beer 
too smelt like summer. It test~d a 
little bitter, and something like hay 
smells, the sharp taste of grain. 
Deirdre was enjoying the sun. 
She was glad of Paul's h e Lp. "J've 
got a horse coming." she e x p Le t n e d , 
The RSPCA men says he's been 
maltreeted, some idiot bought him as 
e pet, end kept him in a garage, and 
only fed him when he felt like it. 
The RSPCA men says he doesn• t even 
know if he' 11 live, but I said I' 11 
give it a go." The sun shone, and 
the honey-coloured stone and 
magnified the light es if it was 
smiling. Indeed, as if the stable- 
yard was pleased at the return of the 
horse. 
After e while Deirdre spoke 
At the entrence to the st ables. 
ensnerled in fishing line, the hook 
biting deep into its throet. 
The goose, both enreged end 
feerful, broke free of the RSPCA 
man's erm and helf-flew ewe)'· ~ It 
could only use one wing: the other 
wes bound in line. Even so, it was 
soon diseppeering up the path towards 
Lilac House. Deirdre chesed ofter it 
end, turning e corner, almost feli 
over Paul. "Will you help me catch e 
goose?" 
Peul waited for his treetment to 
finish, then he would go end see 
Deirdre. Afternoon came. Peul was 
loose egein, and as usual, his steps 
took him down the hill to the 
wes surprised when the path opened 
into to a pert of the grounds he had 
never visited before, e meadow which 
ley beside the London-Banbury road. 
It wes open to the view of everyone 
who was not in Lilec House. For that 
reason it was evoided by everyone who 
was in Lilec House. And Deirdre wes 
there. And a thin brown colt, who 
must be Philosopher, one long rope, 
was going round in ill-proportioned 
circles. Deirdre waved her hand et 
him, then grebbed et the rope again, 
es Philosopher got bored with walking 
in circles. Paul was going to cell 
and tell Deirdre about the other 
rider, but thought it might scare 
Philosopher to heve e man shout, so 
he continued and followed the path 
back to Lilac House. 
In ·the middle of the night, he 
was woken by thunder and fear in a 
cold sweet. His py j e me e stuck to his 
beck end erms so that he could move. 
Not fer eway, rain tried to get 
through the window. He was 
straightjecketed by feer and 
confusion. For a time he knew that 
something was wrong, but could not 
say whet, end then his mind cleared, 
end he remembered he had left the 
stud book under the apple tree. 
The straightjacket loosened. He 
got up and welked to the window. It 
was not so very fer to the ground. 
Yet the drop winded him, and for e 
moment he lay, every muscle tense, 
e nd his lungs crushed. He drew a 
sickening shallow breath, and then 
another. Ue sot panting, the rain 
scratching his face. The first alerm 
was ringing es he raced across the 
lewn towerds the trees. There they 
found him, protecting the ledger from 
the rein, shielding it with his own 
body. 
Dr. Semuel would not let Poul 
look out of the window. Paul had to 
lie on the couch and look at the 
ceiling while Dr. Samuel asked 
questions. Paul couldn't remember 
whet the answers should be. 
Underneath the whitewash on the 
ceiling were cherubim, pl eying 
triangles end double-flutes. Deirdre 
would be interested, but he wes not 
going to see her again. Dr. Semuei 
seid so. Paul stopped looking at the 
ceiling, and sought the answers. But 
ell he could remember was a pattern 
of two horses, one brown and the 
other white. One a silly colt, the 
other a· sleek, f 1 t mere. One 
haltered and linked by a line toe 
women, the other ridden by a women 
who rode .without reigns or seddl e. 
And although everything seemed 
to heve ended, Paul continued to 
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slowed es he ceme beck to the 
Georgien window. At the point where 
the dividing floor became apperent he 
stopped. Then he veered ewey across 
the unmown lewns until he ceme to the 
trees. He pushed his way through the 
first wilderness of dark cypresses 
until he came to the fruit trees. 
The model orchard was now all wild 
tangles of shrubs and stunted trees, 
briers end brembles. 
There Peul set with his beck 
against en epple tree. It's 
brenchlets were heevy with pink 
fl owe rs. They reeched down 1 n to 
stands of nettles end grass. 
Butterflies end bees tepestried the 
scene. 
He slowly turned the peges. For 
e while, he struggled to find 
Philosopher's neme, but he had 
forgotten the dete on the beam end 
did not know where to look. The 
writing was thick and thin, black and 
white, and it tired him. After a 
while he geve it up end closed his 
eyes. The book, still open, slid 
from his knee. 
He woke, but did not open his 
eyes. The branches geve end sweng 
with green drippy rustles es someone 
ceme down the peth. Peul made 
himself very still. He did not went 
to leave the apple tree end the sunny 
afternoon. He did not want to be 
found .. As the person ceme closer, he 
realised with a start that it was a 
horse end rider. "Deirdre!" he seid, 
end opened his eyes. But the horse 
was not brown, and the rider was not 
De1 rdre. Already they were pest him. 
The horse wes white, no grey he 
corrected himself. And the rider was 
whit.e, with red hair thet tumbled 
like living waler down her straJght 
wht.tP- beck. She turned her heed end 
smiled. A little shaky, Paul stood 
up, end es he did, she brought _her 
heels down firmly egeinst the mare's 
sides. The rnere sprang forwards, 
over the bi-ow of the hill, and they 
were gone. 
Bemused, he followed the path 
she had ridden down. At e v e r y step 
he increased his speed, urgency 
growing in his mind. The sound of 
leaf egeinst leef, end the pley of 
light and shade on the path lead him 
to suppose thet if he ran fest enough 
he would cetch sight of her egein. 
But the peth geve a final treacherous 
turn back on itself and opened onto 
the cricket pitch. 
She wes not there. There was 
no-where for her to be. Paul turned 
to his right end followed the gravel 
peth beck up towards Lilac House. He 
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visiting teem was enjoying the 
cricket. Paul moved to the left. 
The gravel path brought him beck 
to the stable. He fled beck to the 
lewns of Lilac House, but not before 
Deirdr~ had seen him, end she ran 
efter him e little wey end shouted 
"Thenk's for saving the stud book! 
Come end help me exercising Philly!" 
But Paul kept his heed down end did 
not stop until pe got beck to his 
ward. 
He dreamt that night, that she 
wes again passing him again on her 
horse, end laughing at him. But this 
time, he did not stand still, he 
leapt after her, end caught her 
trailing hand, as if to pull her off. 
She wes stronger then he hed 
expect ed. Her hand locked around his 
forearm es his hand locked around 
hers. He had to run to keep up with 
her. The pain in his erm wes the 
only thing which kept his grip firm. 
She pulled herder, pulling him to 
her. He pulled on her erm, using her 
strength to jump clear of the hooves. 
As he lee pt, she pulled e g e I n, end he 
mounted behind her. 
Rough white sheets held his body 
down, end it wes six-o'clock cup of 
tea time egei n. 
Paul told Dr. Semuel that he had 
seen Deirdre. It seemed such a 
little error compared with his dream. 
Dr. Samuel was capriciously pleased, 
spoke of "normali&ing relationships", 
end positively encouraged Paul to 
visit the stables once more. There 
Deirdre welcomed him, and Paul was 
impressed by the size and condition 
to which she had brought Philly. But 
when he told her so she demurred, 
shoking her dork hair over her pale 
face. 
She had him hold Philly's 
helter, end he did not understand 
why. He opened his mouth to esk her, 
but already she was running to her 
cot tege. She came out again, 
blinking end carrying her sketch pad. 
"Philly's been like o good-luck 
charm," she said, "I sent my 
publisher e few sketches and an idea 
(or a story line, end he geve me the 
biggest advance I' v e ever had. " 
"I didn't know you wrote books." 
"I don't. Someone else does the 
words efter I've done the idea of a 
story end the pie t ures. " She worked 
in silence, end then e s k e d if Paul 
would mind leading Philosopher up and 
down, so that she could sketch him 
walking. 
Philosopher decided that he 
liked this quiet young man with the 
pocket full of oats, end was content 
I ~ 
continue. The pettern of the days 
esteblished itself with the 
regularity of e trip-hemmer. Routines 
greduelly beceme more complex, or 
were better understood. Dr. Semuel 
seid he was recovering, returning to 
normel, · but Paul thought of 1 t much 
es he hed thought of leerning French 
et school: that it wes not neturel, 
end that there was a means of 
expression much truer, but he could 
not use it. 
Paul wes ellowed into the gerden 
egein, to sit quietly end enjoy the 
let e summer sun. The grevel parterre 
said "shove shove shove", so he went 
on. He did not see the wooden 
benches with the bress pletes •In 
memory•, but walked towards the 
trees. 
And he set down e g e t n, under the 
seme apple tree. The trunk wes 
familiar to his beck, end the light 
was familiar to his eyes. Hewes 
trying, very hard, to get the top 
level of his mind, et the very least, 
to believe that he would not see her 
ride past egein. But his mind kept 
playing tricks on him and using every 
suggestion of movement in the shedows 
of trees end fleshes of green light 
through leaves to give him the 
impression that she was approaching 
from just beyond the scope of his 
vision. 
He pictured the way the long 
mane of her hair looked as it fell 
over her left shoulder, end the way 
the light played across thet 
shoulder. Freckles testement to 
previous sunny deys. Neked then, 
funny, he hedn' t remembered that, but 
her shoulder hed been bare, but for 
the swoop of heir. 
Peul opened his eyes, end found 
that she wes before him, laughing et 
him for having dreemt away the joy of 
her approach. He struggled to his 
feet in the uncoordinated, heed- 
pained way that comes with having 
slept in the middle of the dey. 
Already she was passed him. Her fece 
hidden. He would run end catch up, 
but his feet had gone to sleep. He 
would shout end cell her beck. 
But he didn't. He stood end 
watched until she was out of sight. 
The he followed. There wes no 
expectancy. As before, the peth 
reached the cricket field. 
This time, Paul was not el one. 
The bowler told him to cleer out of 
his line. The umpire, Dr. Rivverton, 
said something about the screen. He 
waved et Paul, go along to the right 
there, sit in the pavilion, enjoy the 
cricket. In the pavilion the 
loosened Philosopher's halter, end 
held that hand which held the line. 
The helter dropped, but she kept hold 
of his hand in a grip strong es 
poin. It helped him mount the tall 
side of the white horse. She wes 
behind him, her hends around his 
hand~. Slowly they rode down through 
the wood. Philosopher followed as 
meekly as if he had been halter-leed. 
He had not thought there were so meny 
large paths in the wood, for they 
rode elways one broad green wey, 
with no low brenches to scratch a 
rider's face. 
He could hear Deirdre, creshing 
through the orchard. If she called, 
he would call back to her. He would 
bring her into the wood and let her 
share in his new-found madness, 1 f 
medness it were, for with every twist 
of the path the way seemed 
straighter, more direct, more true. 
And Deirdre was in the middle of 
the way, back to them, bending down 
to retrieve enother piece of lost 
equipment. Without thinking, Paul 
slipped from the horse's back, and 
patted it seying, "walk-on". He ran 
on and helped Deirdre up, and _they 
both turned to look as a woman on a 
horse rode past. But her eyes, blue 
as a weve breaking on the shore, 
reflect£d nothing. 
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to welk obediently efter him. 
Deirdre kept meking felse sterts, 
drewing e line and then realising the 
line was not whet she want ed. She 
then decided thet e sketch of 
Philosopher trotting, not welking wes 
whet she really wanted, but she would 
not let them run on the treecherous 
cobbles. So Paul leed Philosopher to 
the meadow by the Banbury-London 
road. As she fol lowed, Oei rdre 
dropped fragments of charcoal, 
pencils, erasers and sketches. As 
they approached the cricket pitch, 
these losses were so great that they 
ceme to Deirdre's attention. She 
waved Paul and Philosopher on, and 
retraced her steps. At the screens, 
Philosopher spooked, so Peul took him 
up the orchard path. 
She had dismount ed. She stood 
upon the hillock under the apple 
tree. The white horse was grazing at 
her feet, her hand was caught in a 
lock of the while mane. Paul was 
acutely embarrassed, and tried to 
back down the path. Philosopher, 
behind him, Lowe r-e d liis heed end 
forced Paul up the path. 
He stood before her. She was 
not as tall as him but, she was 
stending higher on the hill, so he 
could look directly into her eyes. 
They were blue, and knotted like bur- 
wood, as a hoses eyes are. She 
the grass. Celestria hastened towards her betrothed, 
who was showing the healthy growth in the herb- 
garden to a tall, dark-cloaked man. Stepping away 
from the stranger, Tancred caught her shoulders and 
swung her round. ·well, my lord," he said to his 
guest, "this Is my intended bride. Am I not a lucky 
man?" 
The stranger, whose head had been averted, 
turned and smiled. Celestria felt her heart skip a 
beat, and she gasped. This man ... did she know 
him? Something seemed familiar about his height, 
his long dark hair, his comely face and stormy sea- 
grey eyes. "Have we met, my lord?" she asked. 
He started as she spoke. "No-no, lady; we 
couldn't have met. I've been away for years, many 
long years.• Nonetheless, his brows furrowed, and 
he tried to peer into her hood. "Tancred," he said, 
"you ask me if you are lucky to have this maid, but I 
cannot answer yes or no. I see a cloak, not a girll" 
Tancred laughed. ·cast back your hood, my 
lover Let my friend have a look at you and be jealous 
evermore I" 
"But my hair's unbound ... • she whispered. 
"Never mindl I'm sure his lordship's seen many a 
lass's tressesl Come on my dear, I want to show him 
how fortunate I aml" 
Inwardly cursing her betrothed as a foolish brag- 
gart, Celestria removed her hood with some reluc- 
tance. Her waving halr flamed in the sunlight. 
Mouth agape, the stranger reeled back. 
"Celemonl" he cried. 
"That is not my name, lord," she said, "I am Ce- 
lestria, daughter of Andro of the Marches.~ · 
·celestria-how strange.• The man recovered 
his composure. ·where-where were you born, my 
lady?" 
Tancred, who was deeply conscious of Celes- 
tria's past, grasped the girl's wrist. "My lady never 
speaks of her youth." 
"No, Tancred. I don't mind telling the lord ... the 
lord ... • 
"llmarinen." said the dark-haired man. 
"llmarinen." she whispered the outlandish name, 
as obsolete and strange as Celemon, the name he'd 
called her. Yet-both names had a familiar ring ... 
She buried her hands, suddenly grown ice-cold, in 
her cloak. 
Tancred scratched the top of his thinning hair in 
puzzlement. ·1-1 thought you wouldn't ... Well, 
speak on, if you wish. I ... • He sneezed violently 
into an already stained and much-crumpled rag. "I 
must find the physic. I've another bloody cold com- 
ing on. Blast this cold Essarnadonian climate! 
When we're wed, Celestria, I'll take you to Sedovia, 
where it's hot all year roundl" 
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Lady Celestria brushed her long amber hair. 
Fingers tangled in wavy depths; her brush was 
drawn into bright masses and swallowed. Celestria's 
companion, thin and homely Una, sighed with envy. 
·rt's not fair that you have such lovely locks" she 
complained. "You've more beauty than a human 
woman has a right to haver· 
·Nonsense!" Celestria tossed her head In denial. 
Strands of flying hair shone like liquid gold in the 
light pouring through the arched windows of the 
castle. ·A human am I and no more. What else could 
I be?" 
Leaning over, Una whispered darkly, "A change- 
ling. You've heard of Faerie, the Sidhe. When they 
declined they left their children to mortals, hoping 
they'd thrive with them. Perhaps you are an elf- 
Lord Andro found you wandering in a daze .. ." 
·ae silent, Unal" Celestrla cried. She had no 
wish to remember her youth as a foundling In An- 
dro's court, an adopted daughter despised by the no- 
bles, who thought she was baseborn or worse. Now 
she'd earned acceptance through her betrothal to a 
nobleman, and she would not gladly recall her un- 
happy past. 
"Oh Celestria," said Una, shame-faced: I forgot 
how you suffered. Forgive me: 
·1 forgive you," said Celestria, managing a wan 
smile. She realized the other girl meant no harm. 
·oh-listen, Una ... " 
Outside a man was shouting Celestria's name. 
"It's your Tancred," said Una, nudging Celestria. 
"Lucky girll Just think of ill In a month you'll be mar- 
ried in the Minster, and then ... • A hectic blush dark- 
ened her wan cheeks. • ... you'll be brought to the 
marriage-bed.· 
Celestria whirled away from Una, her own cheek 
paling. She did not know why the thoughts of her un- 
ion with Tancred should be so repugnant. She 
should be grateful to him for offering to marry a maid 
of unknown ancestry. 
"Celestrial" Tancred's voice, Iouder now, 
boomed at the foot of the stair leading to the garden. 
"Corne down, my lover I have a guest I'd like you to 
meet I" 
"My hair's uncovered!" she called back. "I 
couldn't show myself ... " 
"Put on a cloak and comer· 
Una handed a mantle to her friend. Celestria 
flung it around her shoulders and modestly tucked 
her locks into the deep hood, as befitted a maiden. 
Then she lightly descended the spiral stairs into the 
garden. 
The afternoon was sunny, unmarred by any 
clouds, though the Northern wind was fierce, bring- 
ing on its breath the taint of Autumnal death. The 
battlements of Castle Rysing cast long shadows over 
.by 
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That evening, young Prince Denzel, known as 
The Drunk for his dissolute habits, held a feast to cel- 
ebrate his nativity. Celestria and Tancred attended, 
despite the rawness of Tancred's much afflicted 
nose. llmarinen was present also, dancing with Una, 
who stared moonstruck into his face. pleased beyond 
words that a man had asked her to dance -, But even 
as they moved across the floor, his gaze wandered to 
Celestria, who modestly averted her face. 
Prince Denzel soon became drunk and abusive. 
attacking woman and pages, and hurling food and 
drink. Filling his ears with flattery, his favorites es- 
corted him from the Great Hall, taking care not to let 
must go," she said, "We have spoken alone too long. 
The evil-minded will talk ... • 
"Wait" he caught her wrist. "Celestria, do you 
truly not know me? You did ask if we'd met." 
"You look familiar. but I cannot think why. Per- 
haps you remind me of someone in my father's 
court." 
"No, that's not ill You know ill Celemon, don't 
play games with mel Don't squander our second 
chance on earthl" 
"You're madl" she gasped, but even as she tried 
to draw away. he caught her in his arms and kissed 
her. To her horrified surprise, she found herself re- 
sponding to him, though he was a stranger and ei- 
ther ill-mannered or crazed. But something felt right 
in the touch of his hands and lips-a mist lifted from 
her mind, a thousand shadows began to recede-to 
show her ... nothing. The spell was broken. 
""How dare you take such liberties!" she cried, 
jerking away. She would have said more, but fell si- 
lent when she saw the crushed look on his face. "I 
must depart," she then said harshly. "Don't follow, 
and I'll say naught to Tancred." 
"You don't love himl" llmarinen's grey eyes 
locked with her topaz ones." I know you don'tl Ce le- 
mon Ni Finvarra, one day the blindness will lift from 
your eyes, and you'll see me againl I only hope it 
happens ere it's too later 
She fled from him, uncaring that passing courti- 
ers gawked and pointed. Celemon Ni Finvarra. Fin- 
varra. Why should that name trouble her? Why did 
she see, as if in a dream, a lord clad in ancient garb 
tossing a bright-tressed child into the air? 
She sped into the castle and flew up the stairs to 
her chamber. Dropping to her knees on the flag- 
stones, she fumbled at a row of dusty books on a 
shelf. She pulled out one dusty volume and flipped 
through the pages until she reached the engraving of 
a swordsman. The face of the faded illustration was 
strong and bold, not quite human. Finvarra, read the 
letters below the picture, legendary lord of the Sidhe. 
Celestria sighed in relief. This book, perused 
many times in her lonely youth, must be the reason 
for her response to the name "Finvarra". 
But even as she reshelved the book, her doubts 
arose once more. The book depicted Finvarra as a 
warrior-and she envisioned him as a father dan- 
dling a girl-child with amber hair. 
Tancred stumbled otr toward the castle door, 
mopping at his crimson nose. Celestria stared after 
him, shaking her head. The lord llmarinen reached 
out and clasped her arm. "Will you walk with me, 
lady?" he said. "I'd be glad of your company. I've 
been abroad for many years, and need news of my 
homeland: 
·1 fear I can tell you little, if it's news of kings and 
wars you want; she said. ·1 am but a woman and not 
privy to the councils of the great. But I will walk with 
you, even so: 
Together they went over to a bench shaded by 
an ancient willow. They sat down; close, but not 
touching. llmarinen took Celestria's hand. "Lady. I 
lied; he said. "I don't want news of Essarnadon. I 
want to hear about you-what you were telling me 
when Tancred interrupted: 
"Oh, yes. I was saying that I don't know my birth· 
place. I'm lord Andra's adopted daughter:• 
"Adopted?" He leaned toward her, intent. 
"Aye. While hawking on the Gravespell moors, 
Andra discovered me wandering in a daze. He took 
me to his castle and had his own doctors tend me. 
When I had recovered from my Illness. which had 
robbed· me of all memory of past things, he clothed 
me, schooled me. christened me Celestria-a name 
based on my fevered ramblings-and eventually 
adopted me. I was very fortunate.· 
"Gravespell. You came from Gravespell, where 
she died . . . • llmarinen had turned very pale and 
was muttering lncoherenily, his face taut with some 
old grief. "And Celestria-so like Celemonl" 
Celestria's belly tightened with nervousness. "I 
felt that something was there. She also knew she'd 
been there long ago-before Andro found her, be· 
fore the world had changed . . . . "Is anybody there?" 
she cried out, reaching through the bars. "It's an old 
woman, Isn't it ... " 
A black shape shot out of the gloom. Swart ting· 
ers, bent and clawed, clutched her hand and then 
her streaming hair. A hideous face pressed up 
against hers, and she heard a voice shrill, "I have 
her, I have herl" ... Seconds later, the grate opened 
and she was pulled, fainting, Into the mound. 
Celestrla woke from her swoon inside the hill. 
She lay on a hard stone bed. Above her loomed a 
dank, corbelled root; at her feet sprawled a skeleton 
clad in a moldering dress. Celestria tried to scream, 
but was able to emit only a mutlled moan. 
Her groan brought Immediate attention. A hand 
grasped her elbow and hauled her upright. Celestria 
shook her fuzzy head, and then gazed into the face 
of a beautiful man. His pale shapely lips were 
curved Into a mocking smile, and his emerald eyes 
glinted like chips of ice under arching raven brows. 
"Who are you?" Celestria asked unsteadily "What 
grabbed me?" 
"I am Mlngor Ganconna," replied the man. "My 
imp clutched you." He moved aside to reveal a tiller· 
Ing creature with pointed ears and dragging tail. "I 
am sorry he frightened you, Celestria." 
"How do you know me?" 
"I know many things." He grinned. "Andro found 
you on these moors years ago." 
"What else do you know?" 
"Almost everything." 
•Tell me then, wizard! I seek the truth about my 
lifel" 
"You are Celemon, daughter of Finvarra, lord of 
the elves." 
Dazed, she shook her head. "If I were Flnvarra's 
daughter, I'd be one of the Sidhe, and three hundred 
years oldl" 
"You are of the Sidhe; and though you age like a 
mortal now, it was not always so. But ... obey me 
and you may become immortal again.· 
"What do you mean?" She shrank away. 
"I am Sidhe, like you. When that fool llmarinen 
destroyed the Old Magic ... " 
"Do not speak so of llmarinenl" she flashed. 
Mingor laughed. "So you still care for him, even 
though you have lost all memories of him." 
"What is he to me?" The question trembled off 
her lips. 
Mingor smiled. "He was once your betrothed, 
whom you loved beyond death. The gods sent you 
back a second time to join him as a mortal woman, 
but their plans have gone awry. He cannot have 
you." 
"Yes; I'm to marry Tancred." · 
"Nol You belong to me now. I will wed you, and 
give you immortality!" 
"No one can cheat death," she whispered. 
"I haver When my strength waned after your II· 
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his Majesty trip over his shoes which, In the latest 
court fashion, were so long they almost reached up 
lo his bell. 
Afler his departure, the feasters dispersed, intent 
upon the pursuit of love and secret assignations. Ce· 
lestria allowed Tancred to lead her away from the 
hall. like his lord, Tancred had imbibed too much 
wine, and was staggering this way and that. 
Suddenly he collapsed into a tower doorway, 
dragging Celestria with him. "Tis a fine way we find 
ourselves, love," he slurred. "Give me a kiss-or bet· 
ter ... " 
"Let me go, Tancredi" Angrily, she tried to break 
free. 
"Don't act cold to me," he bellowed drunkenly. "I 
know you want mel Any wench who wanders about 
the moors in only a shifl ... " 
Tears sprang to her eyes. "I was Ill when falher 
found mel I wasn'I out there of my own choosing- 
and I swear I've had no manl" 
"Prove II," he said. 
"Fillhy plgl" Weeping, she jerked free of his 
sweaty hold and fled into the garden. A crescent 
moon floated high above, pale face ootreo by the 
wings of night-roving bats. Celestria stared at the 
creatures and a sudden fear gripped her, for they 
were said to be harbingers of evil. But thao sl"e fled 
on. At that moment, bats seemed preferable to the 
churlish, drunken Tancred. 
Soon she reached a gate in the castle's outer 
wall. It opened onto a sandbank on the near side of 
the moat. A rotting boat stuck out of the mud nearby. 
Passing through the gate, Celestrla righted the 
boat in the water. The craft took on some water, but 
seemed sturdy enough to bear her weight to the far 
shore. Grabbing a flat piece of driftwood, she 
climbed in and began paddling across the moat. No 
one noticed, save perhaps the bats whirling above; 
the court obviously had no fear of the rebels and mat· 
contents that traversed the land. 
Once she'd reached lhe far shore, she hiked up 
her skirts and ran. Mist enfolded her; her hair 
streamed damply over her shoulders. She didn't 
know where she headed, nor really why-though a 
small voice inside her shrieked, "I want answers!" 
Long hours passed before she tired, but she 
slowed to a walk when she came upon a misty moor· 
land covered in heather and gorse. "I wondered 
where I should go," she murmured. 
As if in answer, the fog tore apart at that moment 
to reveal a line of enormous stones running across 
the countryside. Fearful but Intrigued, c :'lie stria fol· 
lowed the jagged avenue into the desolanon. 
Alter a mile, the row ended. Rings "' stones ap- 
peared, crowning and surrounding tura::rli-ancient 
burial places, reputed to be haunted. 
Celestria recognized this place at once- 
Gravespell, where Andro had discovered her. Why 
should her wandering feet have brought lier here? 
Trembling, she approached the n:· -unds She 
found one which had a grate in its side. Kneeling at 
the rusted bars, she peered into the • irkness be· 
yond. She could see nothing but blackr-rss, but she 
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·1 am goodt• He spoke violently, anger and 
doubt filling his eyes. •t have built this castle only to 
preserve myself, to keep magic In a world that fades 
beneath the blighting touch of mortals!" 
He dragged her into a hall roofed with thousands 
of close-slatted ribs. Skeleton-guards stood at atten- 
tion against the walls. At the end of the hall, a maid- 
en sat on a cushion, her mouth smiling Idiotically as 
she toyed with crystal chimes bound to her braids. 
·come, LerW ordered Mingor. The girl rose; Ce- 
testria saw how thin and bloodless-looklng she was. 
She slumped submissively into Mingor's arms, head 
lolling back to reveal a bruised throat. 
Mingor bowed his head to her neck, as If kissing 
ii. The girl gave a sigh, as of great pleasure, before 
collapsing on the tiles, her chimes smashing into 
fragments. Mingor stared down at her, licking red- 
dened lips. 
"You've murdered herl" Celestria screamed. 
"You are a foul Lhlannan-Sldhe, a blood-drinker!" 
"I forbid you to speak sol" he cried furiously. 
"Lhiannan-Sldhe slay elves as well as men-I'd nev- 
er harm one of my ownl I drink blood only for the 
good of our people, Celemon: to preserve the last of 
the Sldhe. Ah, I wish you would understand and join 
me In eternity(" 
"I could never murder-not even for immortality!" 
"Bah: Mingor kicked the dead girl at his feet. 
marinen drove magic from the world, I found a way to 
preserve my youth ... I'll show you my discovery- 
and also your past." 
Mlngor wrapped a steely arm around her shoul- 
ders. Stricken dumb, stiff as If frozen, she let him 
bear her from the mound and away across the moor. 
His Imp hopped behind, yanking at Celestria's dishe- 
velled locks. 
As they journeyed on, the mist thickened, billow- 
Ing up In great, foul-smelling clouds. Celestrla's 
stomach churned; her limbs felt lifeless. Then, sud- 
denly, the mist vanished, borne away by a fierce 
wind, and Celestria saw the source of its odor. 
Looming ahead on the summit of a rise was a castle 
of bones. It gleamed death-white In the moonlight. 
•Gods preserve mer· she gasped as Mingor car- 
ried her Into the shadowy gatehouse. On either side 
of her rose towers and spikes of splintered human 
bone. Leg-bone upon leg-bone, bound by cords of 
sorcery, rose to frame an archway over which a pitted 
skull leered like a gargoyle. Other skulls grinned 
from nooks and crannies, gems glimmering In their 
eyesockets. Ribs and pelvises formed strange arch- 
es, ·through which the wind moaned. 
•Release rnal" Celestria wept. "Thls place Is hid- 
eous! You are not one of the Sidhel They were 
good ... " 
holding a toothed knife at the window. The hand 
moved rapidly back and forth as the dagger sawed 
through the rigs. There was a snap, and several 
bones tinkled to the floor. 
"Tancredi" Celestria sprang from the bed as an- 
other pair of bones snapped, and a hooded man 
swung into the window. 
The man hesitated. ·1·m not Tancred, lady. I am 
llmarinen." He threw back his hood, revealing the 
proud face of llmaripan, hero-lord of Essarnadon 
three centuries ago-and, once-upon-a-time, Celes- 
tria's betrothed, whom she'd loved beyond death. 
Bui not now, in this unhappy life ... she had to be 
faithful to Tancred, for her foster father's sake. She'd 
promised him she would be dutiful. 
"llmarinen," she whispered hoarsely. "I-I'm sur- 
prised .. ." 
"You're not happy to see me?" 
"Oh gods, of course I'm happy," she cried. She 
regarded him-her savior, her beloved, her first be· 
trothed. A magnet drawn to his steel, she touched 
him. Then, throwing prudence and promises to the 
wind, she drew his head down to hers, and their lips 
met fiercely, hungrily ... for a time. 
"You don't find me so odious new,• he whispered 
laughingly in her ear. 
"No. You are llmarinen, my love." 
His eyes lit up. "You remember?" 
"I gazed Into a seeing mirror of my past and saw 
you there. Now I know that I am truly Celemon, and 
you are my dearest lord.· 
He kissed her again. "I'm glad you've discov- 
ered the truth. I prayed it would be so." 
She shifted nervously. "Where's Tancred, llrna- 
rinen?" 
"He's still floundering about In Ryslng, consulting 
sorcerers and diviners to determine if you are-ah- 
still worth saving. He'd sooner you lost your head 
than your maidenhood." 
"That sounds typical!" she cried, forgetting herself 
as a wave of anger shook her. 
"Don't worry about him. Had you a thousand lov- 
ers, I'd still want you. I've desired you for three hun- 
dred years." He looked meaningfully at the rumpled 
bed. 
Celestria shook her head. "We must depart. 
Mingo r's imp may be listening at the door.• 
"You're right." Striding to the windowsill, he 
swung his legs over, then opened his belt-pouch and 
removed a sturdy rope. He knotted it around a firm 
thighbone and let the end fall to the ground. "Put 
your arms round my neck," he told Celestria," and 
hold on tightly." 
Celestria did as he bade, and llmarinen lowered 
himself out the window. The rope burned his fingers, 
and points of bone poked Into his flesh, but he didn't 
let go. Two lives depended on his strength that 
night. 
The couple reached the base of the tower 
unharmed. llmarinen wrapped Celestria in his cloak, 
and together they began to run. The night was foggy. 
the Bone Castle a grey blob behind them. 
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"You prattle foohshly. This wench was only a peas- 
ant; if I hadn't taken her, she'd have soon died bear- 
ing the brat of some churl. At least, I gave her pleas- 
ure ere she died-It Is not for naught the maids of this 
region name me Ganconna-the Lovetalker." 
He neared Celestria, his bloody lips only inches 
from her face. ·1 can give you the same pleasure, but 
without death as a price. Cleave to me and you will 
live forever-as is your righU- 
•1 don't want to hearl" 
"You will. Once you've seen how your life was of 
old, you will desire to live that life again." 
Grabbing her wrist yet again, he dragged her to a 
high tower roofed with pelvises and lit by windows 
barred by sharpened ribs. In the room stood a bed 
and a vanity with a smoky mirror. 
Mlngor thrust Celestria before the vanity and 
forced her to gaze Into the mirror. "Look. Celemon. 
Your former life." 
Celestria leaned forward as the glass cleared 
and colours swirled. Then two men appeared: an an· 
gry Finvarra and a young Impetuous llmarinen. 
"See your true heritage," commanded Mingor. 
•Realize that as a Sidhe, with me es your lord, you 
could be Queen of Essarnadonl Yes, between us we 
could renew our peoplel Our children might not even 
need blood!" His hand slid down to the lacings on 
her gown. 
"Leave me alone!" She swung out and struck 
him. "Oh gods, I pray Tancred comes for me soonl" 
"Tancredi" he scowled. ·useless mortal, ugly 
even in youthl Did you not flee from him this very 
night?" 
"Yes; but he's still my betrothed! I am sure he 
will bring an army to your gates very soon I" 
"He cannot help you here," said Mingor, turning 
to the door. "I shall leave you and let you think on 
this. Don't try to escape; the bones would cut you to 
ribbons." 
"Celestria bowed her head as Mingor slammed 
out of the tower and greenish light filled the room. 
Then she raised her head and peered back into the 
mirror. Mingor was evil, warped by his desperation 
to bring back a bygone era, but she knew instinctive· 
ly that he hadn't lied about her past. 
Days passed. Celestria grew wan and weak. 
Mingor brought food, but she ate little, not trusting her 
gaoler. She wondered why Tancred had not come. 
At first she told herself that he probably hadn't dis· 
covered her whereabouts. Then, as depression 
gripped her, she guessed that he thought she'd been 
ravished, and was no fit bride for him. 
Sometimes she considered hurling herself 
against the bone bars in the window, but common 
sense restrained her. To be dead or mutilated would 
serve no one. So she lay on the bed, shivering in the 
chill of the bone tower; or she gazed into the seeing- 
mirror and watched herself grow, love, die, then live 
again, in a time when magic was more powerful than 
the greatest king. 
And she prayed, waited and prayed. 
Then one night a sawing sound woke her from 
uneasy slumber. Glancing over, she saw a hand 
into the pool. 
Mingor approached the weaponless man, sword 
upraised. "l'rn sorry to have to kill you unfairly, my 
lord, but I must have Celemon. The Sidhe must sur- 
vive. Celemon's children-and mine-will insure the 
continuity of the sacred blood: 
·sacred blood?· llmarinen retreated a step. 
·waning blood, Mingorl The Sidhe will never be 
great again: this is the age of Men! You can only pre- 
serve yourself by foulness, no matter how hard you 
wish it otherwlsel" 
·why should I believe you?" Mingor cried defen- 
sively. 
"Because I speak the truth!" 
•vou're wrong! My determination shall conquer!" 
He lunged at llmarinen, as Celestria uttered a terri- 
fied cry. 
llmarinen leaped back as the sword drove at him. 
The tip of the blade caught his left side, tearing a thin 
line along his ribs. Blood reddened his tunic. Mingor 
laughed harshly and prepared to strike again ... but 
instead he cried out, dropped his weapon, and rai- 
sed his arms over his head. Aye, for llmarinen was 
striding forth, holding out his dagger. The blade was 
Iron-a metal deadly to creatures of the Otherworld. 
"I thought this might stay you: said llmarinen. 
"The Sidhe of yore learned to trust iron, but creatures 
of the Dark never could endure its sight or touch. 
Does your aversion not tell you how far you've fal- 
len?· 
In silence, Mingor continued to cower. llmarinen 
grasped the vampire's upraised arm and pressed the 
flat of the dagger against his skin. At its touch, Min- 
gor screamed and writhed. His flesh blackened 
where the metal touched; oily smoke filled the air. 
He fell to his knees, still shrieking, as his face shri- 
velled into a grotesque mask. "I've vanquished you 
without bloodshed, as I desired: said llmarinen. 
"Yield to me, and I'll remove the iron: 
"I'm defeated, but I'll die ere I yield to a human: 
gasped Mingor. I~ a swift motion, he snatched llma- 
rinen's dagger from his hand and thrust it into his 
own heart. Silently he toppled into the pool below 
the bridge. 
As he fell, a great rumbling came from the Bone 
Castle, built by his sorceries. The roof, the turrets of 
bone, shudered and then collapsed inwards with a 
roar. Cold flames licked the pole; a terrible cacopho- 
ny of unearthly voices screamed in joyous release. 
Skulls bound into walls popped forth, exploding, and 
long-bones burst, showering needle-like fragments 
over a wide area. Ribs clanged musically as they 
sprang from the crumbling windows. 
In the garden, the trees, shrubs, and deadly flow- 
ers wilted and died, while on their pikes, the skulls 
burst like ripe melons. llmarinen leaped free of the 
bone bridge as it collapsed, shattering completely on 
the rocks in the pool. The skeleton-guards fell in dis- 
articulated piles. llmarinen turned to Celestria. "You 
need fear no more, my love. Come away now: 
In silence, she took his hand. They mounted one 
of the skeleton-rider's steeds and rode from the ruins 
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Suddenly several armed riders burst out of the 
fog. Skeletal were the riders save one, and he was 
Mingor Ganconna. Across his knees lay the limp 
body of a girl. "So." He frowned darkly at Celestria. 
·1 go hunting and return to find my hall breached and 
my prize escaping. I will not have it, I say1· 
llmarinen moved in front of Celestria. "You will 
not harm her.• 
"Lord llmarinen. • Ming or gazed coldly at the 
dark-haired man. ·1 challenge you. Fight me for 
Celemon Ni Finvarral" 
Uneasily, llmarinen fingered his dagger, his only 
weapon. 
Mingor laughed. "You feel naked without a 
sword, don't you? Have no fear. I'll lend you a 
weapon.• He drew a long bronze blade from under 
his cloak and tossed it to llmarinen. 
"I'd rather not fight you: said llmarinen, gazing 
levelly Into his opponent's icy eyes. "The Sidhe were 
once my comrades. You are still their kindred, even 
though you've fallen.• 
Mingor sighed Icily. "To be truthful, I would let 
you go. You were a hero once, and friend to my 
race, though your unwitting destruction of magic 
brought us to ruin. But ... • His face grew rigid. • ... I 
will have the girll I need herl" 
"Then we must fight: llmarinen tested the edge 
of his borrowed blade. 
·so be it." Mingor's lips tightened. "Follow me to 
the Garden of Bones.· The Lovetalker and his reti- 
nue rode back towards ttie bone Castle. llmarinen 
and Celestria followed reluctantly, entering a garden 
where nightshade, yew and hemlock grew among 
pikes topped by skulls. Tinkling little ornaments of 
bone dangled from every plant. 
In the centre of this grotesqueness sprawled a 
pool spanned by a vertebrae bridge. The pool 
looked deep and forbidding, its reddish waters 
churning over several fang-like rocks. 
Dismounting, Mingor took a sword from one of 
his retinue and began practicing sword-thrusts. llma- 
rinen watched him for a moment, then said, "l'm nei- 
ther fearful nor impressed. I'm as skilled with the 
sword as you: 
Holding up his weapon, Mingor sprang onto the 
bone bridge. "Show me your skills: he snarled. 
llmarinen hurled himself onto the bridge, and the 
blades of the two men clashed. llmarinen disen- 
gaged and swung against, a low blow meant to dis- 
embowel, but the agile Mingor curved away and 
thrust at llmarinen's midriff. The taller man dropped 
quickly to his knees, and the sword passed harm- 
lessly over his head. Then, before Mingor could 
strike again, he stabbed up at the vampire's eyes. 
Mingor shouted and reeied back, shielding his 
eyes with a hand. llmarinen sprang at him, seeking 
to dash his blade from his hand and end the battle 
without bloodshed. But Mingor, realizing his intent, 
shouted a sorcerous spell. llmarinen froze, eyes wid- 
ening, as his sword writhed, smoked, and became a 
deadly adder. "CheaU- he cried, tossing the serpent 
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by Gwenyl11 E. Hood 
The shuddering hill& conceal a golden dawn. 
Before it gallops • steed with golden armor. 
Gripping the doorpost&, he steadies and stands 
and lrie& 
and tries and lri•• lo form the essential phrase. 
"If ... if It grow& •.• if it grows ... no worse-- 
"no worse ••• if it grow& no worse 
"I can--if it grows no worse, ••• 
"If It growa no worse I can, I can ••• " 
Yearning he gazes towaards his brothers' home. 
So it Hes hors•• tHice? both brothers sneer. 
Then your portion of luck is •Pent for good! 
Tl1is ti•• e dreoon 11i/l surely burn you up/ 
And oh, whet eleed could .. ake such mighty thunder? 
lilh•t kindly beHt could •h•k• the hill• like th•t? 
In a epa9111 the Cinderlad lurches for the door. 
"A dragon now? It must be dozen• of theml" 
Against the doorpoels he stumbles, and clutching, 
gather& 
hie thoughts. "Whal am I doing? lolhv do I flee? 
IJho has been right, my brothers or I? IJho 
had stood the ordeal twice o. even ones? 
Third is last and best, and I will win 
Hy princess and .. v kingdom. in the end." 
The wind roars among the rafters. The cattle low 
with terror. The elrew wh"lrla before hi& evee1 
In the wavering le111plighl the barn door le hidden. 
"If--if ll growe no worse--" he ata111111er& , •• 
Was it an age, or only a year aoo, when 
quaking In this verv barn, the Cinderlad 
had said, "If it grows no worse, I can endure it"? 
Thal night the straw had only reached his wa1et, 
but how his stomach had lr•mbled and crawled! 
Then suddenly had come • poignant elillnese 
Peace drif ling down on swan'• wings lo the fielde1 
A mighty stead was cropping the lueclous green, 
Ifie silver coal mirroring the olory of pale dawn. 
Richlv caparisoned was he, and on hie back 
he carried silver armor, worth twice the copper. 
Did you reel/y think it Hou/dn't oet Horse? 
condoles 
his second brother. Blue eyes above loose jowls 
never quite meet hie gaze. Trouble is, you 
just don't think. Out of sioht, out of eind, 
that's bo« it is •ith siepletons. Your brother 
end L, #8 Scented trouble Hhen the first treeor hit. 
So Hisely He vaeoosed at once. l'e olad 
You found e horse that tiee; Conoratulations. 
NeKf tiee a boar .,;// slca .. er you. 
The Clnderlad, heartened, lightens his orip 
on the beam. 
• I can--" but the wind outside is whistling 
and howling. 
The barn rallies like slicks in a drav-cart 
and the straw files over his head. Shuddering, 
Cinderlad slope and starts again, "Oh, If • 
To the sleeping pasture tiptoeing, the lad 
saw, orange in the rave of early dawn, 
a charoer bendino his mighty neck lo graze, 
Richly caparisoned, and on his back 
a suit of copper armor, flt lo bear 
the brunt of furioua apeara or equally 
entrance the perceptive eye of the realm'• fair 
princes!'!. 
lolae It ages or just two years ago, when trembling 
Inside this very barn, the Cinderlad 
had said. "If 1l grows no worae, I can endure It"? 
That night the etraw had onlv reach hie knees. 
Then after the storm came a sudden peace, 
in a silent misty blanket on the fields. 
In hie mind, hie eldest brollier etorms, "Eicceptlone 
are e1<ceptlons, not the ruleel" Black eves beneath 
black hood reprove him angrily. "Consider . 
the probabilit1esl Remember, all 
is accident. I'm olad you escaped with your skin 
the last lime. But don't 1mag1ne lhal'a a pattern. 
Senelble men retreat slralegicallv.'" 
The earth trembles. The Cinderlad etande appalled. 
Ille teeth are chattering like popcorn In a eack. 
The walls creak. the wind whistle• in his ears, 
atraw whips around his breast. Gripping a beam, 
he steadies and apils out the worda, 
'"If It grows no worse • • • " 
INSIDE THE FAIRY TALE: WILL HE OR WON'T llE? 
and its walls are Rysing, and its chains are the oaths 
and promises I've macer 
·1 will shatter the wallsl" said llmarinen. "And if I 
cannot destroy them, I'll climb theml Oh Celestria, 
come away into the forests with me, and see if the 
bonds you have made here ... " Her touched her 
brow. • ... do not fall away." 
She hesitated for another moment, torn between 
ingrained duty and her own wishes. In her mind, the 
Bone castle loomed like a spectre. . . and then ii be- 
gan to crumble. She would not trap herself with Tan· 
cred. Her foster-father would surely have under· 
stood-and If not, to the Devils with himl 
Smiling. she rose to face llmarinen. "My dear 
lord," she said, ·1 will go into the forest with you. The 
Bone Castle is gone-forever." 
of the Bone Castle. They stopped in an oak grove 
not far away. 
Still unspeaking, Celestria cleansed and bound 
llmarinen's wound. He watched her "Vith solemn 
eyes. ·celemon .. ." he began, at length. 
"Do not call me thatl" she said. "Celestria's my 
name in this lifel llmarinen-1 must return to Rysing, 
to Tancred. I'm still his betrothed, whether I will or I 
nil. That's the law of this land and these times." 
Shivering, she sat on a mossy log. Her topaz 
eyes clouded. Around her she could see, and feel, 
cold walls rising-walls fiercer and more impregna- 
ble than the walls of Mingor's Bone Castle. They 
were walls built by time, and by her upbringing as a 
mortal girl. 
"Help me, llmarlnen," she wept. "The Bone 
Castle rises about me again-only its lord is Tancred 
viewpoints; it's just me. I really enjoyed the story. 
I like Ronald Morgan ti's story too, especially lhe 
humorous, yet spooky ending. Ronald, in your scenes 
within the house you conveyed terror well, without 
understating or overstating it. My one criticism of 
your execution concerns the scene where your 
protagonist takes his friends' shout as the shout of the 
ghost; I love it, but you ha ve lo work harder lo make 
it seem plausible, showing thut your character is 
close enough Lo overhear hut loo distracted lo hen r 
correctly. Now about your conception. I didn't like 
your giving your ghost Lhe power Lo torment people 
uft.er deuth. Ghosts, lruditionully, have neither the 
power nor the motivution lo do that. Demons do, hut 
demons can't seize innocents. l•:tcrnul punishment, 
traditionally, goes with sin, und your protagonist's 
trespass on pri vute properly doesn't seem bud enough 
lo warrant damnation. A terrifying ordeu I, yes, dam- 
nation, no. Besides, the basic framework of your story 
is humorous. An ordeal which was both terrifying and 
funny would really lit heller than what you have, 
wouldn't it? llow about a ghost who, say, like 
Hamlet's futher or Old Marley from Tire Christmas 
Carol was suffering a penance for bad deeds done in 
life and could force a living man to lake his place 
every ten years if he catches him in that house al the 
right lime? Thal would lit with your Len-year concep- 
tion and be scary enough to drive the plot, uncl could 
really be hilarious loo if you thought of an imagina- 
tive crime and penance, as I'm sure you could, given 
your record. But basically I liked the story; I just 
didn't like thut ghost. 
Now, "Hild." Whal an awe-inspiring poem. lm- 
ugine, using both rhyme, and alliteration, ns if each 
weren't hard enough by iLself. And Tim Cul luhan, you 
did such a superb job throughout. I hardly know whal 
lo say on firsl reading, excepl congratulations; 
huving been over it several times, I can add a little 
more. 
The verses added in# 4 definitely made the poem 
clearer, hut my problem all along had been the verse 
where llild gives her father lledin's Hing uncl llugi 
reinterprets its meaning. First problem: I have 
trouble visualizing the ring. Does it contain one 
figure: u hoar which can be interpreted as a sow hy an 
evil mind, or two figures, a hoar upon a sow, the sow 
less likely lo he noticed until llugi pointed it out? 
l~ilher way, that seems a lot to lit onto a linger-ring. 
I wonder: could it be an arm-ring? I vaguely recall 
reading in someone's dissertation that "rings" in old 
Germanic works could he either linger-rings or arm- 
rings. (I have the diss. on microfilm and could send it 
•• nil)ren~,:~. 
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near Editors: 
r thought I would get my LOC off now.before my 
students arrive and confuse me. Generally# 4 looks 
like a fine issue for a creative writing class, with some 
strong stories and some good poems to inspire the stu- 
dents. Besides, there is a line array of LOC's from 
which lo teach the students good critical manners. I 
am pnrticularly happy Lo find some stories which 
could pass for imaginulive realism, namely "Cleo" 
and "The Love Charm." Your Ilexibitity makes it 
easier to justify the use of this magazine in a creative 
writing class which draws students from all tastes 
and backgrounds. 
I really enjoyed Janet P. Heedrnan's "Paying the 
Piper." Janet, you set up un interesting situut iou, 
created vivid characters, and kept the suspense until 
the end. Mabonwy wus intriguing because of his in- 
sight and calculation, and Cur istiona because of her 
meekness and her unexpected fierceness. Hut I did 
think the first part (up to page 23) was helter 
developed than the rest. Grunted, Muhonwy's 
brusqueness and self-confidence suit him well, but if 
he really needs Caristiona's "consent," on the basis of 
unreasoning passion, you would think he'd present 
himself more as a lover. Grunted, he was counting on 
her gratitude, but he wasn't asking her a [auor hut 
pretending to shower gifts on her, and for that he 
needed to pretend thal love inspired his generosity. 
Just a line or two (maybe while he is playing lo herl 
in which M. mentions something he finds attractive 
about C. or imp I ies that he hopes to see her more after 
her son is healed, could do wonders. fl would make 
C.'s near-capitulation more poignanland convincing, 
and give the story a sharper climax, since the moment 
M. threatens the buhy would clearly he the momenl 
C. decides he is surely a demon, after she has wavered 
despite her (somewhat shaky) religious convictions. 
I'd like to see her conff icting feelings towards him 
developed a little more; surely she wasn't utterly cal- 
culating from the start? Another tiny quibble; view- 
point was a problem in places. For example, why say 
that M. grins "viciously" (p.27) just as he hopes lo 
shed C.'s blood? Who sees the smile as vicious? We 
do, of course, but you've wrillen the story so well that 
we'd see it thaL way anyway, even if you didn't. Keep- 
ing lo the viewpoints of the characters would hring 
the reader closer to the scene. What does Mabonwy 
think he is saying with his grin, or does he even notice 
that he is grinning? Does Caristiona see the grin, and 
ifso, what feelings of rage and terror does it arouse? 
What of the watching faeries, who understand 
Mabonwy's hunger? Sorry for the quibbles; I love 
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Gwyneth llood's acrostic, "Unremembered 
Tomb" would have hecn on excellent poem without 
I he point of it! It is marred, not perfected by the 
"Vamp ire" illusion. llark: the poem speaks of u 
visitor, u llowery invader, lying a lop a grave, and how 
this beuuty deprives the dead even of rest. Mow poetic! 
llow ideal! The fact that there is beauty could, I see, 
deny the final rest and peace of death. It is saying, in 
effect, that when we lay roses on the grave of u loved 
one, we ure rubbing it in, we are holding lire in the 
face or those who cannot have it, we are mu king music 
for those who would rather sleep. To lake it lilerally, 
however, und sny that the dead actually crawl out of 
their graves and wulk around ... too crass. 
J udilh Jones' "Cleo" was Cine. I do, however, sug- 
gest that she look into the occasional compound sen- 
tence. 
Stefan Bilandic's "The Letter Gods" also suffered 
from the monotone Noun-Vern-Noun format. Now it 
may he said Lhut when writing for children, a complex 
formula of sentence construction is unwieldy. 
Children might have difficulty comprehending such 
senlences us this and the prior, examples I have, 
deliberately, made u bit heavy-handed. On the other 
hand, J udith's and Stefan's stories seem lo have been 
written~ children, not for them. I If this is the cuse, 
of course, then I've only made u fool of myself, nol for 
Lhe Ii rst lime ... ) 
Janet Reedrnan's "Paying lhe Piper" wus fully 
professional, quite fun, very moving, and completely 
sensible. · 
John Wall's "The Love Charm" was a charming 
fable; very nice. 
Virginia Kroll's "The Christmas Wilch and the 
I lalloween Elf" was cute, an apellalion that is, most 
oughl lo he shouted out over cold earth, echoing off the 
stones. 
Ronald Morgan's "Ghost House" was marred only 
hy an overly-foci le ending. 'l'he story is line, full ofjive 
and ghost-stuff, but the bit of· misunderstanding' ul 
lhc end wus a trifle silly. Skeletal villains with dire 
plans, although intrinsically silly, makes for a line 
ghost- yarn. 
Dear Christine & Lynn: 
Thanks again for lhe copy of Mythic Circle. 
1 lerewilh are my mailing comments, which, I hope, 
are not too damnably cruel. (If they are, discard them, 
discard them -- or editll 
Lynn's cover had nll the delightful winter mad- 
ness of the day rifler Lhe Ii rst snowfall, somethi ng not 
often enough experienced hy the denizens of southern 
California. I like the trees, which lead off lo the 
horizon in a very sophisticated way. 
Douglas Rossman's "The Blood-Red Rune" was 
quite professional, very polished, ver.v emphatic. I 
question the blood-red rune itself actually being 
Vilrneid's bane. Gold was Crassus' bane, in that it 
both killed him and, in his life, led him to the kind of 
excesses that eventually undid him. Virginia was 
Lincoln's bone. But the rune that Vilmeid saw us he 
died was not the uctuul means of his death, only a 
simultaneously caused symptom; it is as if someone 
said that the mushroom cloud was Nagasaki's bane. 
(I Im ... It bears LhoughL...l 
Er in La le's "lloard of Hr o thi r ic" was well- 
metered, gutsy, loud: it needs lo he bellowed, not 
merely read. Early Saxon poetry has that sense: it 
Hmm mm - I think I d» retu! Caristiona ( "Paying 7'h1• 
Piper") as being that calculating from tire start, (,,,1 
tltat's just u:u interpretation . a11y illuminatlon, 
Janet? 
C. L. - Tluink you for a beautifully-phrased, i11 -depti: 
letter. Goad critical 111a1111ers indeed! 
Gwyneth K I loud 
Mansfield, P J\ 
to you if you are interested.) You, of course, didn't say 
it was a finger-ring, but a modern audience would us- 
sume so unless told otherwise. Would nol an arm· 
ring have been a more impressive peace-offering? 
More significant: llugi'sjibe is really the turning 
point in your story, since it wrecks all hopes for peuce. 
Yet I did not understand it on the first or second read- 
ing; it was only on rereading the poem as published in 
# 4 that I finally grasped the insult. Now I am dense 
uhou t such things, and perhu ps you shou ldn'I worry. 
Slit I, the coupling of pigs is not us Iarni liur a sight Lo 
modern audiences us it was lo the ancient ones, and 
there may be others who did nol sec a hour mounting 
a sow nt the words "well ridden." Yet the render 
should feel the sting or these words immediately just 
as llogni docs. Maybe llugi could build up a word-pic- 
ture of the sow und muke her seem disgusting before 
identifying her with llogni. Otherwise, I really loved 
lhe poem. 
I enjoyed the illustrations, especially the Maud- 
lin illustrations of my work. I must close for now; I 
hope I will see some or you al Mythcon XIX. 
My fuvor ite story was "The Fountain & the Black 
Fish." I liked the way the author handled the story's 
frame. She cleverly sets up Aunt Penny as a delight· 
fully eccentric character who muy .just possibly, turn 
out lo he really really weird. And then the reader is 
ready lo accept anything. I also enjoyed "Paying the 
Piper," especially the surprise ending. It was a nice 
tum-about on all those pro-pagan fantasy stories. 
And well wrillen loo. 
As for artwork, I laughed out loud when I saw Pell 
Wynne's cartoon ("Steven H. Donaldson's mother is 
I wus very pleased with Mythic Circle #4, par· 
ticulnrly its lively letter column. Three cheers and a 
vote of thanks Lo Gwyneth K I lood. With her discus- 
sion and chart of KJ V verb conjugations she has per· 
formed n valuable public service. So many aspiring 
writers seem to feel that n sprinkling of "shults'' and 
"wilts" is obligatory in fantasy. But they don't know 
how to do it properly, and it interrupts the reader's 
suspension of di she I ief. 
I never use KJV l~nglish when I write fantasy. 
Partly because I knoui I can't do it convincingly, und 
partly because I just don't cure much for the pseudo· 
archaic flavor it gives a story. But that leaves me with 
the problem of how lo indicate lhaL u churucter, au elf 
or u drugou for instance, is otherworldly. Would 
anyone cure lo share their tricks of the trade? Whu t 
l usuu lly do, is to cul out all contractions and cello- 
quiulisms and make the character's speech just u Luci 
form a I. 
Comments: I thought that "The Christmas Witch 
& the IJullowecn Elr' wus just u tr ifle too cute. 
I lowever, my muin objection to it was thnt it seemed 
lo trivialize the power inherent in the symbols and 
images of these two holidays. 
"The China Doll and the Meadowlark" wus 
pleasant, hut reminded me loo much of "The Stead- 
fast 'l'in Soldier" hy Hans Christian Andersen. Par· 
ticulur ly since the cloll und the soldier both end up in 
the lire where one of them is transformed into u heart- 
shaped lump. 
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Thanks for such a spiff letter! But Jeff, I gotta ask you 
- doesn't the tree make a sound euen if no one is there 
to hear it? I mean, what haue I missed in basic physics{ 
C.L .. I agree heartily about Erin Lale's poem. l do 
think you are missing some of the point in your rejec- 
lion of the 'vision' in "The Fountain and the Hinck 
Fish, "I thought it delightful how the author has lier 
character · living through' symbols often found in 
literature. Bache could not do this -- and so became 
one! 
Jefferson P. Swycaffer 
San Diego, CA 
often, perjorative, but which, in this case, is merely 
diminutive; it was a slim idea, and a slim story.jovial 
hut not astonishing. 
Michael Kocik's "China Ooll and lite 
Meadowlark" was overly sentimental, although quite 
well-written. The writing skills, taken mechanically, 
were among the issue's best; the story itself seems lo 
be a cautionary tale from a century not our own. 
"Don't fall in love with u different social order," Lo 
begin with, as well as "Roys go to war and girls slay 
home, waiting faithfully for the boys Lo return." Does 
myth haoe to come from the J 860's'? 
Charles Rnmpp's "This City Needs Danced Over" 
was fun: cities are like that. 
'l'im Callahan's "II ild" was quite grim: a condem- 
nation of war? 
Lee Oeusley's "Esmarella the Witchkin" was a 
rather more fine cautionary tale: watch yourself. 
Change the cat to a scuffle and the spell hook to u cook- 
book; lhe story still works. Fine punch-line. 
Gwyneth Hood's "Fountain and the Hlack Fish" 
bothered me. I find Or. Bache's attention to "signs" to 
be unrealistic, as if Aunt Penny's story is merely an 
excuse for her inability lo get past her prejudices 
against semiotics and serious literary study. The 
story is really an examination of the question of 
whether art "means" something or merely "is." The 
"Art merely is" folks tend lo he a bit mystical, and 
often imply that art would exist, like the fulling tree 
of fable, even if there was no one lo perceive it. The 
"Art has meaning" people, on the other hand, tend 
more to accept art as a form of communication. 
Mythology tends to attract both, and that's how fights 
start... Personally, I don't see the need for the se- 
quence on page 44, column 1, of the "through the look- 
ing glass" fantasy, which I found difficult to envision. 
Joe Christopher's "Ruddy Ghost" was jolly, the 
best poem in the issue. 
Gwyneth Hood's "Aubade" was very strong, very 
metrical, very nice. 
Charles Rampp's "Cicada I Ieritage" was well- 
wr itten, hut what does it mean? (With apologies lo 
Gwyneth I lood, poems ought lo mean something, 
oughtn't they?) 
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Dear Mythic Circlers: 
Congrats on yet another good issue. It continues 
lo be a delight to me. The submissions are generally 
quite pleasing, und the discussions in the letter 
column interesting. 
Now down to business .... 
'l'H~~ BLOOD REO RUNE: A case of the mes- 
senger blamed for the message. It would seem lhat 
Vilmeid is exlremely egotistlcal if on an island by 
himself, in a house by himself he keeps a dais(!) und 
a thronelike chair. The chair I'll buy, hut the dais ... ? 
Also, oracular prophesy ought to be ambiguous, but 
also accurate. To tell someone lo "beware" something 
ought lo mean that it can be avoided. Can it he? If I 
muy suggest un emendation to "This wizard's end 
shall he meet soon,/When he shall see the blood-red 
rune." 
"The II ourd of II roth iric" is good, but., .. But who 
is Grimgnnncl? And lhe armies around Coenbrand's 
feel, if lhey urc spectres, who summoned them? I'm 
nil picking, I know, hut I wantjusla little more that's 
explicable, one way or another. 
GllOS'l' HOUSE is fun. However, the Green One 
was not initially clear to me as being something Lota 1- 
ly other. I thought it wus the ghost of Simon Holbert 
who built the house. Is the Green One limited by lo- 
cale as well us time? lfso, some reference should be 
made lo the place having a spooky reputation predat- 
ing the buildingoflhe house. 
CLEO: What a sweet, chilling little girl Em is! 
Yet somehow the father seems inconsistent und in- 
considerate. I suppose he's supposed to be that way. 
Sti II, wou Id he have told Em that Cleo had Lo be put lo 
sleep and lhen leave the child to do it herself? And 
even more, would he not have taken his own daughter 
~o a doctor ifhe saw she was ill? 
'1'111~ I .E'lvl'EH GODS: Okay. Cute. And the sorl of 
non sequitur u child would foll into. But wha~did Goel 
U do, anyway? 
PA YING nm Pf Pim: This is very tightly writ- 
ten. I enjoyed it. And the ending is not sprung on the 
reader unprepared, for Epona did warn Mabonwy. I 
think that's imporlunl. Sometimes a twist like that 
is not prepared for, or the preparation is loo blatant. 
I liked the subtlety here. 
TllE LOVE CllAHM: I have lwo (sort of'confl ict- 
ing) feelings about this one. The love charm thut isn't 
needed has something of a literary tradition, so the 
story doesn't strike me as being particularly fresh. If 
it had been an element in a larger story, it might have 
been more appealing. But it doesn't seem very strong 
on its own. John Patrick Wall's prose, however is 
workable. It might be better witha tittle bit more . 
sparkle, but in so short a tale as this one, ils direct- 
ness does the job. 
'I'llE CHRISTMAS WITCH AND THE HAL- 
LOWEI<;N ELF': I enjoyed the charm of this one. It 
doesn't really hold any surprises, and the end is a bit 
You can be sure that WE'D loue to see more Pai \V_y11ne 
illos, too -- in fact, you iuill. in Mythic Circle #6. As for 
Tim's work, yes, wonder]. ul figures, full of mouement. 
Yum! 
Good comments on KJV English - there are a 
number of possible ways lo indicate 
·otherworldliness' hut I think yours is perfectly [ine. 
'l'hat's often sufficient, particulorly if your natural 
voice is full of contractions and SI .A NG ( tulso, mei l). 
Regarding "The Chris/mus Witch ... , "this uuthor 
sent us many, many stories ( euen before issue #I came 
out) and this is one o{nnly 11110 that we felt were close 
e11011glr to print; uie just received a lefter from her i11- 
dicating site wouldn't have time to do a re-write 011 tlie 
second story because sire's got two children's books 
coming out in print th is fall! The point, gentle readers, 
is that a writer really can spend loo much time re-writ· 
ing and pondering navels (usually their ouin] tuhen 
GETTING THE STUFF OU7' IN THE MAIL can be 
the most important part of all. Sometimes it's not tire 
early bird that catches the ruorm but tire bird that does 
the most pecking ... 
C.I.... ·I heartily agree about the worn-out gimmicks 
that less imaginative authors use for · higl« speech.' 
Some of the strongest novels lo come 0111 lately don't 
use speech gimmicks lo make otherworldly characters 
obviously different ·· they allow actions and percep- 
tions to establish differences. See Emma H ull's \VAR 
FOR TllE OAKS, or any o{Charles de Lint's books. I 
did see one successful 'convention' for elvish speech; 
the author wrote each speech in unrhymed but metered 
poetry, but wrote it out in prose form. There was an 11n- 
conscious cadence to the language, iuhicl: uiorhed be- 
cause it was also marvelously free of cliche. 
Mary Ann Hodge 
Los Angeles, CA 
frightened by a THESAUHUS"). I'd love lo see more 
of his work. I also liked Tim Callahan's illustrutions 
for "The Love Charm" and "Paying the Piper." I le 
does humun figures so well! 
Mesdames Maudlin and l.owentrout: 
My congratulations on a line issue. Some brief 
comments. Although I understand the frustration at-: 
tendunt upon dealing with customs officia Is and other 
politicul Flunkies, this gives Mr. Muntru no right Lo 
cnntnrt.upl icate; cuntort.upl icu tlon is in bud tn ste 
whenever it is done, und I trust we will sec no more of 
it in this rnaguzine. 
Mr. Manlra's survey of the qustatory preferences 
of Mythic Circlers is fur from comprehensive. I le al- 
together neglects readers who suvor their fantasies 
stir-fried und those who enjoy them lopped wilh 
whipped cream. I prefer mine tart, with a fluky crust. 
With regard to properly regulated intercourse 
amongst denizens of competing mythologies and 
literary genera, I am for from sold on copulation per 
se, but if it must be allowed, license should be dis- 
pensed without favoritism. There is no valid reason 
for denying it lo sprites and hallucinations while per- 
mitting it to others. Mr. Mantra must base his policies 
on something more than caprice. 
Before closing, I offer my salute to all the young 
lions who 'have appeared in these pages. I especially 
In a11y case, I'm glad tire magazine continues to 
please .v<Ht. Keep on writing -- to us, ancl 011 your 
stories as well! 
You may as well turn around and asltyourselfwhether 
hr.ing like .. l'he Steadfast Tin Soldier" is a crime; 
likewise the "loue charm that isn't needed" in your 
critique of "The Love Charm." Your work is as deriua- 
tiue ofun existing worlllbod.Y of work as either of those 
and your responses to those stories weren't particular- 
ly glowing. Y 011 ccrn 't reasonably blame others for feel - 
i11g the sume wa_y about 'Tales of the Auondar." 
C. L. - We ca11 sympathize with your initial 'feelings of 
pique' after reading the critical comments on your 
story. Indeed, we debated whether we would print 
them all; so far, we liaue not had to edit any of the let- 
ters of comment. We uiant the letter column lo function 
os much like a forum as possible. It uiasyour lead sen- 
tence in your letter for that issue that decided us - · · 1 
profess Ir> be n writer.' Professional writers come i11 for 
plen ty of [eedback when //1P.i r iourl: hits tlu: pu hi ir , wit! 
1111 one think« of" sparing their feelings. \Ve (ell thut 
these letters were het,,f11/ in intention, and all me11- 
tioned pluses os well m; minuses. 
Devil's advocate time! Y 011 seem to feel that it is not 
legitimate to criticize your story r>11 the grounds thut 
the story is· "lih« Tolkien. "Perhaps that could be con- 
sidered a matter oftaste, but lei me ask you this: cire 
you not doing the sume aboue in your comments about 
John \Vall using u literary tradition that seems "not 
fresh" in TIU.: U)Vf; Cl/ARM? You also seem lo 
imply criticism o{TJJE MEADOWl,ARK ANJ> rns 
Clll NA not.t.o« tire same grounds, if I read rightly. 
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Sarah Reach 
Los Angeles, CA 
As for the rest of the comments, it did strike me 
as interesting that although the positive remarks 
often mentioned specific things about "The Tules", 
the negative remarks seemed to be entirely on the 
grounds that the piece wus "I ike Toi k ien." 1'he ques- 
tion that it all raised in my mind was whether hcin~ 
"like Tolkien" was in u nd of itself a crime. I l seems to 
me the question should be whether it was well writ- 
ten or not. 
In any case, "The T'ales of'the A.1..1.ondi.l[ are myths, 
not really intended lo stand completely on their own. 
Hut I was curious lo see what sort of reaction they 
would generate. I do appreciate all the responses. 
didactic, but the prose does have life to it. 
'I' II I~ C II I N A D 0 L L A N D 1' I II~ 
MEADOWLARK: Isn't this a variation on "The 
Steadfast 'l'in Soldier"? That story certainly run 
through my mind a great deal while reading this. Also 
there didn't seem to be as much tension us there might 
be. If Michael Kocik wants lo keep the ending where 
the doll repents leaving the soldier, then it might be 
more interesting if the meadowlark were more of a 
rascal - while remaining charming. If the 
meadowlark is to love her truly and she him, then the 
soldier ought to be more the "villain." Perhaps he 
resents the intrusion of the outsider, the carrying off 
(even tempornrily) of the playroom princess. But if 
this route is chosen, a different ending would have to 
come about - perhaps severely wounding the 
meadowlark so that the hire! und doll end up falling 
into the pond. Some nit-picking other things: I think 
the explanation of the scarf's magic qualities should 
he given when the hird gives Lhe scurf lo the doll. 
Also, if he's a bird, how can he "hand" it Lo her? 
I feel compelled lo say something in response to 
the comments on "The 'l'ules of the A.lJJlnd.nr" I issue 
#31. My first reactions were tinged with pique I 
admit, so I've waited a bit before writing this. 
I appreciated the information on conjugations 
from Gwyneth I food und Angelee Anderson. Accept 
errors as those of the ignorant and be assured I'll work 
lo tidy them up. 
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Janel P. Reedman 
Victoria, B.C. 
Canada 
Deur Lynn und Chrisline: 
Some quick com men ls on the la lest MC. I enjoyed 
it immensely! My favorite three stories in this issue 
are: I J "Cleo," hy Judith B. Jones; 2) "The Hluod-Red 
Hune" by Douglass Hossman; 3) "'l'he l•'ountuin uncl 
the Black Fish," hy Gwyneth E. I food. 
Runners up are "The Christmas Witch und the 
llalloween Elf" u nd "The Chinn Doll a nd the 
Meadowlark." 
I found "Cleo" very haunting--full of things 
known and yet unsaid (if you follow me). It sent 
shivers down my spine. 
"The Blood-Heel Rune" is a fine Norse Lale, though 
I don't tlrink llrcl should have suicl " ... fate is pretty 
well determined ... " Pretty well sounds l<'A I{ too 
modern! 
As for poems, I thought Gwyneth's" Aubade" was 
T~;RHWIC! It's one of Lhe best pieces of rhyming 
poetry I've read in qui le a while. 
Now, brief comments on the letter col: lo Paul 
Rucker: You're quite right about the second syllabic 
pronunciation of "Sindar in" anc..l other elvish numes. 
In fact, Sinclnrin hus close affiliations with Welsh, in 
which it is cur reel lo stress the second syl luble of'three 
sy lluhle words and names. 
'l'o Pat Heynolcls: I hclieve Paul Zimmcr's title for 
his poem "I>urinclana" came from the name of the 
hero Ho land's famous sword. The more usuul spelling 
is DU HEN DAL. 
Well, I'll close off now. Sorry it's so short this 
lime, hut I'm horribly behind on my teller writing 
(and other writing). 
Yes indeed, Ronnie Callahan does fine work. 
C.L. · Tlianhs, in turn, for your response! f,y1111 and I 
put plenty of hours into this puppy -- not lo mention 
hard-earned nichles and dimes·- and the "reward' is 
letters like yours, We, like lo thinl: we're accomplish- 
; ng who I we set out to do here. 
While I'm on the line, l'd like to mention tluit 
Judith Jones is publishing elsewhere: she has a short 
stor_y coming out in an upstate New York publication, 
A/l7' N1':WS, and a poem appearing in c1 Culi{t>rnia 
publicution called VTN'l'AOE 4.5. 
\Ve'cl like lo note toheneuer possib!« uiliere aus! 
tuhen our contributors are making professiona! sales, 
es1>t:1•i111/y /i rsts, A 11 e11c1>11 rugemen t to e11er_yo111! el se '"' 
the path! Keep us posted. 
Judith A. Jones 
Fairway, KS 
Dear Editors: 
I was pleased with the illustration that accom- 
panied my short story, "Cleo." I appreciate the en· 
couragemenl and support you provide for wri ters. 
Frankly, l neuer got pas/ tire nines i 11 my cantortuplica- 
tion tables ... 
Quintain Wormwood 
Withering Terrace 
- -::- -c::::- ,.,,... c-- 
she heaps on lhem. I recommend reducing the loud by 
about three quarters und letting the happy couple 
meet before their situations become so desperate. 
Deep pathos fits as poorly into playful mythology as 
serious literary criticism does in a sutir ical Letter of 
Comment. I discovered this when us a young fellow J 
tried to write u story about u screuming libertarian 
and a vrolok. One night in a dream I leathcliffand the 
ghost of Petronius Arbiter cornered me on the boat 
ride in Disney's Jungle Cruise, where, because they 
could not decide whether lo feed me Lo the crocodiles 
or the hyenu, I managed to escape under the 
elephant's trunk. I never muke that kind of mistake 
any more. 
Finally, I hope that if Mr. Mantra mentions me 
again in comment, he will spell my name currect.ly. 
l __ 
commend Virginia Kroll for culling attention lo the 
pl ightof'rolef son. Indeed, I bet ieve she shou lcl expa nd 
on his predicament. There are many who -prefer a 
frankly grisly holiday lo one characterized hy phony 
good cheer, insipid smiles und stubborn glossing-over 
of the dark side of life, and they hunker lo he heard. 
Accompanying this, however, should he a more com- 
plex portrait of the other Christmas Rives. Clu-istmus 
Elves may be shallow, but in my experience they do 
not violate the spirit of their own holiday so openly us 
she makes them. 'I'heir unquenchable cheerfulness is 
the most irrituting thing about them. 
One more thing: Halloween witches and 
Christmas elves are fragile and ephemeral creatures 
who can only survive in very carefully controlled en· 
vironmenls, and I fear Ms. Kroll uses them loo rough· 
ly. They muy dissolve under the weight of the pathos 
1\t11'11titw readers will note thnt 11•e succeeded i11 per- 
s11(1(/i11g Stu11 t1l draw something for MC ... In defense 
of Cluirles Uuml'I'· he sent the t11•11 poems us 1111 il- 
l ustration of t'it_y·m.vtlws 1111d {cit they uieren'! pur- 
t icnlurly successful; I disagreed utul /01>1' it 11p1111 
mysel] l1l p11 bl is Ii t Ire 111 ( W Y 0 lf 'J{I<; SJ.; NI) IN U 
S01\lr."J'l/lN(; [<'OU OUR EYr;s ()NL\', M,\Kl<; 
SU Ur; \VE KNO\V /'/'!Otherwise it's all fair game). I 
assumed, from the outset, that "China Voll" was a re- 
telling of the ll ans Christian Andersen tale, and we 
liuue 1101 Iring agai nst re-tellings if they're entertu i 11i11g 
( we've pri uted enough of them, so [ar=l} 
C.L. - Maybe some of tire letters are long, but when 
they're as well- written and ioell-thouglu-out as yours 
a n d Ciwy11eth ll ood'e , Pai Reyno/els' and Jef] 
Swycuffer's in this issue, I wouldn't call them long- 
Angelee Sailer Anderson 
Westminster, CA 
"Cleo" was effective al evoking pity and horror, 
but it left me feeling uneasy. The author seemed to me 
almost lo justify Em's poisoning of her father us 
revenge for his having encouraged her Lo chloroform 
her cul; perhaps this is because Ms. Jones said noth- 
ing to indicate that she did not approve the action. 
While I know that it isn't necessarily a writer's job Lo 
draw moral conclusions for his or her readers, in this 
sort or story the silence bothers me. There is danger 
for a writer in being loo objective as well us loo sub- 
jective. 
"Paying the Piper" almost lost me -- I kept think- 
ing, clo these Celtic stories alioay« have to contain 11n 
un t.i-Chr i s t iun bias? The story's ending twist 
negated this compluint. Well done, Janet. 
"The Love Charm", though not exceptional in 
style or content, won me over with its sheer sweet- 
ness; and it contuined 1111 uppeu ling personal voice, us 
opposed lo the events being viewed al one remove. 
"The China Doll and the Meuclowlurk" was dcri vuti ve 
ofl I ans Christian Andersen's "'l'he Staunch 'l'in Sol- 
dier" (in fuel, the endings are almosl identical), hut 
much of the writing was impressive, the descriptive 
pnssuges heing especially lovely. I enjoyed "Esmurel- 
111 the Witchk in" for its childlike quality and clever 
conclusion. 
I liked Gwyneth llood's poems (I love the word 
"uuhade" just for the sound of it), and her story, "The 
Fountain und Lhe Black Fish," was probably the most 
themalica I ly interesting to me of any in The M ytl: ic 
Circle so fur. I felt, though, thut the theme cou lcl have 
been deal l with less heu vy-handedly, perhaps using a 
little more subtle symbolism and u little less direct 
statement. Nevertheless, I look forward lo reading 
more.by Ms. I Iood. 
The average length of the letters of comment in 
Issue four proves once again that writers ure 
notoriously long-winded .... 
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Thanks once again lo Lynn, Christine, and lhe 
Calluhans for their monumental efforts, and lo the 
authors of the lellers of comment for laking time lo 
write. 
In answer to Gwyneth Hood's question regarding 
the interpretalion of "Visitation," I issue #3) it ap- 
pears lo me that she understood the poem fairly well. 
She wondered whelher it described an encounter with 
Goel, or with a Muse or other mythical being; in n 
sense al I these are true. I en visioned the visitor -- per- 
haps a supernatural being, or perhaps hu11111n hut 
described in heightenedterms -- us one who offers lo 
the vistunt a relationship and an experience of deep 
joy and meaning, hut at the price of some suffering. 
'!'his visitor, if not necessarily God Himself, at least 
in some sense represents Him; and I think that the 
concept of the deepest things being attained only at 
painful cost applies equally whether it refers to a 
relationship with Cod, another person, or one's art. 
The transformingcurlain offire in I food's "The Foun- 
tain and the Black Fish" proves that she understands 
this also. 
Concerning Mary-Edith Bridges' curiosity as to 
other artistic abilities possessed by me -- no, alas. 
drawing is clearly not one of them (my husband Sta11 
draws, though; perhaps we mighl persuade him lo 
contribute some illustrations for MC), but I do enjoy 
acting and have also wrillen a great dent of music. (In 
fact, "Visitation" is actually a lyric.) '!'hunk you so 
much for looking forward lo my work, Mary-Edith; 
that is every writer's wish. 
Comments on Issue Four: 
"The l loard of II rothiric" is a very decent attempt 
ut old Eng I ish a II i tera Li vi! poetry, u ncf "II i lei" is an ex- 
cellent rhyming version of same. Charles Rumpp's 
poems I think qui le good, but think he should vary his 
themes. I like Joe Christopher's "The Ruddy Ghost" 
heller with each repealed reading (Lewis is Stun's 
and my patron saint, us we were introduced lo euch 
other because of our mutual love for hi111, and he· 
cause, as we realized much later, we were introduced 
on his birthday). 
Good observation on "pretty well determined" -- I 
agree and if l'd caught it on first reading I might have 
ashed the eloquent Mr. Rossman whether he'd mine/ 
changing it (he's a uery agreeable [elloso andu [ine cor- 
respondent). 
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Write to MylhCon XIX at 90 El Camino Real, 
Berkeley, CA 94705 for more information. Your 
editors will be there! 
The conference will be held on the Clark Kerr 
Campus of the University of California at Berkeley, 
a physically beuuliful location. Membership is$25.00 
and $130.00 provides room and board from Friduy 
dinner through Monday breakf ast ($ J 55 complete 
package). 
'l'his is the annual conferunce of the Mythupoeic 
Society and M ylhCon is always u terrilic event: u long 
weekend with friends who share Lhe same love of 
Tolkien, Lewis & Williams; making new friends; 
stimulating papers and panels; drurnat ic presentu- 
1 ions; Bardic Circles long into the night... And this 
year promises Lo he no exception lo that rule! 
Guests of Honor 
Ursula K. LeGuin and Brian Attebery 
July 29 -August r, 1988 
Berkeley, California 
MYTHCONXIX 
market square in 1898, because they were all 
removed in 1897 ." An answer to the generic question 
seems to he, don't use specifics (gods, cultures, 
landscapes, and so onl unless either you ure prepared 
lo research them thoroughly, or Lo accept that some 
people are going to tell you the cobbles were removed 
in 1897. That's why I said Paul I Rucker, "The Last 
Carel" #31 should rewrite using a non-cellic setting. 
Now to issue #4 . ..f liked "The Blood-Red Rune." 
1'he characters, especially Skuld, have life of their 
own. Douglus may he using old scenery, but his actors 
ure nol flu ts. I liked the idea of"'l'he Letter Gods" very 
much, and found it generally well written, especially 
the opening paragruph. The disappearance ofU needs 
some eluborution, though. 
"The Fountain and the Bluel< Fish" was my 
favorite of the stories in #4 ··quite mugicnl. There 
ure so many little things that indicate the care with 
which it wus huilt -- like the motel only being "walk- 
ing distance." The arguments about Ii Lera ry unu lysis 
were handled very well, und did not overwhelm the 
short story formal. · 
While I enjoyed "Cleo" I found the lust paragraph 
a disuppointmeut -- und yet, that purugruph hus so 
much potential. 'l'he problem is thul it is far loo short. 
The relationships between Em, her father and the 
black kitten are not fully explored. It also needs a 
more defini te resolution. I um not sure why this 
parugraph is so short. Did "Cleo" lead you further on, 
but those matter seem peripheral. Or perhaps this 
Deur Lynn, Chrisline, Douglns, Erin, Runu ld, 
Gwynelh, Judith. Stefan, Janel, John, Virginia, 
Michael, Tim, Lee, Joe, Ronnie, Pot, Mary-Edith, 
Linda, Paul, Angelee, Ollie, Melanie, Frances, and 
OIANA!!! 
Thank your for Mythic Circle #4. IL now has the 
feel of a good writer's group: very supportive and ex- 
citing -- unylhing might happen here! It ulso hus the 
advantuge that there arc no handwritten pieces llwl 
had faded lo almost invisihilily or blotched to il- 
legibility on a photocopier. Anyone who thinks typos 
are unforgiveable should he grateful for this. 
Mary-Ed ith Bridges and anyone else who 
wondered rnuy like Lo know thut Phusis is Aristutlu's 
"~fil.fi__". She originally meant "nature," 
and she dunces behind the modern words physics und 
physical. One mighl ulsn suy that "~Jl<Y l <; " 
means "all crcution", lo give her a diffurcut emphnsis 
(hence the biblicnl quotation). C.S. Lewis describes 
her progress in "I'he Discarded lmuge." 
I have told Sarah Beach the story behind "The 
Vanilla Tree," in which I broke my own rules ahuut 
research. A condensed version.The Vanilla Tree was, 
originally, a real tree. After the poem was written, I 
found out that il was a Wulnul tree. Vanilla comes 
from a climbing orchid, so there is no such thing 11s a 
vanilla lree, however, "The Walnut 'l'ree" doesn't 
sound unythi ng I ike as good us "The V nni Ila 'l'rec," so 
I left it al that. 
Melanie is right that "Doppel-gunger" is German 
in origin t doppelgonger). The Shorter Oxford Dic- 
tionary says its first recorded use in l~nglish wa'i 
I 895, but double-ganger a semi-ung licisutiun was 111 
use as early as 18:30. The dictionary gives the 
originally Scotish English "wraith" as 1111e of the 
meanings, and perhaps that could be used instead. 
"Fetch," of unknown origin, is another potential suh- 
slilution. This is something' I often want to point 011l 
lo writers, not just fantasy writers and certainly not 
just in Mythic Circle -- they don't seem aware of all 
the effects a single word can have. I do know from my 
own writi11g thut things strike people in dilfcrent 
ways, und therefore there are bound to he occusjons 
where you miss a meaning, or there simply isn't a 
word available that is precisely what you want. 
Having read Angelee's response lo "dog days 
gone," I wonder what a median strip is, but slill think 
it's a fantastic poem. I still think "I I ilrl'' is good loo, 
even with the fin lcomplete ending! 
On the subject of generic eel tic/norse fantasy I am 
reminded of an author who was ask eel why, when her 
story was so obviously sel in the local Lown, she had 
given it another name. "Because," she replied, "I 
knew if I did, someone would tell me a character 
couldn't possibly have tripped on the cobbles in the 
winded. l don't wanl lo cul a uiord. Thanks! 
I found a greater variety in these lwo issues of 
your magazine I issues 3 and 4 I than I had expected; I 
thought there would he more such pieces as "The 
Christmas Wilch and the Halloween Elf" and "The 
'l'ales of'the Attorulm:." than there were, and I was in- 
trigued and impressed by the quality and disparity of 
such pieces as the poems "Hi Id," "Phusis," "Visita- 
tion," "The Huddy Ghost" and "this city needs danced 
over." For fiction, my palm goes lo "The Mulberry" 
and "The Fountain and lhe Black Fish." I had no idea 
If 11w'11e got a nice turiter's roiuultable fee/ u is clue, in 
ct sizable iua_y, to your active participation! You are 
timely wit It .YO/Ir comments (all Ifie iuay from the lf .K., 
airmail) 111ul malte 111011derf11l, provocative comments 
11111/ queries, Speal1ingof111lticli, n "median strip' is the 
raised bit of concrete (sometimes with grass or plant- 
ings in the middle) he/ween directions in a divided 
road111ay · make senset Thanhs for the illustration 
ah1H1I change-of-name and/or chunge-of-locale; you 




With thanks, may you never run out of a decent 
coloured ink in your pens, and your computers never 
read epic poetry us erasure commands. 
"kids' heritage" is from the far future looking 
back ul 
the present/near future 
And rarely glimpsed -· by whom? Do ~rarely 
glimpse our ow11 views? or only our hopeful ones? 
lure 
pnrcnthesised" (lovely echoes of' loosely bracketed'). 
I liked the alliteration of"Lhere are slur nights, pre- 
cious as seldom" and the image "half rim of saucer 
city." Jn fact, I liked everything J understood and 
most of what I didn't. Am I right in thinking that lhe 
second stunza is about the god-given "vital spark" 
that raises mun above the level of the animals. But 
why then the "pine scented through roses"? 
"cicada heritage" left me gasping with wonder at 
what Charles showed me, and at his audacity in show- 
ing me. There are some brilliant observations; "tried 
to count ul I" is a favorite of mine. I am not sure about 
the use of"liltle people". Jn some minds they are still 
twee hepetalled fairies the size of a finger, on the 
other hand, I don't wunt you Lo weaken the poem by 
using some unidentified "spirits"or"genius." I think 
"hopeful views of kids' heritage" is a rotten line. The 
prnhlum is the Lime viewpuint (which we arc en- 
couraged lo consider by the words "our ... view") 
flushes buck wards und forwards in u giddy manner: 
"our hopcfu I view of X" is from here lO the fu- 
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paragraph is a mirror, another wa.v of approaching 
the theme of death. I liked the emphasis on Cleo-as- 
mother, and the presentation of Em's anorexia. 
Another comment I have is that Em's story for Cleo is 
too sophisticated for a twelve year old. It would be 
easier to achieve in film, not that it would translate 
easily into that medium. This is a problem which 
needs a very sophisticated solution; I've never read 
anything like it and wouldn't know where lo start 
looking for it -- good hunting. 
Both "Es mur e l la the Witchkin" und "The 
Christmus Wilch and the llalloween Elf" were well 
written. "The Christmas Wilch ... " deserves the very 
best sort of children's book production -- lots of deep, 
scarlet and green and gold illustrations. 
The characters in "Paying the Piper" are out- 
standing for their motivation, a fucLor which many 
fantasy characters seem lo luck totally (perhaps 
they're only doing things because they've ull done 
them so often before). Janel hus 1111 understanding nr 
landscape which reminds me of Penelope Lively 
(sorry if you hate her,Janel, thut was meant us u com- 
pliment) .. However, sometimes the diction jars u lit- 
tle: I clon'L like Lhe repelilion of "Tomb" (Lhe 
parnllelism doesn't work out) nor the word "incarna- 
tion" (too muny syllables, loo Latin, and remember 
what 'l'he Incarnation is?). I did like "a shadow of 
antlers darkened the air." 
I liked all the poems in.this issue. I loved the un- 
usual perspective Gwyneth used in "The U nremern- 
hered Tomb", and was impressed by" A Huddy Ghost" 
(the sixth line is stretched though) uncl "Auhnde" 
(Gwyneth, please make unambiguous Lhe line "Such 
love as yours the earth shall overwhelm"). l~rin has a 
good storyline, and generally writes well, but oh dear, 
whal happened to the alliteration? (four stresses, the 
first three alliterating, the last not alliterating, ex- 
cept where there are five or three stresses, or the lust 
one alliterates too, or none do, or .. .) I gel the feeling 
thut you have not read a lot of alliterative verse 011l 
loud. Why not try Tnlk ien's "Lays of Heteriuud?" 
I spent a long time puzzling over "this city needs 
danced over." f could not make the title mean any- 
lhing. Is "needs" the subject'! This is typical or the 
poem -- it sounds good, bul I'm bedevilled if I cun un- 
derstand it! I like the word "meteoring" and "weak- 
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Enjoyed MC #4 a great deal, particularly the 
l.OCs, und was rather abashed al my own brutal let- 
ter. I didn't really intend to come off so scathing; I 
suppose I got carried awuy. In retros peel, "Attondur" 
isn't so bad (don't misunderstand, I didn't re-reacl ilor. 
anything) if I look al it as re-telling instead of a rip- 
off; still I don't see any reason to re-tell unless you 
br ing some new insight or you do it better than the 
source (I didn't feel "Attondar" did either). 
In contrast lo the raising of my Christian hackles 
Personally, I uieui our readers' copious comments as 
one of Mythic Circle's best qua lilies ( l)()N"f' S'/'01' ! !) 
and" 1uuy lo provide something o] concrete 11a/ 11e t11011r 
writers ( uiho cue paid little enough, would tlrut were 
rli{/~re110, so thnt even tire dieagreements (one/ .Ytlll 
luuie some there, Adam) provide insigl«: [or tire uuthor 
tui II i ng to re-exum i 11e Ir isl her work, As Christi 11e noted 
in an earlier editorial response, professional writers 
get J ,()'J'S of criticism, much of nasty in the extreme, so 
anyo11e who carr 't ta Ice our little disagreements 1s 




"The 'rules" is certainly a much more ambitious 
derivation, which perhaps is its downfall. I've per- 
sonally never been entirely convinced thal 'l'olk icu's 
created mythology really works -- between the mar- 
velous single tales bui Id around personalities such as 
Feunor and Beren and Luthi en, etc. the stitchings are 
thin and oddly sterile -- it's inevitable I suppose that 
I'd apprehend a copy such us this olTolkien's created 
myth, even handled hy u more hrilliunl und careful 
writer, could only resound with u shallow thump. 
Mythology gains its power precisely because it evol- 
ves, because it explains "being" and "nonheing", 
Form and Cause. Mythology loses its power as soon as 
belief is lost -- something that today's fantasy writers 
seem ill-equipped to understand. The writer who sets 
out tu "create myth" has defeated his true purpose al 
the outset, 
Kocik's allempl is so much smaller in scale, its 
facets and old- fashioned form cun fascinate briefly 
despite familiarity. 
I'll slop here; my mind was already rucing uheud 
to address some of the questions ruised in your fus- 
ci nu ling I elle rs column, bu L if I don 't conscious I y cu II 
a hull now this lelter will reach the length of one of 
those stories. I admire you for allowing your cor- 
respondents the freedom lo respond al length; I ulso 
udmire your writers for their endeavors, und I hope 
that my own comments can inspire some little 
thought even through disagreement. 
to. what was coming next in these pieces, leaving me in 
suspense unLil the very encl, and there were port inns 
that required a closer, and more delightful second 
reading. 
Rampp's work in particular uttructs me. 11 is im- 
ages arc remarkably original, some of them hrcal h- 
taking in the way he focuses in on everyday urban 
sights and makes them magical. I wish I could say 
that his themes were so crystalline: were they, I ex- 
pect he'd he lauded as a new Canel much overdue) poet 
laureate in our meclin-drenched twentieth century. 
Open question to Mr. Rnmpp: are you in fuel in con- 
trol of your themes, or are you lelting your images 
string together as they emerge from your imagina- 
tion? Focus your intent as you have your visions, and 
your work could he unsetllingly effective. 
The interplay of symbol and intuition, ernot ion 
and perception displayed hy 11 oocl in "The Fuuntu i11 
and the Hinck Fish" was delightful. In facl, I'd like lo 
sec her tackle in depth some of the questions slu: 
mises then glosses (perhaps necessarily, given the 
constraints of the short story form). A n.v book» hy l his 
author? lfnol, why not? 
"The China Ooll a nd the Meudowlur k " paid 
homnge lo an odd story by an odd writer of the last 
century, and I kept puzzling "Why?" The theme is 
dangerously outdated, or was that his point? A lso in- 
triguing was the fact that this story was as deri vat i ve 
of Andersen's fairy tale as "The Tales of the Allundu[" 
was of'Polkien's 1'111~ SILMARILLION, yet I found 
this story lo be less offensive than the Tolkien deri vu- 
tion. I had to go buck Lo the two stories lo ponder why. 
A great deal of the answer lies in the use of lan- 
guage. Kocik is in control of his; he gives the impres- 
sion of a Jack Frost, slyly and playfully leading yuu 
on then looking hack to see if you catch his gli111111cr. 
Lines like "calico drapes, hanging from the windows 
like multicolor whiskers" and " .. us her cinders 
floated like swans across the chimney" or "the lire 
glowed us yellow as lemon rinds" arc what makes me 
keep reudiug cven though the venue is familiar. 
In the "Tales," we have stiff (uud even misused! 
biblical language, inter weaved with cliches. "I leurts 
were moved," "soaring mounts" "stormy purple" fur- 
ther deaden the already monotone pace; then there 
are what must have heen the uni ho11ght-out cliches 
such as "/\ya had given them foreknowledge ur t.he 
lapeslryofTime." Now, Ayu is the Creator, right? So 
who's weaving this version of all the Victorian 
"tapestries of Lime"? Docs Aya have fingers -- and 
how does this tapestry relate to the "Pool of Time?" 
Then, does harvest cast light, as in "she walks in the 
light ofgrowlh and harvest"? Cumulatively we have 
enough unthinking cliches ("white us snow" "his 
hearl was pierced hy their beauty" "and it was 
wondrous beautiful") that, added with the so-human 
behavior of these supposed gods, they effectively 
diminish any depth the story might have laid claim 
I looked at the people. It was true, they had all fal- 
len silenl, they were watching us und listening. 'I'he 
old woman got up and went over to lhe other side of 
the fire; when she came hack she was holding a mir- 
ror, a round moon of polished silver. I stared al the 
other girl; I could not believe I looked like her. She 
smiled hack al me and took my hand. Iler hands were 
exactly like mine. 
The old woman huncled me the mirror. "II ave you 
never seen yourself?" she asked gently. "Or have you 
only heen reflected in lhe eyes of those around you, 
who did not sec you clearly? Now look, and sec whut 
is true." 
I looked and al first I thought it was a mistake, 
that the other girl was looking inlo it and I was seeing 
her reflection, not my own. IL was far different form 
the wavering, distant image at the bottom of the 
wel I... The girl leaned over and put her face next to 
mine, and I saw both of us at one: we hud the same 
grey-green eyes, the same russet hair shining in the 
firelight, the same smile. Weeping, I put the mirror 
down and looked, for the first time knowingly, upon 
my sister's face, and upon my own. 
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do this; she left the child in the forest and walked 
away, never knowing whether the child lived or died. 
"She called that one dead, and then turned her 
hack on the goddess, refusing lo honor her. As for the 
daughter she kept, she Lolcl her nothing of her origin, 
did not tell her the goddess was the source of her life. 
"In her heart she knew that this was not enough, 
and that someday she would have lo pay her debt. For 
the resl of her Ii fe she wa I ked i 11 fear of us a ncl 011 r god· 
clcss, because or what she had clone so long ago. She 
cannot even look up al our hills Is it not so? You 
know this woman is your mother But you, in your 
heart, you cannot he torn away from the goddess who 
gave you life or from the sister who shares your soul. 
We have seen you looking up at our hills ... " 
"Hut my sister is dead--" 
"No, that is a lie. Look al this woman next lo you. 
Do you not see your own face, your own body, in hers? 
Look, and see how the people are staring al you. It is 
because you ure each other's image." 
THE TWIN 
conl i 11114 froa p191 II 
So you don 't like znftiK sprites t ! I\ ntl why not? Do )'Oil 
sl1111ishl.v bow to media whim» um/ consider "obese" 
and "obecene't synonvmou« ruords?! Shame on you! -- 
your tcurrentlvt {crl editor, Lynn. (Clrrisli11e, luuueuer, 
is suitnhl_y tolllour-slim untl: long flowing blonde huir 
• sorry, sire's already married). On tire other hand, 
thanks for buying my tape and making nice about my 
music. Yorl are [orgiven (•!pra11g!• ). 
C. L. · I'd like lo take 11p the cudgels on behalf of that 
'rat fairy"r>11 tire couer of #4. I I.IKH I/rat cover and 
sire's 011e of the main reasons. Yo11'ue made some g1)()d 
t)l)i 11 ts a bout the stories, particularly about "Esmu rel· 
la tire \Vitclilti11." 
I don't think you uiere unduly harsh in your letter 
i11 MC #:J. I reutl thut l1111e as brisk and straiglufor- 
ioard. I thinl: cw honest response is lo be valued; per- 
sonallv I prefer brusqueness lo condescension. 
P.S. - especially enjoyed "If You Can't Live Without 
Me Then Why Aren't You Dead" from your tape. 
Frances Garland 
Miles City, Montana 
clo much for me; I fell as if the author was moralizing 
at me through the veneer of the story. 
Nice art throughout, particularly Pat Wynne's 
curtuon and the Callahan work (both Bonnie and Tim 
- are they related?). Actually, I like Maudlin's work, 
too, but u fat fairy on the cover? Really! Looking for- 
ward lo #5. 
in MC #3 ("The Last Card"), I was delighted hy the 
turn-around of Reed man's "Paying The Piper." 
Bravo. I enjoyed "The Blood Red Rune," "Esmurellu 
the Witchkin," and "The Fountain and the Black 
Fish" all a great deal, particularly Esmuretla's ac- 
curntely distracted and flighty attitude · children 
should not practice magic nor should they vole, and 
here's why! 
I liked all the poetry -- poetry lends to he some- 
thing I simply like or dislike but don't analyze. '!'hank 
you, though, for printing the corrected "If i Id" in its 
entirety. 
Regarding "The Ghost House," I both admire 
Morgan's brevity and distike it. I think he could have 
strengthened the story considerably with u little 
more verbiage: I didn't understand who (or what) the 
green spectre was and I found the ending itself un- 
ticlimactic. lt just dribhled off. 
I felt "Cleo" also has unrealized potential. Jones 
could have mude more of a connection between Cleo's 
death and Em's illness. She should have clarified 
l~m·s motive for poisoning her father (purely because 
he said "better to chloroform her than have her suffer' 
?) and possibly have her repent when he brings the 
k iuen. On the other hand, her use ofl::u1g1111gc is com 
pelling. Very nice. 'l'he opening illustration really 
captured the melancholy mood orthe piece, too. 
I was lukewarm toward "The China Doll and the 
Meadowlark," perhaps because or the familiarity of 
the tale. Still, il was nicely executed and Kocik has u 
lovely tum of phrase. "The Christmas Wilch ... " didn't 
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night is to day. Yet where the Rhymer's heart held 
the grey wonders of faerie, he could not tell whether 
the priet's held the bright I ight of a noon sun, or 
midnight's darkest shadow. 
lie need not go with them. lie had only Lo raise 
his voice and help would come. Tinker blades would 
wink in the sunlight. Burly furmluds would flex 
muscled shoulders und raise callused fists ut his 
word. For he was 'l'homus the Rhymer who wulked 
the old wuys. True Thomas who lold no lies and whose 
tellings lel his I isteners he us much in his Lu les us they 
were his audience. But he loved folk like these loo 
much. 'l'o raise his voice now would only send muny 
lo their deuths. Fists and knives were poor sub- 
stitutes for the long swords that hung ut the bells of 
the priest's sol cl iers. 
'J'homas realized suddenly thut the priest hod 
been speaking and he'd not heard u word. lie could tell 
from the hawk eyes that the words held no truth, no 
maller that the lips smiled reassuringly. Thomas 
plucked a Iluff of WOO I from the sleeve of hisjacket and 
watched iL Outler lo the ground. I I is guze rose abrupt- 
ly und locked onto the priest's. 
"I will lead you," he said softly. 
The priest's smile widened into a satisfied grin. 
"The lord bless--" 
"No!" 'l'homas said, cutting him off. "Where we 
walk, keep that one's name lo yourself. This I sweur: 
f will leud you. But speuk hls name only cncaunr! my 
own knife will find lodgings in your throat." 
The priest puled. Thom us himself wus start led u t 
lhe intensity of his words. But at Lhut nurning he'd foll 
Lhe coldness in his heurt.-u chill thul was only a 
shadow of what the l~lder Folk would feel--uncl knew 
he spoke the truth. Where they meant lo go, there was 
no place for the holy words of the Dead God. 
lie could see anger brimming in the pr iest and 
could almost reud his thoughts. Strike him down, the 
priest longed to cry out to his soldiers. BuL he didn't 
dare. The church knew the power of martyrs and 
would not give those who followed the old ways 
another. The dhruides and wise- wives were one 
thing. But to slay one such as Thomas Hymer would 
set back their gainings a good ten years. 
"So be it," the priest said, regaining control of 
himself. "Let us be on our way." 
Thomas Rhymer frowned, though his lips shaped a smile. The easy hustle of'Fairdfore's marketplace 
clamored about him. Smiling Iarrnlads jostled for 
space with village merchants, tinkers and sharp-Lon 
gued hucksters. Gooclwives challered by the gossip 
stones. Young maids flirted. Smells rose and 
mingled--the sweat of honest toilers, their wool and 
leather, with spices, rousted nuts and sweetmeats. I\ 
sense of cnmuruclcrie and gooclwi 11 s111-ro111Hled 
'I'hornus, but he fell only a sense of drcucl. 
'l'he pr iest repeated his question. "I ashed: Will 
you guide us'!" 
Thomas regarded him. The priest's eyes were as 
piercing as nny hawk's. deep-set in a face that was 
lean and thin as n weasel's. Behind his robed form 
stood a half-dozen men-al-arms. 'l'hey were well- 
weaponed, with shields hanging from their shoulders 
and mail glinting through the folds of their man lies. 
Thomas felt his smile slipping. For a moment the 
priest's face seemed to shift inlo a grinning skull with 
maggots crawling from its empty sockets. 
lie hid a shudder and asked mockingly, "Cannot 
your god show you the way?" 
He watched anger slide across the priest's face, 
quickly veiled with a smile as false us his own. We are 
two masked men, Thomas thought, but as different us 
. 
In those days lived nne Thomas Rymer, <t unuulering storyteller. Ile l111d the witch-sight 0{1>11e born i11 the 
twilight, tire deepsiglit that could pierce lite borders 
betuieen this world and the realm o] [aerie. A nil it wo.'I 
the fader Folk themselves tlwt gaue him tire gift ot:« 
tongue that could not lie .. 
Welcome he 1uas wherever he travelled, be it o 
Lord's high- walled keep or a husbandman 's rude cot. 
But the fairest guesting» of all were in the 1uild places- 
-sea-keeps, wood-halls, hollowed hills, wherever the 
Elder Folk were known to gather. For like calls lo like, 
and fey was True Thomas the Rhymer. 
"lt's late that night that the lord came home, 
enquiring for his lady; 
his servants all replied, 'She's gone, 
she's away iuitl: wit It Gipsy f)m1ey ... '" 
- from "The Gypsy Laddie", traditional 
ballad (Child 2001. 
GIPSY DAVEY 
by Charles de Lint 
cause for a blood-feud that will not end until the whole 
of the Lowlands lie in ruin." 
"Willingly?" the priest cried. "Assuredly, she'd 
go willingly! And wilh anyone. Thomas Hymer, I'll 
tell you this. Jeannie II untling is u half- wit. She looks 
as fair us nny new bride, hut she hasn't even sense 
enought lo wipe the drool from her own chin. She hus 
the mind of u bube." 
Thomas fell u chi II go through hi 111. 
"Then why," he asked grimly, choosing his words 
with care, "why did Lord Iluntling take her us wife?" 
"II is lands border Addleworth's du les," Yu red 
began. 
"Enough!" Thomns SR id, culling him off. "I know 
lhe Lale. I know it ull t.oo well. A hillcrrivnlry, border 
mids nnd hnlllcs ... cnding in u wedding. ll11t uever a 
cure clothe Lords give for anything hut themselves." 
Sorrow twisted into futile anger. "Dumn these Lords 
for their unthinking wuys! Anet damn your ways, Loo, 
priest! It was a cleaner fund we dwell eel in before you 
came with your saints and holy writs ... your mur- 
riuges of convenience." I le stubbed u linger before 
the priest's face, forestalling un angry retort. 
"Know this, priest of a Deuel God. I know Davey 
Faw, und I know him well. lie is u kind soul with 11 
\;enlle heart, he he gipsy or not. Beller-lreuled this 
Jeannie could never be than in his company. I will not 
lead you Lo him. Slay me if you will, hut I go no fur- 
ther." 
Yarcd smiled. This lime his eyes smiled as well 
and Thomas fell the chill in him deepen. 
"I think you will, Thomas Hymer," he said. The 
soft certainly in his voice echoed like the lolling of a 
dooming bell. "Do you think me a fool? I know why 
you agreed lo aid us so quickly in Fuirdfore. Your own 
soil heart hclrays you. 
"You have spoken your mind. Now hear me. Lenci 
us lo Davey l•'aw,orall Fuirdfore burns. Inhuhitunts, 
Lown and fields will be only so much charred ash do 
you not obey me. Do you think me harsh? There ure 
reasons. 
"Lord Addleworlh visits llunlling llall al the 
mnnlh's encl. And whal will he think when his 
daughter-vno muller how feeble-minded she may he- 
-is not there? I will tell you. I le will cry treachery. I le 
will cry for revenge and those sume border raids that 
u wedding ended will escalate into a full wur. Would 
you have lhal, Thomas Hymer?" 
Tho mus shook his heud numbly, not sure what lo 
think. Whul cared he for the petty warr ings or Lords? 
Y el good people would die in them.just us good people 
would die in Fnirdfore ... ah.just as Davey Faw would 
die when this priest returned him to lluntling llull. 
And then the gipsies would ride. 
I l seemed ut lhat moment he could look ahead i nlo 
the years lo come and see only smoke and bloody ruin. 
But what could he do? 
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'l'homas shook his head. "Ill would that be done. 
Davey's the son of Johnnie Faw and he's the King of 
lhe Gipsies. Punish him and they'll burn Lord 
11 unlling's keep down about his eurs. You have men- 
at-arms, and the magic of your Dead God, but the 
gipsy folk are not fey, fearing iron and holy word. 
They have numbers and their own magics. The Lale 
goes round that Huntling's wife wenl willingly. 'l'ake 
her back ... punish Davey ... and you will give them a 
crime." 
"Why," Thomas asked as they camped that night, 
"do you seek Davey Faw? Surely your god can find a 
worse heretic to burn than that poor Ind? I myself 
have done your kind more harm than ever Duvey 
might have, priest." 
"Yared," the priest said. "My name is Yared, 
Thomas Hymer." 
Thomas nodded ucknowleclgemenl. 
'l'he priest continued. "I do not seek him for my 
god, but rather for J\ldhelm, the Lord Huutliug. 
Du vey Fa w stole his wife Jeunn ie in the deud of nighl. 
As she wus under my cure, so it becomes my burden 
lo return her lo Hunlling llall." 
"Stole her?" Thomas murmured. Then he was 
remembering. The border minstrels had a new song 
and the highroads were ringing with it. Ra/Ile for the 
gipsy, gipsy, rattle for the gips.v Davey, Aye, Davey 
l•'u w luul stolen Lord II untl in g's wife, hut i l was wi 11- 
ingly she'd gone with him-- or so the song had it. 
"Aye, stole her," Yared said. "She must he 
returned und Oavey Faw punished us befits his 
• • • 
"Thomus?" 
The Rhymer turned at the soft touch on his sleeve 
to recognize a boy from the lodging house where he 
guested this week. He could feel a sudden tension in 
the air. The priest's presence became a dark shadow 
ucross Thomus's heart. The men-al-arms touched the 
hilts of their swords. 
"It's alright, Janny. Tell your mum lhul I've a 
road to follow and won't be back for a fortnight or so." 
The hoy nodded u ncerla inly, stepping nside as the 
small cavalcade moved on. A silence followed in their 
wakens the folk of Fu i rel fore becu me aware of'Thnmns 
walking umiclsl the priest und his soldiers. 'I'hnmus 
hreuthed u sigh of relief us lhey left the Inst of 
Fa irdfore's stone- walled cols hehincl them. I Ie'd 
averted trouble in the matkelplace, but now he was 
alone. Ile hod a long walk before him, in company he 
would never huve chosen, hod he been given 11 free 
choice. lie wondered bleakly if he would ever see 
Fairdfore again. 
rear. 
Thomas fell into step beside him, all loo aware of 
the six heavy-footed men-ut-urms who took up the 
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Davey Faw would never be considered a la II man, 
hut standing al the door of his smnll col he lowered 
over his two guests. Bleury-eyccJ, he run his lingers 
through his mop ofhrighL reel huir uncl smiled u wel- 
come. The grim smiles that Finan and Glamorgan 
returned woke him with the suddenness of a bucket of 
cold waler. Ile ushered them to seals hy the hearth 
nnd shot u worried glance lo where Jeannie 
11 unlling's slim form luy curled up in his bed. 
Finnn uncl Glamorgan took their seals in silence 
while Davey busied himself, first setting a pol of 
wuler lo boil by the lire, then pulling the blanket up 
about Jeannie's chin. She stirred in her sleep und 
Davey's brows met in u frown. Outside he could heur 
the fai nt stirrings of unshod ponies' hooves that were 
there one moment, the next seeming lo he only a trick 
oft he wind. lie brushed a lock of pale yellow hair from 
Jeannie's cheek and turned to his guests. 
"What's u-foot, then?" 
Their uncomfortable expressions spoke volumes. 
Davey sighed. "So the hunt's up again, is it?" Ab- 
sently, he look the waler from the lire uud poured it 
over rose-Ieuves und herbs to sleep. Selling the f)Ql 
down he found a scat himself. 11 is shoulders slumped 
and agu in he looked to the bed. Ah, .Jeannie, he 
thought. And whcrc'll we go now? The 11 ighluruls urc 
no place for you, all lonely and wild as they are. 
l•'inan hegan lo speak of whul he'd seen while 
Davey listened with hu lf un ear. llis mind wus more 
preoccupied with the young wife of Lord l l untfing , 
she he'd stolen from the Loni's own ha Its. 
'l'hcy called her a halfwit. But cliffcrenL--slower·- 
than other folk as she might be, she still had the same 
hopes and desires. She would live in the world, not he 
locked in barren rooms with her only company a 
priest of the New Faith. Somewhere between her 
inner self and the outer world a barrier had risen-- 
from birth=and she could no more express herself 
than she could fathom what wenl on about her. But 
still ... in her eyes Davey could see burning a fl ickcr of 
inlelligence, and it was growing stronger. Ile never 
laughed al her, nevermadecommenlas he helped her 
through the day's smallest trouhlings. She trusted 
• • • 
"We must warn them," Glamorgan said. "But 
Thomas .. ?" 
Finun shook his head. "'fhe choice was never 
his." 
lie laid aside his harp and stood, lifting the lady 
to her feet, A silent cull summoned mounts for them 
both and the hulf-dozen riders that would accompany 
them. F'inun took up the hunting horn from his 
saddle's prow and I ipped it. Fur und wide the cry rang 
and mortals stirred uneasily in their sleep. And those 
few, those very few who knea, rose from sleep lo stare 
out into the night and murmur, "The faeries ride." 
On Elda le I fill, overlooking Cragby Wood, a [air- 
haired harper henL his lean form over his harp, thin 
Ii ngers drawing n sweet strange melody from the, 
springs./\ woman danced before him, long chestnut 
hair shimmering in the moonlight, her deep eyes 
seeing only him. I fer heauty was the aching wonder 
that burned in a poet's visions. 
They were of'the Elder Fulk, these two. A glamour 
was upon them, freely laid, and the whole oflhc world 
wus their splendour. Suddenly, the burp rang dis- 
chorclunlly. SI i m feel faltered in their steps as the two 
looked al each other. 
"Finan?" the wornun asked. 
The harper looked away Lo stare al a hrok en 
string, curling and bloodied from where it had st ruck 
his hand when it snapped. 
"It's Thomas," he replied softly. "Ah, Glamor- 
gan, it's Thomas." Ile raised his eyes. "Come walk- 
ing with death." 
Glamorgan kneeled before him. "You arc 
seeing?" she prompted gently so as not to break the 
spell. 
"Death comes walking with iron in the one hand, 
runes of the Deuel Giod mouthing from its lipless 
mouth. It's the gipsy they want ... lhe gipsy and his wee 
wise maid ... " 
• • • 
They fored into Glamorgan's lands, she who was 
a queen of faerie, and Cragby Wood about them wus u 
fey and wild place. Priest and men numbered onl.v 
seven. A small company, hut large enough lo hold one 
storyteller until. .. until what? What if Glamorgan's 
people came and met with the cold iron and holy 
words? 
Rattle for the gispy, gipsy, rattle for the gips_v 
Dewey ... 
The words ran through 'I'hornas's head, borne on 
their cheery tune, but they brought him no cheer. /\h 
Davey, he thought. Diel you ever think when first you 
did the deed? One small act., ... who could ever sny 
where it would lend? 'I'urn a corner, where normally 
you'd fore straight through, und your whole life could 
change. On such small doings rested the weight of 
mnny futures. 
'l'homus looked at the priest. The Rhymer's eyes 
were shining with unshed tears. 
"The power is in your hands, priest," he said slow- 
ly, adding to himself: for now. Ah, let it be only for 
now. 
Yared's face shifted in Thomas's gaze and again 
he sow a hleachecl sk u II. Shuddering, he turned away, 
fumbling for his blankets. I le lay awake for u long 
while, listening lo the soldiers' snores, trying to 
shake the vision from him. Hut when he did sleep, the 
skull-headed priest walked grinning through his 
dreams. 
Jeannie had known him for a year. Once she'd 
strayed from another dream, one of the New Faith's 
hell that her keeper-priest never tired of describing 
lo her. 'l'he dream hud shattered and she'd found her- 
self here- -wherever here was=with the Grey Man 
wuiling lo meet her. 
1 lere Jeannie had everything nature had denied 
her in the real world. I I ere she could speak so thut her 
feelings passed lips thut never stumbled. Iler own 
hand could brush a lock of her yellow hair from her 
forehead with a grace she'd never known. She could 
dunce und run uud sing, do all the things she'd ever 
yearned lo. Mere her mind itself' was free of its bind- 
ings and her thoughts were cuherenl--nol twisted 
11111zns wherein logic disnppeured he hind u veil offum- 
hl i ng thoughts. 
Watching the Grey Mnn vanish, Davey remem- 
bered why he'd come into the dream. I le turned to 
.leunnie and told her what had befallen. She clung Lo 
his arm, her eyes rising lo sture into his. 
"Don't go, Davey," she whispered. "The Grey 
Man said we shouldn't go." 
"We? Or only you?" 
"Me," she replied in a voice so low he could hard- 
ly hear her. 
Davey stroked her hair, understanding. She wus 
a hrave luss in this dream world--u I ways striving not 
lo remember how it would be ugain when the dream 
ended, when their communicutiun was no longer so 
free. She knew as well us he did that she could do him 
no good where he went now. And it was the pain of 
heing a burden thnt cut her most deeply of all. 
She wanted lo help him, lo stand by him 110 mat- 
ter whal, yet she couldn't. For when the dream ended, 
she was locked inside her luckless body once more, 
thoughts entangled, scarcely uhle lo care for herself, 
little say help him. 
"I I e suid three truths would stop him, Du vey. The 
<1rey Man did. Three truths und you must hind them 
i 11 a 11 ash wa ml." 
Davey nodded, not n:ally understanding. 
"t llumorgun will keep you i11 Eldale llill 1111til I 
return," he said. "Will you go?" 
"I'll go, Davey. I'll go. Bulyou'll come back, won't 
you? Say you will." 
''I'll come buck ," he promised, hiding his own 
fears from her. "Now wake, .Ieunnie. 'l'he time's uL 
hu nd ... " 
Davey finished buckling on his sword bell and 
sloocl staring around the col, still remembering. 
Again he saw Jeannie's frightened eyes, looking al 
him over Finan's shoulder before the shadows drew 
dark a ncl the faery host was gone. lie cursed under his 
hrenth ancl walked to the door. The first rays of dawn 
were glimmering pink over the eastern hills. Jeannie 
was safe in Eldale hy now, while he ... 
Taking his staff, he cursed again, louder, and set 
out, clark thoughts brewing in his mind. 
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Dovey Faw stood outside the door of his cot.For u 
moment he saw the riders--the gossamer huir and bil- 
lowing cloaks atop the prancing ponies, and -Jennnie 
cradled tenderly in Finan's arms. 'l'hen there were 
only shadows and the hoofbeats became wind. Weari- 
ly, l>nvey entered the cot and strapped his swnrrlhe lt 
around his wn ist. 
Jeannie had been dreaming when he'd gone lo 
wake her. As il happened so often before, he was 
drawn into that dreaming. The outer world lost focus 
as his eyes gluzed and the dream hecame reality. The 
hill was there, as ever, and .Ieunnie sat in the deep 
green grass at its foot. Silhouetted against the sky 
was the departing figure of he they named the Grey 
Man. He raised a hand in salute to Davey. Then he 
was gone and the hilltop was em ply. 
Davey had never learned who he was, this Grey 
Man. Sometimes he came lo them as an old gaffer, 
jolly and stout; again as a middle-aged scholar, white- 
haired and wise; othertimes as a youlh with a harp, 
playing tunes for them. But always there was the grey 
depth hidden in his eyes, and by that they knew him, 
no muller what shape he wore. 
• • • 
him. She loved him. He could tell. And in turn, he 
loved her. 
l"inan had fallen silent and Davey looked up 
wearily lo meet the harper's eyes. 
"We would aid you," Glamorgan said. "You know 
that. But what this one bears ... " 
Davey nodded. "Aye. Iron and the holy words of 
his faith." 
"Perhaps Thomas could ... " 
"No, Finan. Thomas is as bound as you--else why 
would he be leading them Lo me? No. Against this 
priest there is little you two can do. But I. .. " Davey 
looked lo the door where his cloak hung under the 
weight of his sword's scabbard. "Do this for me. II icle 
.Ieunnie in your hall under l~ldale llill. I will 1-:0 to 
meet the hunters. And if ... ifl should fail. .. send Jeun- 
nie north to my kin. 'l'ell them the full Lule. lluntlinJ.! 
will leurn then whut il meuns lo arouse the wrath of 
the gipsy folk." 
Davey pictured his father in his mind as he spoke- 
-tall, dark-haired Johnnie Faw, with a storm's fury 
building in his eyes. It would be u hiller lesson that 
Lord lfuntling would learn. 
"We would do more," Glnmorgnn said. 
Dovey shook his head. "With iron and holy word 
before you, there is no more you con do." I le stood and 
crossed the room. Cleaning three cups, he poured 
each brimful with steaming Lea. "Drink with me, 
friends. The dawn is fastnpproaching when you must 
away. I'll wake Jeannie, now, and tell her what I 
can." 
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Oavey walked the morning into noon. The hills 
rose and fell underfoot nnd he puicl no mind lo any- 
thing about him, except for slopping once lo rest 
under the large spreading crown of an ash tree. fie 
remembered Jeannie's strange words ... three truths, 
bound in an ash wand. Wondering still ut what it 
meant, he looked amongst lite leaves and Lull grasses 
until he found one wind-blown twig, curved like u 
crescent moon. Somehow he knew--from his 
grandad's tales?--that the lwig must be wind- hlown, 
not Lorn from the lrce. Smiling, he picked, he picked 
it up and pocketed it. 
"Thunk yuu," he murmured lo the tree. 
lie felt foolish hut sensed that this wus right 11s 
well. Did the leaves whisper uck nowludgentunt? 
Duvey only shrugged and wulk ed on, lost in his 
though ls ngain. 
The Grey Mun of Jeannie's dream. I le wondered 
about him often, remembering at ti mes how he'd first 
met him. He'd been road-wending north lo the 11 igh- 
lunds and home, slopping Lo camp near lite keep that 
was lluntling llall. lie was not fool enough to ask 
there for guesting. 'l'he folk of the Lowlands hucl 
strange ideas concerning the gipsy folk, thinking 
them nothing heller than thieves or worse. So 
wrapped in his cloak, hidden under 11 thicket of wil- 
lows with his sword al hand, he'd slept, and sleeping, 
dreamed an odd dream. 
f''irst he'd seen the very riverbank where he slept. 
It was strangely luminous-vas though lil from within 
more than from moon and stars. The scene shifted 
towards the stone-wulled keep in the distance until 
he'd found himself drifting inside like a phantom- 
which to his mind he was. lie accepted it ull us one 
does in a dream and felt simply curious. Then a dark- 
ness came winding about him, drawing him lo Lhe 
keep's main hull ... in and upward ... to where u priest 
knelt by u bed. 
IL was on thut bed that Davey first laid eyes on 
Jeannie llunlling. 
'l'he priesl was mullering and Jeannie writhed on 
the heel. Davey stood in the shadows, pinpricks of teu r 
running up und down his spine as he listened In the 
voice of the cloaked. kneeling figure. The words were 
unintelligible lo the gipsy. When he looked agu in ut 
Jennnie, her writhing had quietened. I le was drawn 
to her, his ethereal form floating across the room. As 
he reached the bed, he struck a harrier like an in- 
visible wall. Searing pain exploded inside him. llis 
mind reeled. lie fell as though he were falling inlo u 
chasm that yawned underfoot, a darkness lo which 
there was no end. Then he luy on the riverbank once 
more. 
He remembered silting up, thinking the dream 
ill-omened, then making u warding sign when he 
• • • 
Thomas Hhymer wa lkcd under those same sunny 
skies, though leagues separated his purly from the 
holding where Davey wus stealing his horse. There 
wus u hiller hurden in 'l'hornus's heart that grew 
hen vier with each step he look. l le'd let his deepsight 
awaken as they wa I keel and the world cu me i 11 lo sha r- 
per focus. First the here and now, then the deeper hid- 
den world or the faerie. But the woods were empty or 
Elder Folk. Ile would find no help there. 
Yarecl stalked al his side, oblivious to the 
Hhymcr, assured of his control. When Thomas stoic 
sidelong glances al the priest, his deepsight stripped 
the llesh from Yared's skull so that the bleached bone 
gleamed in the sunlight, while and grinning, with red 
fired burning in the empty sockets. Was this true- 
seeing? The grolesq ue sk 11 I I a reflection of the 
priest's soul'! Thomas could only shudder and let the 
deepness full from his sight so that the skull was 
• • • 
to llunlling l lall, the stone walls shining in the sel- 
ling moon's pule light. 
"I will do it," he had repealed, and he had. 
II e hud crept within, stolen her from under the 
very nose of the sleeping priest and ridden into the 
woods on one of II untling's own proud steeds, the lass 
wrapped in u blanket and held in his arms. 
'l'he chase had been long and hard, but a II Hun- 
Lling or his men caught wus Davey's laughter ringing 
mockingly through the trees. When they gave up, he 
rode on Lo l·~ldale llill and friendly guest ing , 
Glumorgan's folk welcomed them-- und surely Jean- 
nie blossomed under their kindness towards her. In 
the encl, ruther than faring north and homeward lo 
the 11 ighlancls, he set up their lodgings in u deserted 
wuorlsmuu's col. 
They set il to rights, he and Glamorgan's folk. 
And in the encl, Jeannie und he hud u cozy home or 
their own, sure from their foes, close Lo their friends. 
Or so it hucl seemed. 
Davey's thoughts returned to the present again. 
A husbundrnun's holding lay before him. The nuon 
was past and the afternoon drawing on. Perhaps the 
folks there would lend him a horse. Then he laughed. 
Aye. Lend a gipsy a horse. And apple trees grow on 
the ocean's floor! 
Davey sighed. l le'd never stolen a thing, until 
that night at 11 untl ing llal I. But now he must udd fuel 
to the old lie once uguin. The gipsies were thieves it 
was said. So be it. 
II e checked first to see tha this ash twig was sti 11 
in his pocket. Then, taking to the thickets, he crept 
forward. He wondered uguin ut Jeannie's message. 
Three truths, eh? And un ash wand. Then all con- 
templation washed awuy and he bent his mind lo the 
task al hand. If his own hunting went well, he could 
return the horse before the week wus up. 
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found that he sat beside his own sleeping body. But 
shocked though he was nt that, he could only think or 
Lhe lass he'd seen in Hunt.ling llall--she and lhe 
cloaked priest. His heart went out to her, sensing 
something inside her that was trapped and longed Lo 
he free. 
"They call her a half-wit," a voice said from be- 
hind him. 
Rising, Davey turned. That was when he first 
met the Grey Mun. 
I I e stood leaning on u long white staff, the folds of 
his grey cloak fluttering about him. There was u sud 
smile on his lips and a wonder in his eyes that made 
Davey look away, for they drew him and he was afraid 
of losing hi mse If in that gaze. Neither olcl nor young, 
the Grey Man reminded Davey of the Elder Folk his 
mom had never tired telling him about when he was 
11 babe. 
"Nature played her u cruel trick," the stranger 
continued. "Young Jeannie. She's cut off from the 
world. But she has an inner sight that cuts deep inlo 
the 11 idclen Lands encl her spi ri l's u bright stu r. 11 l l on 
its own. There are some who'd cul her off from even 
that." 
"The priest of the new Fu ith?" Du vey asked, find- 
ing his voice. 
In this dream--for dream it must be and no more- 
-he felt at ease with this stranger, trusting him 
where, if he were awake, his gipsy instincts would 
never have let him. 
"So he is cloaked," the stronger said. "But the 
White Christ is not his master. Christos is a rcllection 
of the Gods of Light, the 'I'uathun-vlike the Norse 
folk's Baldur, like so many before. This priest serves 
a darker purpose, that of the shadowed ones, the 
Daketh. Harm for harm's sake ... chaos. They feed on 
such." 
Davey struggled with the concepts, only half-un- 
derstanding. 
"And you?" he asked. "Where do you stand?" 
The Grey Man smiled. "Somewhere inhetween-- 
or perhaps a step sideways. My folk are the Wild 
Ones, the twilight-born, children of the Moon-on- 
Earth and the starry piping of the llorned One." 
They stared al each other then, the Grey l\fan 
holding to his though ls, Davey trying lo gather up the 
reins of his own scattered ones. 
"You could do worse," the Grey Man said. 
"What do you mean?" 
"Already you are drawn Lo her. Pursue this thing 
lo its end. Aid her. Steal her away from this half-life 
and let her truly live." 
Davey nodded. 'l'he thought had been in his mind. 
11 is heart went out to her with more than pity. 
"I will do it," he said. 
Rut he spoke lo the air, for he was alone again in 
his own body. 11 e stared about himself, his eyes dra w11 
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Slck e ne d. Duvey looked away. llis heart 
pounded, dulling the throb in his temples. llis only 
hope lay now with Glamorgan and F'inan. Surely 
they'd spirit .Ieunnie away? 'l'o the north and his 
father's hulls ... 
"I'm sorry," 'l'homas said ut his sicJe, his voice low. 
"I wished you no hurm, Duvey Faw, truly I didn't. But 
row." 
shout. The hoofbeats grew louder, then Davey burst 
into the glade where they were camped. 
Men-at-arms came at him from both sides while 
another dropped on him from u tree. Before Du vey 
could get in u hlow, he was tumbled Lo the ground, Lhe 
breath knocked from him. The hard edge of u shield 
caught his head with a dull crack and he luy as one 
dead. When he woke, he was securely trussed with 
ropes from his stolen llorse's saddlebags, lying beside 
Thomas. 
II is gaze swam and spun. Ile saw Thomas, hut his 
eyes were drawn to Yared. They went hurd us he 
recognized the priest. Yored stared clown ut him, his 
weasel-thin features twisted into a grin. 'l'he priest 
spent liLLle Lime glouting. lie merely suid: 
"We have the one. The second won't he neurly so 
difficult to acquire. And think on this, gispy. Your 
death's ut hand. You're lo swing from 1 l uutting's gih· 
bets, hut there's none lo slop me killing you here uncJ 
now if you try lo escape." The grin grew wider. "So 
sleep while you cun. We haven long march on the mor- 
The thunder of hooves wus loud in the still ni~ht 
air. Yored and his men heard Davey coming long 
before lhe gipsy was in view, long before he: knew his 
danger. A soldier knell by Thomas. Grasping the 
Hhymer by the throat, he held a blude so close Lhut 
Thomas could feel the cold edge of il aguinst his skin. 
lie could scarce breathe, little say give a wurning 
• • • 
fleshed again, Yo red's thin features shimmering into 
view. 
When lhey camped that night a question hounded 
'l'hornas, keeping him from sleep. Whicl1 god did the 
priest serve? He delved into his store of tales-Tor the 
tales of True Thomas were histories and wisdoms 
cloaked as stories--and searched for meaning. In the 
end he could find no understanding nnd fell into u fit- 
ful sleep. He saw Davey's Jeannie in his dreams. IL 
seemed she was ... underground. Deuel then? Surely 
not. J\nd Duvey he suw loo. 'l'he gipsy rode his stolen 
horse like a wild man, his bright red hair streaming 
behind him, his mount's sides lathered with sweat. 
You'll kill that horse, Ocruey, he said Lo the gipsy 
in his dream. 
But his only reply was a biller laughter lh11L rang 
through the woods, und beneath it, the strains of a 
Lune and lhul loo-familiar refrain: 
Rattle for the gipsv, gipsy, rattle [or the gipsy 
Davey ... 
The moon sel. 
'l'homus wus dozing and struggled with heavy 
eycl ids to wuke. 'l'he ash wnncl was slippery in his sud- 
dun 1 y sweaty hands. I le would only have the one 
chance lo try this thing nncl if he was wrong ... II e 
looked lo Duvey stirring beside him and sighed, ruis- 
ing his dcepsight. Then he spoke aloud, he voice ring- 
ing with 11 storyteller's resonance. 
"Yured!" 
'l'he priest turned. The bleached white skull 
gleaming in the pale starlight. 
"You do not seek young Jeannie for Lord 
1 l untling's sake," Thomns suid, 
IL was Lhe first truth. Ile needed the half-willed 
maid us a focus for his dark magery. The wund moved 
in 'l'homus's hund. Yarcd started. Flesh swam over 
his skull=un indefinable expression on his features 
before the skin peeled hack again. Thomus's deep- 
sight cul sharply into the darkness around them. 
There was motion and stirring in the dark, something 
thut longed lo wake and needed only a certain key lo 
free its bindings. 
"The White Christ is not your god." 
The second truth hung in the air, stark and grim. 
Ya reel rose, sensing for the first ti me the other forces 
that were stirring. The wand moved again in 
'l'humus's hand. Yured closed the distance between 
them in swift strides. II is hunds gruhhecl I.he 
lthymcr's jucket uud lifted him from the ground. The 
th i rel truth caught in 'l'ho mu s's throat as Ya red shook 
him. Red flames blazed in the skull's eye sockets. 
Gispy and soldiers were frozen where they watched, 
their mortal eyes glazed us they stored at priest und 
sturytel ler. 
"Too late your foul spellings!" Yured cried. 
lie threw Thomas from him. The Hhymcr struck 
a lree and his breath whooshed from him. Yured 
pointed a long claw-fingered hand al him und spoke a 
wurd. Dark fires blossomed in the priest's palm. But 
Thomas croaked the final truth before they were 
loosed. 
"The wild protects its own." 
Something else was in the glade. The wand 
twisted and bucked in 'l'homas's grip. lie opened his 
fingers und the wand flew from his grasp. Like an 
• • • 
Eying I heir guards, Thomas edged around until 
his own hound hands could work their way into 
Davey's pocket, I le touched the slender ash wand--no 
more than u twig=and fell a tiny shock. IL was like a 
longstone's power, touching the spirit more than the 
hody. With the wand clasped firmly in his hand, 
'l'hornas reguined his former position. 
"When the moon sets," he said, speaking more Lo 
himself thun lo Davey. "Ah, then we'll see." 
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they'd burned the whole of Fnirdfore had I not led 
them." 
Davey turned to the Rhymer and tried Lo smile. 
"Whal could you have done? I don't blame you, 
Thomas. But surely there's an ill star hanging over 
me and my luck's gone." 
I le cocked a wary eye to where their captors were, 
then whispered the tale of what had befullen him 
since Finan had farseen the priest's coming. 
Thomas listened with growing amazemenl. 
There were n thousand tales and old knowledges in 
Thomas the Rhymer. Young though his years still 
were, he had walked the Hidden Lands himself, 
counting faeries us friends, and with each journey his 
store of kennings grew. But for nil his clenlings with 
those of the Middle Kingdom, for all lhe mysteries of 
the world that he'd unravelled, there wus always a 
deeper luyer, ulwuys more lo learn. And this ... Thal 
two could shore one dream ... thutJeunnie hud a rea Im 
within her ... and this Grey Mun ... As Davey spoke of 
him, Thomas fell a strunge sti rring in hi mself, Some- 
where, somehow, he knew of this one, though he could 
not place the knowledge. 
"Whal diet you hope lo gain, coming alone?" 
Thomas asked the gipsy when he was done. 
Davey shrugged and the ropes hit into his wrists 
painfully. 
"An ending," he said bitterly. "Somehow, an en- 
ding to it. And now it's come, though not what I'd 
wished for. I tell you that the luck's gone from me and 
where's the gipsy without his luck? I only hope Lhut 
Glamorgan can keep Jeannie out of thut foul priest's 
grasp." 
"She'll try. Hut this Grey Man. Ile said nothing, 
gave no clue as to how you might have bested the 
priest'!" 
"Only riddles," Davey replied. "Whal I told you. 
The wand. 'l'hree truths hound in an ash wand." lie 
shook his head. "There was a madness on me, 
Thomas. I rocle as though al I the fetches of the Barrow 
Lands were on my trail. Like a madman, aye, and 
never a thought did I give that your company was this 
close. Ah, there's a wildness afoot this eve, Thomas. 
'l'he very air speaks of i t." 
Thomas had raised his deepsight as Davey spoke 
and knew the gipsy spoke the truth. The woods about 
them muttered and stirred, and far off in the distance 
he could hear 'l'ywys the 11 untress and her wolf puck, 
trailing a wild hunt across the distant skies. The air 
was charged with tension, as though a thunderstorm 
were imminent, ready lo roar across the heavens. 
Wildness walks the night, 'I'liomas agreed, and then 
he knew. Three truths bound in an ash wand. I\ wild 
magic. Ile let his mind search out the tale he only half- 
remembered and, finding it, knew what they must do. 
"The wand," he asked softly. "Do you still have 
it?" 
"In my pocket." 
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Thomas shook his head, trying Lo clear it. "Why 
are you ... we ... here ... wherever here is?" 
"I I ere is the silhonell, Thomas. 'I'he spirit realm." 
"I lave I died then?" 
"No. We are here that r may than le you for the purl 
you played, unwittingly, these past few days." 
Thomas felt an anger growing in him that he 
cou Id not quite focus. Rut he kept a firm rein on it. II e 
had been used, hut so it was when one dealt with those 
of the Middle Kingdom. But surely they knew him 
wel I enough hy now? 'J'hey had only to usk ... 
"No Lime, Thomas," the Grey Mun replied, read- 
ing his thought. "Events sped swift. It needed doing. 
And who helter to speak the summoning truths than 
'l'rue Thomas the Rhymer?" 
"You could not'!" 
"J could not. As you speuk only truths=fur how 
could your tongue lie?-- so clo I huve my own geus. 
With Lime I could have spoken clearer. But u spirit 
was at stake and Yared could well have gleaned the 
plan from your mind, hacl I spelled them directly lo 
you." 
"Jeannie," Thomas asked. "She is so important?" 
The Grey Man smiled sadly and answered as 
though chiding a thoughtless child. "She lives, she 
breathes, hut of greater importance, she has a spirit 
thut sees through to the depth of the wi Id heart that 
drums under the skin of the world. Is not every in- 
nocent soul of equal importance uncl deserving a 
champion?" 
Thomas howed his head, understanding. 
"There is ye lone more thing," the Grey Man said. 
"In lluntling llall..." 
"I know," Thomas broke in. "IL will he clone." 
"Then I can only thank you once more. l~arcwcll, 
'I'homus Hymer." 
,\s the Grey Man spoke the world swum around 
Thomas once again. Amidst the sense of vertigo, he 
sensed hands upon him, felt a dull ache in the hack of 
his head where it hucl struck the tree when Yured 
flung him. I le opened his eyes to look into Davey's 
concerned features. The gipsy was loosening the last 
of Thornas's ropes. 
Thomas sat up groggily. "The soldiers .. ?" 
"Gone," Davey said. "They fled when the ... the 
stag-mun ... vanished ... " The gipsy's voice lilied with 
awe. 
"Then how a re you free?" 
"They left my sword," he explained. "I had only lo 
crawl across to it and saw the ropes through. I low are 
you, Thomas?" 
"Alive." 
"And Jeannie. ls she .. T' 
"She'll be well now." 
Davey grinned. "Then all;s well. Will you be com- 
ing to Eldale Hill with me, Thomas?" 
arrow it sped, plunging into the ground between 
Yurecl and the Rhymer. 
Gnarled and hunch-hacked was the figure thut 
grew from the ash wand. Stag horns lilte branches 
sprouted from its brow, twisted legs ended in sharp 
hooves that raked the ground. 
"Too dark this night for your kind," Yared said. 
The dark fires were an intense blackness in his palms. 
lie raised his arm above his head, cocking it back. 
"What Lord of Light has power in the heart of night?" 
The stag-browed figure shrugged. "How should f 
know, priest?" His voice boomed hollowly. Silver 
sparks flowed about him, changing to gold, deepening 
into topaz. "What matters dark or light, when the 
grew wild ones wake?" 
Yured's arm fullered and he stepped buck. 
"Whatever you are," he suid, "you have still not 
Lhe power to slay me." II is tone belied the ussurunce 
of his words. 
"Slay you?" the other mocked. "I am an ash lord, 
dark one. The earth embraces my roots, the moon ha 1- 
lows my boughs. 'l'he ash does not destroy. I heal. 
· Your presence festers the very essence of the n ight. 
You are a canker qn the earth's sweet breast. Sum- 
moned f was. r can only heal." 
He reached out a gnarled arm. As Yured hacked 
another step, the urm became n hough that twisted 
about the priest. Yared fought to use his own sum- 
moned power, hut could not drop his arm locust it 
Crom him. It burned down into his palm, coursing 
through his body like a sudden storm upon the moor- 
lands. The priest had time for a shriek or soul-mad- 
dened pain before the darkness blackened his skull. 
The ash bough loosened and a heal of blackness 
crumbled to the ground where it lay smoking. 
'l'hornas stared with his deepsight, shaking as he 
huddled against the ground. The stug-browed one 
turned, deep eyes upon the Rhymer, smiled sadly.und 
was gone. But in 'I'homas's mind he saw again and 
ngain the priest's death, the images swelling and 
burning in his head. The glade shivered. II is whole 
body quivered with il. Then he found himself in 
another glade and here his body was not bound. lie 
was alone. Al first, he was alone. 
Was it a raven winging through the shadows, or 
a wolf come padding from the dark woods? Feathered 
or furred, before him formed a cloaked figure that 
could only he the Grey Man of Jeannie's dreams. 
"You?" Thomas asked foolishly. 
T'h e Grey Man nodded. "J, indeed, T'ho mus 
Rymer," he agreed. lie threw hack his hood lo reveal 
strong handsome features. II is grey eyes regarded 
Thomas warmly, his lips shaping a slow smile. From 
his brow curled two small horns. 
"Have you a name?" 
"Many," the Grey Man said. "Meanan will do us 
well us any." 
Now the listings are complete1 
I fly home on elf-light feet, 
Bearing knowledge that I need 
To keep Elfhame greenly tree'd, 
Graveyard yew, above the tomb, 
Shed not on me ghastly gloom1 
Elves need not heed your dark away-- 
Only mortal• pass away! 
Walking willow on the prowl, 
Haunted by black bird and owl, 
Do nol follow on my pa th 
Of you shall feel faery wrath! 
Hated blackthorn, dark and onarled, 
Deep in grasses growing snarled, 
Keep your goblin& far from me 
As I pass from tree to lre. 
Mother Elder, all alone, 
Withered ugly forest-crone, 
Don't you pinch me •• I walk, 
Picking rose and bluebell stalk! 
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Prickly holly growing wild, 
Give your thorns lo this fay-child 
So I may forge holly-swords 
To present to Elfhame's lords. 
Mighty oak deep in lhe wood, 
Since Druidic times you've slood1 
Give me boughs. of mistletoe, 
To make elven knowledge grow! 
Stalely ash upon a hill, 
Home to thrush and whipporwill, 
Give me a branch for my hand-- 
Ashwood makes a goodly wand. 
Berried Rowan among the rocks, 
In golden broom and hollyhocks, 
Give up your beads for my hair-- 
Berries make elf-maidens fairl 
Sliver maiden, queen of trees, 
I eway with boughs in the breeze, 
And list the trees I have seen 
To keep Elfhame's forests greens 
by Janet P. Reedman 
THE TREES OF ELFHAME 
" ... and so fell Yared," True Thomas the Rhymer 
finished, "who was neither priest of the New Faith 
nor holy man. Let his fall be a lesson to us all." 
Thomas looked about the smokey interior of Hun- 
tl ing II all's main keep, his gaze coming to rest on the 
Lord himself, and his guest the Lord of Addleworth. 
They stirred uncomfortably under the Rhymer's 
steady gaze. 
"I will have the marr iage annulled," Lord Hun- 
tling said at last. Ile turned to his guest. "You under- 
stand?" 
Lord Addle worth dropped his eyes from Thornas's 
face. 
"Aye," he said, turning to lluntling. A thought 
nickered across his features and he smiled broadly. "I 
hnve a cous in-va first cousin," he said, "whose 
duugbter--fair and of a whole mind, I might add--will 
he of age before the Beltane fires are lit..." 
Thomas shook his head. Already H untling was 
nodding in agreement. With a heavy sigh, Thomas 
~lipped from the dais, down the hall and out into the 
night. Outside, the moon gleamed high above him and 
his eyes went northward. Buttoning up his jacket, he 
began the long walk to Eldale Hill. 
• • • 
Rattle (11r the gipsy, gipsy, rattle for the gipsy 
Douey ... 
"I can't, Davey. There's a war still brewing along 
Huntling's borders. He deserves no help, but many 
others will die if that war breaks out." 
"I'll come," Davey began. 
"You'll do no such thing. You'll fare straight to El- 
dale 11i11 and set your Jeannie's worries to rest. Hun- 
tling won't harm me. Though he might with you al my 
side. Go on, Davey. Go now." 
Davey stood uncertainly aside as Thomas swayed 
to his feet. The Rhymer forced a smile to his lips. 
Davey looked at him worriedly, but held back the 
hand that he would have used to steady the Rhymer. 
'I'hornas's face had a fierce look on it that would stand 
no argument. 
"Go, Davey." 
"So be it," the gipsy replied with a sigh. "But when 
you're done with lluntling ... " 
"I'll be coming to see you," Thomas finished. 
"Now go, Davey." 
Davey shrugged his shoulders. He looked once 
about the glen. Gathering up his sword and hell, he 
buckled them about his waist II is stolen mount was 
long fled. 
"Then farewell, Thomas," he said. 
"Farewell, Davey." 
Thomas watched the gispy stride off into the 
wood. Dawn was lighting in the ens tern skies and the 
birds were awaking in the trees about him. As he set 
off himself, he heard through the birds' chorus, 
Davey's whistling. 

